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Ref Forename Surname Summary of points raised in submission 

1 Helen Mc Nelis 1. Objects to the amendment regarding the Zone of Visual Influence in relation to Glenveagh national Park on grounds that to allow turbines to be visible 
from anywhere within the national park would detract from the visitor experience. 
2. Agrees with the amendment to identify FWPM basins as no- go areas for turbines.  
3. Agrees with the amendment regarding the separation distance of 10 times the tip height especially between homes where young children are at play. 

2 Kieran  McElhinney 1. Agrees and offers support to variation no. 2. 
2. Requests the introduction of a mandatory set back distance of 10 times the tip height of the turbine from where people live, work, educate or play 
music. 
3. Requests the removal of FWPM catchments from the areas identified as ‘open to consideration.’ 

3 Catríona  McHugh 1. Submission describes the 1. Submission describes the scenic quality of the Glengesh area and indicates that this area is identified as ‘favoured’ for 
wind energy by the council. 
2. Advises that the scenic quality of Glengesh Pass attracts tourists. 
3. Requests the adoption of the variation and the removal of the six sub- basin FWPM districts. 

4 Damien  McElhinney 1. Wholly supports the variation 
2. Considers that the 10 x tip height separation distance is a start but is not far enough due to the impacts on people living beside turbines.  
3. Requests that all six rivers are excluded from the areas ‘open to consideration.’ 

5 Rosaleen  McElhiney 1. States that the variation is badly needed and it will lead to families living in peace rather than being subjected to unwanted noise, shadow flicker, visual 
intrusion and all ill health affects common to live too close to windfarms. 
2. Submission states that the separation distance of 10 x tip height should be installed from places of human habitation. 
3. Requests that all six rivers are excluded from the areas ‘open to consideration.’ 

6 Peter  Sharkey 1. Supports the proposed separation distance due to adverse health implications, including sleep deprivation. 
2. Notes that that there are some papers that state that there are no health impacts from wind turbines but requests that the precautionary approach is 
applied and thereby adopt the proposed separation distance.  
3. Supports the proposals to remove the FWPM catchments from the areas that are ‘open for consideration.’  
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh national Park as it would lessen and diminish the views. 

7 Christine  Sharkey 1. States that the current policy of the CDP is flawed and was a retrograde step in relation to removing the 500 m separation distance and the 
identification of over 3000 townlands as ‘open to consideration.’  
2. Agrees with the proposals regarding the separation distance and the FWPM catchments.  
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as it dilutes the protection given to the national Park and is being done to facilitate a wind 
farm proposals in Newmills which was refused by An Bord Pleanala. 

8 Breege  McGrath 1. States that the wind energy section of the CDP is blatantly developer led and offers no protection to residential amenity. 
2. Recommends that the separation distance proposed in the variation be approved. 
3. Recommends that the identification of the river catchments for FWPM as ‘not favoured’ be approved. 
4. Objects to the proposed refining of the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park due to the importance of the Park in terms of Tourism. Also 
states that to interfere with its views to appease a wind developer would be reckless. 

9 Danny  Doherty 1. Submission describes the Owenea River as a Salmon River and important habitat for FWPM and that windfarm development endangers the purity of 
the river water due to the amount of peat needed to be excavated.  
2. States that the Council are receiving substantial monies for river basin management plans but are not implementing these plans by allowing windfarm 
development in these areas. States that the Council is legally bound to protect FWPM and therefore should dezone these areas out of 'open to 
consideration' as per the variation. 
3. Supports the separation distance proposal as this will protect residential amenity and health and safety. 
4. The proposal on Glenveagh should not proceed on tourism grounds. 

Table 1:    
List of persons and bodies who made submissions/summary of the issues raised 
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10 Rita  Doherty Breslin 1. States that wind farms are encroaching on residential areas and there are inherent dangers as exemplified at Loughderryduff and Corkermore 
windfarms. Therefore supports the proposed separation distance. 
2. Supports the dezoning of the 6 FWPM areas from areas 'open to consideration' due to our legal obligation to protect FWPM.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh as it will make it easier to build turbines and the County’s tourism product should be protected. 

11 Peter  Wright 1. Opposes the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park and states that the protection of the park is of great importance. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. 
3. Supports the set back distance and states that this is the very least distance that should be incorporated into the plan. 
4. States that as a visitor to the county, the continued craze for locating windfarms in the county would cause difficulty in continuing visiting the county.  
5. Suggests an alternative such as biomass. 
6. Requests that there are no more turbines close to homes, accommodation or social venues. 

12 James P.  Ward 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure, is of great natural beauty and brings visitors to the 
County. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as this signifies clean, fish rich water and peoples pride in their environment. Also states that Donegal needs 
to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
3. Supports the separation distance and states it is the very least that should be incorporated into the development plan.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to visit if faced with turbines and that visitors do not want to see an industrialized landscape but rather are 
seeking a raw, unspoiled beauty. 

13 A.  Ward As per ref 12 

14 Daniel  Doyle 1. Opposes the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Supports proposals regarding FWPM and set back distance. 
3. Advises that Donegal has a beautiful landscape that is being destroyed by turbines. States that as a visitor, if turbines can be viewed from holiday 
accommodation, then it is preferable to travel to alternative destinations instead. 

15 Catherine L.  Nethercoat 1. States that the CDP has almost no protection for households affected by wind turbines and such a situation should not have been allowed to happen. 
2. Supports proposals for the separation distance. 
3. Supports proposals in relation to FWPM. 
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

16 James  McGinley 1. Advises that the views in the submission are given as a tourism provider as the tour operating subsidiary 'JMG Travel' is one of the largest incoming 
agents into Co. Donegal. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. 
3. Supports the proposals to afford greater protection to residential properties and centres of human habitation. 
4. Objects the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a valuable tourism product and is concerned with conservation.  

17 C. R.  Nethercoat 1. Supports the proposals regarding separation distance but states that this does not go far enough. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure. 

18 Rian  O’ Donnell 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure, is of great natural beauty and brings visitors to the 
County. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as this signifies clean, fish rich water and peoples pride in their environment. Also states that Donegal needs 
to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
3. Supports the separation distance and states it is the very least that should be incorporated into the development plan.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to visit if faced with turbines and that visitors do not want to see an industrialized landscape but rather are 
seeking a raw, unspoiled beauty. 

19 Emer  Kennedy 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure, is of great natural beauty and brings visitors to the 
County. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as this signifies clean, fish rich water and peoples pride in their environment. Also states that Donegal needs 
to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
3. Supports the separation distance and states it is the very least that should be incorporated into the development plan.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to visit if faced with turbines and that visitors do not want to see an industrialized landscape but rather are 
seeking a raw, unspoiled beauty. 
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20 Carol  Watters 1. Submission refers to previous correspondence with the Council following the accident on 5/12/13 when a blade broke free from a turbine at 
Corkermore. Advises that during discussion with the planning Office at this time, it was outline that the Council could not take responsibility for the incident 
despite having granting permissions. 
2. States that the family home is close to turbines and therefore has put up with humming noise, vibrations and the flickering shadows. 
3. States that as a result of the broken blade, there is a fear of another incident occurring.  
4. States that new blades have arrived at the Corkermore site and there has been no update on the incident and is therefore concerned that there may be 
safety concerns. 
5. Considers that the Council have a responsibility to address the concerns of families living in close proximity to wind turbines. 

21 Brian  Fluery 1. Supports the proposals regarding Variation B on the set back of turbines from residential properties and other places of gathering, as there is a need to 
protect residential amenity and give certainty to the rural population. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as it is essential for the survival of this ecology given the sensitivity of this protected species.                         
3. Feels that "the acceptance of the principle of a windfarm in theses areas, as is currently allowed in the County Development Plan, is at odds with the 
conservation Objectives set out in the Freshwater Pearl Mussel Regulation 2009, the Conservation status of these Sub Basins under the terms of the 
Habitat's Directive, and the principles of conservation of the natural environment and adherence to the various Directives, compliance with which is a 
stated objective of the County Development Plan". 

22 Oliver Cassidy As per ref 21 
23 Adrienne  Dollard As per ref 21 

24 Lorna Moorhead As per ref 21 
25 Joanne Addie As per ref 21 

26 Fergus O Brien As per ref 21 
27 Ray Conroy As per ref 21 

28 Phil Tifft As per ref 21 
29 Patricia Kenny As per ref 21 

30 Peter  Mandal As per ref 21 
31 Jimmy Duffy As per ref 21 

32 Sherri Lange 1. Support for variation in relation to wind turbine setback distance and the Freshwater Pear mussel.                                                                                     
2. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh national Park as it is a national treasure, of great beauty, which attracts large numbers of visitors to 
Donegal which may in turn make prospective tourists find other places to stay if all they see is serried ranks of turbines from their windows.                            
3. Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing, both by its people and its visitors.                                                                                              
4. States that sections on turbine setback distance and the freshwater Pearl Mussel should be incorporated into the development plan. 

33 Tim van der Knaap As per ref 21 

34 Nigel de Haas As per ref 21 
35 Dermot Brennan As per ref 21 

36 Isobel Sangha As per ref 21 
37 Anne  Gallagher 1. Advises that Ardara is a designated Heritage Town, boasts a thriving tourist trade and social scene and has been dubbed the 'Festival capital of 

Donegal'. As a result, advises of disappointment that Drumbarron Hill is zoned as favourable for wind farming. 
2. Advises of support for the Variation. 
3. States that separation distance proposed is common sense. 
4. Agrees that rivers containing FWPM should be removed from the 'areas open to consideration.'’ 

38 Phil  Casey 1. Supports the variation as regards the proposals to protect people living in houses nearby to wind farms.  
2. Supports the proposal in relation to FWPM. 
3. Reiterates the importance of the changes in the variation in terms of the impact on the historical town of Stranorlar as a lot of the townlands in and 
around the Finn Valley areas are zoned favourable for wind farm development. 

39 Dominic  Boyle 1. Supports the proposals regarding set back distance and FWPM. 
2. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh. 
3. Advises of the importance of protecting the environment to pass it on to future generations.  
4. Considers that people will move away from the area because of the intrusion of turbines and that these are artificial in the countryside.  

40 Paddy  Boyle 1. Supports the variation as regards the set back distance from houses, hospitals, crèches, schools and all places of human congregations. States that 
wind farm turbines cannot be escaped from audibly and visibly during the day and cannot be escaped from audibly at night. 
2. Supports the proposals as regards the FWPM as pristine water is needed for fishing and the FWPM must be protected. Also supports this part of the 
variation so as to further support tourism and wildlife. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park.  
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41 Mary  Boyle 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as this would constitute an attack on our greatest resource which is a tourist attraction and 
is of importance to Irish people at home and abroad. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM stating clean waterways are needed for ourselves and as tourist attractions. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as no one wants to live near constant industrial noise, possible shadow flicker and rotating 
blades whilst also turbines fall and blades break off. 

42 Mary  Keeney 1. Supports the proposals regarding a set back distance because houses and congregation places need protection from turbines. Refers to turbines falling 
and blades breaking. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as the presence of FWPM tells fishing people that Donegal has the best to offer and that water supplies are in 
good order.  
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park stating that it is a valuable asset and that any attempt to lessen its impact and 
effectiveness should be resisted. 

43 Clare  Keeney 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park because the area is unique and invaluable.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM and also states that it would be favourable to include more rivers in this designation such as the Oily River 
near Bruckless/ Dunkineely. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as people need safe places to live and the experience is that it is not safe to live near wind 
turbines. 
4. Submission states that the county needs tourism and that the river section of the draft will help protect tourism as regards fishing as well the other 
associated tourists who require accommodation. Suggests that tourists will need accommodation and access roads to be free of turbines. Suggests that 
the proposed separation distance will assist in achieving this. 

44 John  Gallagher 1. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM and outlines the benefits of fishing. 
45 Seamus  Hayden 1. Submission sets out the experience gained in environmental awareness and fishing including experience of the carrying of sound in such conditions.  

2. Therefore supports the proposals regarding set back distance from dwellings and places of congregation. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh national Park as the Park is a jewel for the country. Evidences this by recounting the experience of a visit 
to Glenveagh with tourists. 

46 Breezy Kelly 1. Outlines the extent and importance of the tourism industry in the Glenties area specifically referencing the outstanding natural beauty of the area. 
2. States that since 2009, more than 100 turbines have been applied for in the Glenties area and were resisted locally. States that if the turbines had been 
permitted, it is likely that tourists would not return to the area. 
3. Generally welcomes the revisions in the variation. 
4. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as it is protected under the Habitats Directive and also the Owenea River is a world renowned angling 
river. Therefore urges the dezoning of the Owenea River so that it is identified as 'Not Favoured.'  
5. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from industrial turbines to dwellings and places of gathering. States that the residents and 
people are what make a community strong and this setback distance will afford them greater protection. 

47 Maureen Keeney 1. Supports the separation distance from houses, homes and schools. States that later, health & amenity may be considerations resulting in greater 
separation distances.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. States that the EU says the catchment areas should not be designated as suitable for wind farming. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park for reason of heart, soul, foresight and finance/ economics 

48 Madge  Boyle 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance of turbines from human habitation/ assembly. States that turbines fall and blades break and 
therefore communities need protected. States that there is a lack of information regarding the reason for these incidents.   
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as the river basins and catchment areas should be preserved to a high standard of water quality, for 
household purposes, for fishing purposes and for tourism purposes. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

49 Ann J.  Bradley 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 
4. States that visitors will find other places to go if faced with ranks of turbines blotting the landscape and muddying the streams. States that visitors do 
not come to see an  industrialized landscape but rather visit to view the raw, unspoilt beauty. 

50 Imelda l O’ Donnell 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 
4. States that visitors will find other places to go if faced with ranks of turbines blotting the landscape and muddying the streams. States that visitors do 
not come to see an  industrialized landscape but rather visit to view the raw, unspoilt beauty. 
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51 Teresa Bonner 1. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM and states that the EU is not likely to be looking favourably on the identification of these areas as 'open to 
consideration' in the existing plan as it is in breach of their Habitats Directive. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding a separation distance and a paper entitled, 'Wind farms and Health', written by Alun Evans Professor Emeritus 
Belfast University, outlining that the paper concludes that, 'it is essential that separation distances between human habitation and wind turbines are 
increased.' Requests that the paper be taken into consideration in making a decision on the variation.  
3. Also requests that safety is taken on board in making a decision on the variation in the light of Loughderryduff turbine collapse and blade throw at 
Corkermore.  
4. The paper submitted refers to the World Health Organisations recent report, 'Night Noise Guidelines for Europe' which outlines that night noise is 
emerging as a major public health concern. The paper refers to a number of studies and asserts:  
(a) There is a strong significant association between reported sleep disturbance and ill health in those residing close to industrial wind turbines.  
(b) That the type of impacts on health as a result of lack of sleep include increased body weight in children, memory impairment, type ii diabetes, cancer, 
coronary heart disease, cardiovascular disease and heart failure.  
(c) That an experimental study on human volunteers showed that the expression of a large range of genes is affected by sleep deprivation of fairly short 
duration and this could shed light on the 'wind turbine syndrome' i.e. a cluster of symptoms and states that in this condition, infrasound is the likely causal 
agent.  
(d) That in addition, wind turbines, can and do cause accidents by collapsing, blade snap, ice throw and going on fire, and induce stress from blade flicker 
while the planning process is also stress inducing. 
(e) That wind turbines reduce the value of dwellings nearby.  
(f) That the study, ' Wind Turbine Noise' which was reviewed in the BMJ, concluded that 'A large body of evidence now exists to suggest that wind 
turbines disturb sleep and impair health at distances and noise levels that are permitted in most jurisdictions.' The paper notes that this review has been 
dismissed by the Public Health Agency.  
(g) That the wind industry has, at times acted in a way that is reminiscent of the tobacco industry and sets out examples.  
(h) That the work of named American acoustic engineers observed that the only solutions are to reduce the source sound power or to increase separation 
distance.  
(I) That although the evidence can be argued against, there is sufficient evidence to cause grave misgivings about safety and therefore the precautionary 
principle should be applied.  
(j) That there is international consensus emerging for a 2km separation distance and some countries are opting for 3km.  

52 Pat Gallagher 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. The FWPM is 
protected by law. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 
4. Turbines should not be visible from Glenveagh National Park. Tourism interest should be placed above the profits of private wind farm operators / 
developers and a couple of landowners. 

53 Mary Brennan 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. Donegal County 
Council receives EU money to protect FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. This area is an attraction for Donegal people and tourists. This area is historically 
important due to the evictions of men, women, children and priests. Here are the echoes of our past. 

54 Eddie Furey 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. 'Black Tops' used to 
be more plentiful in these rivers. 
3. As a farmer is not opposed to farmers benefiting form wind farms however there are better locations in the sea and offshore where the wind is steady. 

55 Jenny Furey 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. Has a keen interest 
in wildlife and conservation. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as it should be left as it is. 
4. Concerned about the number of wind farm applications and fears another proposal before any changes take effect. 

56 Edwina  Sweeney 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment. Ireland has 46% of 
the FWPM population and they are protected by EU law. The 6 river catchments should be designated as 'areas not favoured'. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. It is incumbent for the Council to maintain its commitments to tourism as contained in the 
CDP. Adopting the variation would not be good tourism policy and would be contrary to the stated aims of the CDP. 
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57 John  Malone 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. Nothing 
less will suffice. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as this is a signifier of clean, fish rich water and of peoples pride in their environment.  
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. The proposal would be a step too far and a grave error to the County's premier tourist 
attraction. 
4. There have been some spectacular overturning of DCC decisions by An Bord Pleanala with Council zoning 'without evidence' being raising time and 
again. It is time to get this right this time. 

58 Bridget Rodgers 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. The 
need for a credible setback between turbines and dwellings is no longer a debate, it is a necessity. That the proposed setback based on height is a fair 
one and one that the developer can also adapt to and modify the development if necessary to suit the terrain in a particular area. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM, a protected species under international law.  
3. Stands in solidarity with the community in Glenties who have mobilised and raised enormous sums of money in order to prove how flawed and 
dangerous wind farm applications in Glenties were. 

59 Declan Carolan 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. The 
precautionary principle should apply due to the myriad of health and safety issues in relation to living too close to wind farms. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as the Council have an obligation to protect the FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

60 Margaret McNelis 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering and this should be the least distance incorporated. The 
precautionary principle should apply due to the myriad of health and safety issues in relation to living too close to windfarms. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as the Council have an obligation to protect the FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

61 Molly McNelis 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. Our river should be kept clean and pure for these to live and breed heavily again. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. The sight of manmade structures from any views would ruin the experience of visiting this 
unspoilt treasure.  
4. As a student in St. Columba's Comprehensive School, Glenties, is concerned about the pressure for wind turbines in the area, referring to the Straboy 
proposal, the turbines would have been seen from school and would have proved a distraction 

62 Seamus Gibson Junior 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM.  
3. I am under 18, do not vote and may never vote in this country unless there are employment opportunities. There should be better awareness of the 
importance of our environment. We need to increase tourism, which will aid employment, therefore we should provide clean water for fishing tourism and 
protect scenery. Tourists will not want to visit places destroyed by turbines, when they are visiting our places of heritage, history, literature and culture. 

63 Patricia O’ Donnell 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. Turbines should be located as far away as possible from 
homes. There have been two instances in the past year of turbine collapse and blade throw in this area. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. Understands that a 2009 EU directive identified 6 river basins as exempt from wind farming. We need 
clean water. 
3. I oppose any interference with the parameters of Glenveagh National Park. 

64 Derek Ryan 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. As an occasional visitor, with a strong affection for the 
Donegal landscape, I am amazing there was almost no protection for local households affected by large wind turbines, and no compensation. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM, and removing the six sub basin districts from 'open to consideration'. 
3. I oppose any changes to the existing protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

65 Philomena Mc Gettigan 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. The Council has a duty of care to its residents to protect 
them from the dangers and nuisances associated with living too close to industrial wind turbines. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM, and removing the six sub basin districts from 'open to consideration'. They should be considered as 'Not 
favoured'. 

66 Eithne Renshaw 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM, and removing the six sub basin districts from 'open to consideration'.  
3. Believes that the future of this County lies in tourism, not in wind farming. The two are not compatible. 
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67 Seamus Gibson  1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ dwelling.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 
4. As a musician and composer. To walk along a babbling brook, or a swiftly flowing stream, to sit at a still lake, to view seventeen swans in flight, or a 
single eagle soaring over a cliff, to view the multicoloured heathers, or the patchwork fields, may inspire me to compose, or simply to play, but the sight 
and sound of wind turbines will never inspire me towards music. Donegal music is know worldwide and appreciated. What is not appreciated is our 
environment which inspires us musicians. I would appreciate acknowledgment of this submission and greatly appreciate an acknowledgement of my 
contribution to the Arts by Donegal County Council. 

68 Imelda  Gallagher 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ dwelling. Very much welcomes this position by the Council and it 
seems universally welcome by communities all over Ireland 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. Keeping rivers free from pollutants and siltation should be a priority of the Council at any rate, but to 
protect the FWPM which depends upon water purity for its survival, this becomes a necessity, not an option. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. Tourism revenue that the park generates for the entire area should not be taken for 
granted. 
4. It is good to see Donegal County Council being proactive on these matters. 

69 Glenties Tidy Town 
Committee 

C/o Bernie Keeney Secretary The Glenties Tidy Towns Committee are immensely proud of our record in the competition since its inception in 1958. We have won the award of 5 
occasions, and accolades on an almost annual basis, and we, as you are aware take immense pride in the appearance of our town and the surrounding 
environment. 
1. Support greater protection for FWPM through the inclusion of river catchments. The River Owenea is a major angling river and SAC. Important tourism 
revenue is generated in the area. Accordingly it should be removed from 'Open to Consideration' 
2. Support greater protection for residential properties and centres of human habitation. This can adequately be achieved by the proposal of 10 times tip 
height. 
3. Opposed to the refined of the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. The park is the 'jewel in the crown' of the tourism industry. We are 
not against wind energy per se. 

70 Kathleen Bonner 1. Not opposed to wind energy provided wind farms are located in places where they do not impact greatly on receiving environments or places of human 
habitation. 
2. River catchments with FWPM were mistakenly (I hope) zoned 'open to consideration' for wind energy. I support proposals to change these to 'not 
favoured'. 
3. The proposal to introduce a 10 times tip height setback is acceptable. Expresses concern regarding recent turbine collapses. 
4. Glenveagh should be left as it is in the current plan for the obvious reason of tourism. 

71 Paul Dawson 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation. It is good to see the principal of larger turbines having larger 
setbacks. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM, there is a legal obligation of the Council to protect these areas. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. The refinement would see a diminution of the protections afforded to the landscape 
character and zone of visual influence. 

72 Phil  Brennan 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation / homes. We need to be a distance away from the noise and sight of 
these huge constructions There are dangers of falling blades and breaking blades and long term health dangers. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM and the exemption of the sub basin catchment areas. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. It is a big tourist attraction, its boundaries, lakes and streams need continued protection. 

73 Michael Furey Glad you have finally got your act together over there in Lifford. 
1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation / homes. They are so ugly and out of place, e.g. 6 turbines in the 
Bluestacks. Has great love of the hills but there is no peace for the ears or the eyes. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM and the exemption of the sub basin catchment areas. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. Leave the park as it is. 

74 Denis Furey 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation / homes. Turbines are unsafe, the towers fall, blades break and debris 
travels great distances. The emit noise. The proposed distance is too little but better than none, which is what we currently have. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM and the exemption of the sub basin catchment areas. This would be a small start 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. The Park is spoken off, sung off and written about all over the world. Who would 
contemplate interfering with a place which resonates with the sound, and echo, of the battering ram, the screams of evicted women and children, and the 
roars of dying men. Desolate stretches of moor and hill are stark reminders. The place should be extended not reduced. 

75 Denis Boyle 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation / homes. A good solution is being introduced to use a proportion of 
height of the turbine to establish the setback is good. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM and the exemption of the sub basin catchment areas.  
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. The park is of value to native and tourist alike. 
4. Born and reared a fisherman and the sea is in my blood. I know the value of clean water. We drink it, we cook with it and die without it. I feel the 
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Council are moving in the right direction. 
76 Ciaran Gibson 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation/ gathering of ten times turbine height. 

2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM.                                                     
3. Expresses concern regarding health dangers associated with turbine noise and infrasound especially with children and elderly people being most at 
risk.                                                                      
4. There is a need to gradually improve and extend our protection of water systems in Donegal. 

77 Kim Gibson 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance from human habitation / homes.  States that when turbines are situated close to homes the 
occupants can begin to feel trapped as it is impossible to focus on the horizon beyond the turbines. We need to wait and know more about the effects of 
turbines with regards to noise, shadow flicker, blade throw, turbine collapse and health.                                                                                                             
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM and welcomes any measure which protects the purity and cleanliness of our water systems. 

78 Paul McFadden 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure, is of great natural beauty and brings visitors to the 
County. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as this signifies clean, fish rich water and peoples pride in their environment. Also states that Donegal needs 
to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
3. Supports the separation distance and states it is the very least that should be incorporated into the development plan.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to visit if faced with turbines and that visitors do not want to see an industrialized landscape but rather are 
seeking a raw, unspoiled beauty. 

79 John  Furey 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park.                               
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM                                                                 
3. Supports the proposal to keep wind turbines ten times their height from houses. Concerns relating to falling turbines, flying blades, road closures do 
nothing to boost his confidence in the wind industry. Inadequate protection at the minute which needs to be bolstered by legislation, enforcement of that 
legislation and a huge change in attitude. 

80 Chrissie  Eggins 1. Supports the proposal to impose a minimum setback distance of ten times the nearest turbine height from any dwelling or other in use community 
building.              
2. In favour of exempting the six named river sub-basins from "open consideration" for wind farms.                                                                                            
3. Opposes proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as does not approve of any attempt to circumvent the present visual amenity limits in order to 
facilitate more wind farms. 

81 Brian  Eggins 1. Agrees with proposal to impose a minimum set back distance of ten times the nearest turbine height from any dwelling or other in-use community 
building. Was shocked to learn that no such protection exists which meant that, if the Straboy Wind Energy Ltd had gone ahead, his holiday home would 
have "become virtually unsaleable and unlettable". 
2. In favour of exempting the six named river sub-basins from "open consideration" for wind farms.                                                                                            
3. Opposes proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as does not approve of any attempt to circumvent the present visual amenity limits in order to 
facilitate more wind farms. 

82 Conal Mc Nelis 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as it should not be tampered with.                                                                                                    
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM and that all efforts must be made to keep the breeding grounds of this endangered mussel free siltation and 
pollutants that would inevitably occur as a result of the associated works connected with turbine erection.                                                                                 
3. Supports the proposal to keep wind turbines ten times their height from houses to protect residents from the ill effects and safety issues of industrial 
turbines. The devaluation of property is also of major concern here in Glenties 

83 Paul Finnegan 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park.                               
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as protecting our natural environment and wildlife (especially rare species like the Fresh water Pearl mussel 
should be an important consideration in the planning process.                                                                
3. Supports the proposal to keep wind turbines ten times their height from houses. 

84 Claire Deery 1. Opposes the proposed amendment encouraging visual disturbance of Glenveagh National Park by situating these wind turbines in the vicinity of the 
site.                               
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. In addition the river Leannan needs further protection from future development to maintain its freshness for 
generations to come and safeguard the fresh pearl mussel and salmon.                                                              
3. Supports the proposal to keep wind turbines ten times their height from houses. Questions the reasoning behind Ramelton being zoned for wind 
farming under the current County Development Plan after all the history (mentioned in submission) and people of past generations developed and 
nurtured it into the popular place it is to live today.                                                                                                                 
4. Issue raised as to whether people have the right to live in their own homes in peace and quietness, without the unwanted intrusion of Hugh 
industrialized wind farms 4 or 500ft, been erected at their back door without their consent. 

85 Gearoid  Melvin As per ref 21 

86 Peadar  Ã”SÃºilleabhÃ¡in As per ref 21 

87 Eithne   Ghallchobhair As per ref 21 
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88 Noelle Higgins As per ref 21 
89 Leonne NÁ Loinsigh As per ref 21 
90 Lillis Á Laoire As per ref 21 

91 Tony Mac Ruairá As per ref 21 
92 Dr Maxim Fomin As per ref 21 

93 Seosaimh Án Nic Rabhartaigh As per ref 21 
94 Ciaran Ó Duibhin As per ref 21 

95 Mairéad MacLoone 1. Supports the proposed setback distance of ten times the turbine tip height.                  
2. Believes that rural communities should not be exposed to the well documented dangers of living in close proximity to industrial wind farms. This setback 
distance will give country dwellers some peace of mind and comfort to enjoy a peaceful environment in their own homes, which they are entitled to.               
3. The variations as proposed on setbacks and de-zoning will strike a balance between developer led policies that are apparent in the current plan and the 
needs of rural communities in Donegal. Is saddened at how "proposed windfarm developments have torn communities apart in Glenties and how such 
developments, despite massive opposition were going to be foisted on communities despite their protestations. 
4. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM. 

96 Simon Dessain 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as it should not be attenuated in any way. It is a national treasure, of great natural beauty, 
which attracts large numbers of visitors to Co. Donegal.                                                                 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. Welcomes the proposal as its presence is an indicator of pure water, and a healthy environment. Donegal 
needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing, both by its people and its visitors.                                                                 
3. Supports the variation with regards to the set back distance as turbines have the potential to be a highly damaging intrusion into the landscape. 

97 Quilly Forest & Fens 
Wildlife Sanctuary 

C/o Kenneth McLeod 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park. States that visitors do not come to gaze at industrialized landscapes.  As a person who has 
been involved in power system monitoring and analysis for most of his life before retirement stresses not to allow such  "tragic development" to take place 
"which will do untold very long term damage". Donegal already has more than its fair share of turbines spoiling its magnificent landscape, and, polluting its 
rivers and streams.                                                                             
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM which have been there for 10,000 years.                                                           
3. Supports the variation with regards to the set back distance. 

98 Tricia McNeilly 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park and it should not be attenuated in any way.                                                                                
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as its presence is accepted as an indicator of pure water, and a healthy environment.                                           
3. Supports the variation with regards to the set back distance. It will protect the health and well being of the local inhabitants. 

99 Adrian  Fleury As per ref 21 

100 Ciaran  Brennan As per ref 21 
101 Kurk Lohse As per ref 21 

102 Gabriele  Lohse As per ref 21 
103 Enda Roche As per ref 21 

104 Willie Mc Mahon As per ref 21 
105 Doris Mc Mahon As per ref 21 

106 Shamus Kelly As per ref 21 
107 Rosemary Sharpe As per ref 21 

108 Johnny Rodgers 1. Supports protection of the FWPM, and is very familiar with the Owenea River and fully supports efforts to keep it pristine. 
2. Supports the proposed setback distance. The health, welfare and safety of the public must be put before the profits of private individuals. 

109 Michael Glynn 1. Conservation of the FWPM must be foremost in DCC policy for windfarms, where enormous amounts of peat are disturbed close to streams. Silt and 
run-off is capable of destroying the mussels. 
2. Requests that residential amenity and public health is protected by introducing a 10 times tip height separation. Has witnessed the division that 
windfarm development has inflicted on communities here in Glenties. Had proper rules and safeguards been in place, the divisions may have been 
averted. 

110 Paul Doherty 1. Supports protection of the FWPM. 
2. Supports the proposed setback distance. Efforts to encircle my hometown Glenties, with, in excess of 100 turbines saddens me deeply. It is not always 
the fault of the developer, but the fault of lax planning guidelines and County Development Plans, like Donegal’s that are developer led. 

111 Joanne O’ Donnell 1. Supports protection for the FWPM. Turbine construction disrupts huge amounts of peat and siltation is a major problem. 
2. Supports the 10 times the turbine height as a setback. It seems to me to be a reasonable and hopefully adequate way of doing this. 
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112 Cliodna Kelleher 1.  Supports the proposed setback. 
2. Protection of the FWPM population is most welcome as its presence is an indicator of pure water and a healthy environment. 
3. The protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park to date should not be attenuated in any way. It is a world famous national treasure of great natural 
beauty. Tourists will find other places to visit if all they see are serried ranks of turbines. 

113 Pat Cunningham 1. Supports proposals for the proposed 10 times tip height separation distance. I would prefer a setback of 2.5km. 
2. I urge you to protect the FWPM in the Owenea. 
3. I urge you not to implement the proposal on Glenveagh which would do enormous damage to the appeal of the park. Refers to the conflict within two 
communities within the Glenties area over support and opposition for windfarms in the area. 

114 Kathleen Mc Loone 1. Supports the proposed 10 times tip height separation from homes and centres of human habitation. 
2. It is imperative that the river catchments of the mussels are now zoned as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy development. 
3. Opposes the Glenveagh amendment that would allow turbines within the parks zone of visual influence. As far as I was concerned it is in the remit of 
Donegal Council and the National Parks and Wildlife Service to preserve and enhance this national treasure. 

115 Philip Renshaw 1. Firstly is encouraged to read Donegal County Councils submission to the Dept of the Environment regarding their targeted review of the 2006 
guidelines. Notes the submission asks for a 10x turbine height separation distance from homes, similar to that in the variation, so perhaps a wind of much 
needed change is beginning to blow along the hallowed corridors of County House, Lifford. I support this setback. Referring to wind turbine syndrome, this 
has not been proven or disproven and accordingly, it is more appropriate to apply the precautionary approach. 
2. Does not pretend to be knowledgeable about the ecology of the FWPM, but I do know that it requires clean water to live or thrive. Please zone these 
areas ‘not favoured’ 

116 Eunan O’ Donnell 1. Supports the section on the 6 river catchment areas. 
2. Opposes the section on Glenveagh. Protect our national park, not only a beautiful garden, with surrounding unspoilt wildness, but is a living testimonial 
/ memorial to our recent history. 
3. Supports proposals to have greater setbacks from humans, citing recent turbine failures and the associated dangers as a consequence of this. 

117 Katrina  Bonner 1. Requests that DCC adopt a 10 times turbine height separation distance. 
2. Supports proposals to protect the FWPM by removing the 6 sub basin river districts from ‘Open to Consideration’ for windfarm development. This would 
be in keeping with EU and Irish law. Was horrified by the efforts friends had to go through to prevent a proposed windfarm at Straboy. 

118 John J  MacLoone 1. The setback distance will be close to 2km and should reassure residents as to their fears of flicker, sleep disturbance and the possibility of turbine 
collapse. Some experts suggest 3km. Prof. Alun Evans states, ‘the current guideline is manifestly out of date’. 
2. Fully supports the removal of river basins from ‘favoured areas’. 
3. Glenveagh National Park is without doubt the jewel in the crown of Donegal’s landscape. An Bord Pleanala’s decision on the Newmills windfarm has 
recognised the Glenveagh dimension. 

119 Michael Bonner 1. Supports proposals to remove FWPM from the ‘open to consideration’ windfarm category. 
2. Supports proposals for the 10x turbine height separation distance. 
3. Opposes any proposals regarding the zone of visual influence of turbines from Glenveagh Park. 

120 Marlies  Schwab As per ref 21 
121 Wolfgang Biedert As per ref 21 

122 C M  Mortimer As per ref 21 
123 Pamela Dunne As per ref 21 

124 Francis Clauson 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park on tampering with the Zone of influence. States that Glenveagh is an oasis of conservation 
in Ireland, a tourist destination for people of this country and of other countries, to keep it protected as it currently is.                                                                
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM to designate the six fresh water pearl mussel basins as areas unsuitable for wind turbines. These areas need 
to be de-zoned and adopted into the County Development Plan. States that our pure rivers with fresh water mussels, the Owenea; Eske; Leannan; 
Owencarrow; Glaskeelin and Clady should be kept free from all risk of siltation, mud slides etc and marketed properly to the fishing tourism market.              
3. Supports the proposal on ten times tip height separation as this will put reasonable setback distances between homes and wind turbines and provide 
some protection to visitors, and residents of the county. 

125 Bernard  Doherty as per ref 124 
126 Vincent & Julie K McCann 1. Supports 10x tip height separation distance proposed. This should be the least incorporated. 

2. Protection for the FWPM is most welcome. 
3. Protection to Glenveagh National Park should not be attenuated in any way. We are currently travelling through the National Parks of the U.S. to enjoy 
outstanding areas of beauty and historical importance. Last year upon returning to Donegal, we were shocked to find the beautiful coastline, mountains 
and valleys disfigured by large numbers of wind turbines. 

127 Maeve Doherty as per ref 124 
128 Tommy Cooke as per ref 124 
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129 Angelique Day 1. Very opposed to the section dealing with Glenveagh. A jewel in the crown of Irish parks with its fine moorlands, the great glen with all its associations. 
2. Strongly supports protection of the FWPM as an indicator of pure water. 
3. Protect Donegal by having adequate setback distances. 

130 Eddie  O’ Donnell 1. Fully supports the amendment to setback turbines, a distance 10 times their height from homes and places of human congregation. 
2. Support a ban on turbines from the 6 FWPM sub basins. 
3. Rejects the crazy notion of curtailing the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh. 
4. Refers to the Straboy Oral Hearing and discusses FWPM, Peat excavation and DCC decision. 

131 Georgia Dessain 1. Supports proposals to introduce a setback distance by 10 times rotor tip height, to protect the health and wellbeing of local inhabitants. 
2. The proposed protection of the FWPM is most welcome. 
3. The protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park should not be alternated in any way. I am a visitor who often brings friends. Prospective tourists will 
simply find other places to visit. 

132 Constanza  Dessain 1. Supports proposals to introduce a setback distance by 10 times rotor tip height, is the least which should be incorporated. 
2. The proposed protection of the FWPM is most welcome. 
3. The protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park should not be alternated in any way.  

133 John Farren 1. Supports the 10x turbine tip height separation distance. 
2. Supports zoning the named catchments for protection of FWPM as ‘not favoured’. 
3. Opposes the refinement of Glenveagh's zone of visual influence.  
4. Worried about Councils acquiescence to every whim of the developer body, the Irish Wind Energy Association.  

134 Bernie Farren 1. Supports the 10x turbine tip height separation distance.2. Supports the inclusion of the 6 sub basin catchment areas as ‘not favoured’.3. Vehemently 
opposes the weakening of the existing protection for Glenveagh National Park, this would be contrary to existing tourism policies of the CDP. 

135 Stella Quinn 1. Approves of the introduction of a 10x turbine height setback limit. 
2. Approves of the exclusion of 6 sub basin areas, run off from which would affect the FWPM. 
3. Opposes any redefining of the protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

136 James Brennan 1.  With great joy, I receive news that turbines are to be placed at a distance of 10x their height from houses. 
2. In favour of excluding them (turbines) from the 6 FWPM basins. 
3. The notion of tapering with Glenveagh is regressive and should be enacted.  

137 Mairéad Hanoln 1. Approves of proposed setback of 10x turbine height, although still very close, especially in hilly areas. 
2. Approve of the 6 river basins being designated as not suitable for wind farming.  
3. Leave Glenveagh as it is, a visitor magnet for Donegal people other tourists. 

138 Gordon Young 1. Supports the 10x turbine height setback from any dwelling. 
2. Supports the sub basin districts being zoned as ‘not favoured’ for windfarms, protection of the FWPM is a legal requirement under EU habitats directive 
and pristine water is required for its survival. 
3. It would be unwise to jeopardise the county’s main tourist attraction of Glenveagh to facilitate a wind developer and his plans, therefore opposes the 
Glenveagh amendment. Hopefully the ‘Wild Atlantic Way’ will enable Donegal to attract more tourism. 

139 Mary O’ Donnell 1. Approves of proposed setback of 10x turbine heights. 
2. Ban turbines forever from FWPM rivers.  
3. Leave Glenveagh as it is. I am not against renewable energy and the reduction in greenhouse gases, but Donegal will not save the planet with a few 
turbines. Putting turbines in the bog releases huge amounts of carbon, but more than this, it destroys our wonderful landscape. 

140 Peter Gallagher 1. Support the setback distance, 10x turbine tip height. It is a weak offer from the Council, a sop to protesters and developers alike. 
2. Oppose the proposed change to Glenveagh National Park. The proposed change is despicable. Reject this completely, or be (again) the laughing stock 
of, not just Ireland, but the whole world. 
3. The 6 river basin protection is five years overdue (enraging). However I approve. 

141 Sean Earley 1. Having turbines 10 times their height from homes is a sensible distance. 
2. I approve of the motion to protect 6 FWPM sub basins from the ravages of wind turbines. Protection of any species near extinction is also beyond being 
reasonable. 
3. I object to any change to Glenveagh National Park. 

142 Ciara  O’ Donnell 1. Support proposals to dezone 6 river basins that contain the FWPM. 
2. Support proposals to place turbines 10x their tip height from homes and other places of human congregation. The precautionary principle should apply. 
3. Opposes the Glenveagh proposal to place turbines closer to the park. 
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143 Darren Whelan 1. Was dismayed when the 500m setback was removed in 2012, however welcomes the new 10x tip height setback. Good to see Donegal Council have 
realised their mistake and made a submission to the Dept of Environment. 
2. Supports the inclusion of the FWPM river sub basins as ‘not favoured’. 
3. Glenveagh is the county’s foremost tourist attraction, the protections in the CDP afforded to it are merited and warranted. 

144 Derrick Melly 1. Offer full support for a setback limit of at least 10x turbine height from any dwelling. 
2. Agree you should remove the 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
3. Opposed to any changes to the existing protection for Glenveagh. 

145 Dr F M Hardy 1. Supports 10x tip height separation from residents, schools etc. Health hazards from infra sound and flicker are well known, also turbines are unsafe, 
referring to examples of turbine breakages in the County. 
2. Supports greater protection to FWPM by classifying the 6 sub basin areas as ‘not favoured’. Current work being undertaken by the ESB in the area, 
permitted by the Council is in contravention of the requirement  
3. I deplore and strongly disagree with the Councils proposal concerning Glenveagh. The zone of visual influence should not be refined. As Minister 
Deenihan stated when talking about the national parks, “owned by the people. They are held in trust by those living today for future generations” 

146 Donna  McGettigan 1. Supports the proposed setback distances of turbines from homes of 10x turbine height. 
2. Supports the proposed exemption of the 6 sub basin catchment areas of rivers containing FWPM. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to the Glenveagh National Park. 

147 Donald Brennan 1.  Supports the proposed turbine setback of 10x turbine height. 
2. Supports protection of the FWPM. 
3. Opposes the part of variation referring to Glenveagh. 

148 Richard Hanlon 1. Born and lived all my life beside the Owenea, I value the river, the mussels and what they mean. I approve of this proposal to protect this and 5 other 
rivers. 
2. Approves of the proposed setback distance. 
3. Opposed to the proposal to restrict Glenveagh National Park. 

149 Lukasz Krawczynski 1. Supports the proposed turbine setback of 10x their height from homes and other places we gather. 
2. Approves of the protection you propose for the 6 rivers and the mussels they nurture. 
3. Opposes any change to Glenveagh National Park. This place is beautiful, a place other countries would wish to have. 

150 Conor McCosker 1. Supports the section dealing with setback distance. 
2. Supports the section dealing with the FWPM. 
3. Opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. I am 18 and looking forward to more education and qualifications. Would like work in my 
native County but this is unlikely. It will be less likely if turbines are put up here and everywhere. In Donegal we have wide open spaces. The Wild Atlantic 
Way is a great project which could, if developed properly, create huge employment here in Donegal. Keep turbines away from homes, restaurants, hotels, 
our water supplies and Glenveagh.  

151 John McCosker 1. Turbines need to be 10 times their height, at least from places where people live, or congregate. Turbines fall and blades fall off. There is recent proof 
of this in Donegal. 
2. Protect our mussels and you protect our water. 
3. Glenveagh is not to be tampered with, a national treasure and envy of every other County in Ireland. 

152 Jennifer McCosker 1. Support the section dealing with proposed setback distance. A starting point for protection. A turbine fell near Ardara last year. There are also issues 
with constant noise and shadow flicker from rotating blades. Some people are more susceptible to this than others. 
2. Support the section regarding the FWPM. 
3. Oppose the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. There are no poles, pylons or turbines, hence a Mecca. 

153 Alice Brennan 1. Fully agrees with proposed setback from houses. While many will rue that it is somewhat belated for them, there can never to a wrong time to do the 
right thing. Can there? 
2. Fully agrees with proposal to exclude turbines from our most precious river basins. Feels it maybe too late to protect our rivers, however Ireland still has 
nearly half of all know FWPM in Europe, the country should be proud of this. 
3. It is morally wrong to tamper with the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh. Ask anyone down the Country what they know of Donegal, Glenveagh and 
Daniel O’Donnell. I see the proposal to limit the scope of the park as akin to putting a bounty on Daniel’s head. 

154 Donna McCosker 1. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. 
2. Turbines need to be at least 10x their height from houses. 
3. Glenveagh is our own local holiday resort, as well as for tourists and should be left as it is. I am under 18 and haven’t got a vote. I might never vote. 
Changes in attitude will be necessary for my generation to remain in Ireland with any hope of employment or a decent living. Turbines are inefficient and 
great numbers would be needed to produce even a small percentage of our electricity needs. 
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155 Martin Earley 1. Supports the proposed 10x setback. I am of older stock and value the landscape, the birds and wildlife. That is why I am glad to see the protection of 
the rare black tops, the FWPM, proposed. 
2. I love the Donegal landscape and any visitor to our house is always taken over to Glenveagh. It would be a disaster to allow any turbines anywhere on 
view of that beautiful place. 

156 Darren Melly 1. Without protection, households will suffer from noise, nuisance, spoiled views to open country and massive loss of value in their family homes. Anyone 
running a B&B or hotel within sight / sound of a turbine will likely lose a lot of their income. 
2. It is disgraceful that the planners were prepared to risk the welfare of the FWPM. 
3. Fully supports a setback of at least 10 times tip height. 
4. Opposed to any alteration to existing protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

157 Catherine   Breslin 1. The FWPM must be protected under the EU (Habitats Directive). These 6 river basins can no longer be left unprotected as is the case at present. DCC 
is receiving vast sums of EU money to protect these and zoning these river basins in 2012 as ‘Open to Consideration’ for windfarming is contrary to this. 
2. A setback of 10 times the turbine height is reasonable and proper due to the ever increasing number of turbine accidents worldwide and locally. 
3. The proposal on Glenveagh is a kick in the teeth to all who made Glenveagh the tourist icon that it is in Donegal. 

158 Catriona Furey 1. Agrees with proposals to place turbines at least 10x their height away from houses and other places. 
2. Agrees with proposals to keep turbines away from FWPM areas. 
3. Opposes proposed changes to the limits to Glenveagh National Park. 

159 Shaun McCosker 1. Supports the section dealing with setback distance. The physical danger of turbines falling, or blades flying of the turbines, and there are the health 
dangers. 10x the height of the turbine is not a great distance, but it is better than none. 
2. Supports the section with the FWPM. 
3. Opposed to the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. 

160 David Brennan 1. Supports proposals to dezone 6 river basins that contain FWPM. Did you know that they live to over 100 years but only begin to reproduce at 25 years, 
provided they had an upbringing in clear unsilted waters. It strikes me as rather forlorn that when a turbine is coming to the end of its life, the glorious little 
mussel is only starting to reproduce. 
2. Supports proposals that place turbines 10x their tip height from homes and other places of human congregation. 
3. Expresses revulsion which seeks to put turbines closer to Glenveagh National Park 

161 Kate Dessain 1. Supports proposals for turbine setback distance. 10x is the least setback distance that should be required to protect the health and well being of locals. 
2. Supports proposals for the protection of the FWPM as an indicator of pure water quality. 
3. Opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. A world famous and national reserve of great natural beauty which attracts large numbers 
of visitors. Tourists will simply go elsewhere is the landscape becomes industrialised. 

162 Michael Kleingers 1.  Supports and welcomes the proposed amendments to put reasonable setback distances between homes and windfarms and also the removal of the 
designation that currently allows turbines to be built in FWPM areas.  
2. States it is encouraging to see Donegal Council take responsibility and allow the public to have its say on the need to include a separation distance of 
10x tip height and the nearest house or place of public gathering. 
3. Rejects the motion tampering with the Zone of Influence of Glenveagh; claims the plan to allow turbines nearer to Glenveagh is scandalous as it is a 
massive, massive tourist draw for this county. 

163 Sheila  Coyne As per ref 162 

164 Daniel  Conaghan As per ref 162 
165 Clair Cooke As per ref 162 

166 Raymond  Brennan 1. Supports proposals to remove the 6 river sub basins from the designation as ‘open to consideration’ for windfarming. 
2. Supports proposals for a setback from homes and places of public congregation to 10x turbine height. 
3. Opposed to limiting the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. 
4. Applauds the work of GWIG in challenging DCC decisions at Straboy and appealing these to ABP and facing the massive inquisition of an oral hearing, 
at huge costs. Considers that the Inspectors Report slammed forever the possibility of any windfarm at Straboy. 

167 James Furey 1. Supports the removal of the 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
2. Supports the height separation distance from turbines to any house / private home to any community facility. 
3. Opposes any relaxation of the present relaxation of the present protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

168 Ann  Earley 1. Supports proposed setback of 10x tip height of turbines from homes. 
2. Supports ban of turbines from the six FWPM. 
3. Opposes allowing turbines closer to Glenveagh. 
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169 Tony  Hayden 1. Supports the removal of 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
2. Supports the motion for a minimum of 10x tip height separation from any turbine to a private house or community facility. 
3. Opposed to any relaxation to present protections at Glenveagh National Park. 

170 Kevin & Mary  Maume 1. Supports the 10x tip height setback distance as the very least. The visual interference of these turbines is the very least that should be incorporated 
into the plan. 
2. We are delighted to increase the protection of the FWPM, an indicator of fresh water.  
3. Strongly urge you to increase the protection to our National Park and you should protect the natural environment to the greatest extent possible in the 
CDP. There should be no diminution of the protection offered to this site. 

171 Pedro  Soltani 1. Supports greater protection to FWPM through the inclusion of ‘not favoured areas’. 
2. Supports the need for greater protection to residential properties and centres of human habitation. This can be achieved by the inclusion of a 10x tip 
height amendment in the CDP. This is the least required. 
3. The zone if visual influence within the context of Glenveagh National Park should not be refined. Having sightings of turbines / windfarms from 
anywhere in the park would be prejudicial to our tourist industry. 

172 Damien  Mc glanaghey 1. Donegal has a unique and varied heritage. The environment has sustained people and preserved the language; the landscape has influenced our 
music, culture and gave us our identity, tourism is our future, and Donegal is internationally recognised for all these attributes. 
2. Supports protection of FWPM catchments and protection for rural populations from noise, shadow flicker and other risks associated from wind turbines. 
3. Support motion for a 10 times tip height separation distance between turbines and homes etc... 

173 Debbie Furey 1. Supports the proposed setback of turbines by 10x tip height from residential properties and places of gathering. 
2. Supports the removal of 6 sub basin management districts for the protection of the FWPM. 
3. Opposed to any relaxation of present protection to Glenveagh National Park. 
4. As a student studying tourism I am well aware of the impact wind farming has on the tourism industry. With our undeveloped landscape and natural 
beauty being one of the top reasons for tourists choosing our County as their holiday destination. 

174 Breda Lawlor 1. Supports the proposed setback of turbines by 10x tip height separation. Currently there is no protection. At any rate Donegal has the most turbines in 
the Country, many more under awaiting construction and at planning stages. It will afford some protection from turbine collapses and blade throw.  
2. Supports protection for FWPM sub basin districts. Sadly this should never have been an issue as these areas should have been protected. 
3. Proposals to diminish the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh Park is one that should be resisted. It would make it less of a tourist attraction. 

175 Colette Earley 1. Your two proposals to introduce a proper setback of 10x their height from homes and the removal of the ‘Preferred for Wind Farming’ designation of the 
precarious 6 sub basins hosting the FWPM is commendable. 
2. I vehemently oppose any crazy scheme that would allow industrial turbines infringe on the glory of our fabulous Glenveagh. 

176 Rosaleen O’ Donnell 1. Agrees with minimum setback distance between turbines and dwellings. The 10x tip height is a sensible distance based on size of turbine and should 
give homeowners a degree of security, safety and confidence where none exists at present. 
2. Supports the dezoning of river catchments for FWPM from ‘open to consideration’ to ‘not favoured’. The massive volume of peat that has to be 
excavated and disposed off within the site far exceeds that of any other development.  
3. Opposes the Glenveagh amendment. Wind is unreliable and intermittent and like the developer led property boom, totally unsustainable. 

177 Glynn Huges 1. Supports the exclusion of 6 river sub basin catchments from windfarming. 
2. Supports proposals to place turbines at 10x turbine height setback. The recommended international setback on hilly terrain is 3.2km. Perhaps the 
Council could consider this in light of recent events. 
3. Strongly disapproves of the proposal to reduce the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. The direct and indirect consequences have 
obviously not been assessed. Donegal Council have, by allowing / encouraging this proposal, damned itself in the eyes of the vast majority of the 
population of this county, this country and in the eyes of the rest of the world. 

178 Seamus Mac Giolla Dé 1. Strongly opposed to any turbines being allowed anywhere in sight of Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Firmly supports the removal of 6 sub basins presently ‘open to consideration’ that feed into the breeding ground for the FWPM. 
3. Strong support for introducing a new minimum setback (of 10x total height) from nearby dwellings. If they cannot be located onshore, then you should 
be concentrated entirely on offshore turbines and hydro-electric schemes. 

179 Joan Doyle 1. Commends your Council for this foresight to initiate this process, although in light of recent decisions / overturns by An Bord Pleanala perhaps you feel 
you hadn’t much choice. Discusses very questionable government guidelines and states that restrictions are necessary to protect the wonderful 
landscape and help tourism. The Wild Atlantic Way is a godsend to this County, and the entire west coast and will reap enormous financial dividends if 
nurtured properly. Windfarms along the route are not compatible with the image the route portrays worldwide. 
2. Supports the dezoning of 6 river catchment areas with FWPM. I am reliably informed that the Council could face themselves in hot water if this is not 
one so. 
3. Strongly advocate protecting residential amenities and the 10 times turbine height between homes and turbines. 
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180 Elaine Boyle 1. Supports proposed setback distances from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. 
2. Supports protection for the FWPM. 
3. Protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be lessened, which brings thousands each year to walk, cycle and explore this unique and beautiful 
landscape. Its rugged beauty attracts people 

181 Julie Dawson 1. Supports proposals to introduce a minimum separation distance. Home owners are having to pay a terrible price for this so called ‘green energy’. It’s 
bad enough having to pay higher electricity bills in order to subsidise these developers, but then having our properties rendered unsellable or with little or 
no value is a terrible injustice. 
2. Welcomes the protection of the FMPM and removal from ‘open to consideration’. 
3. Glenveagh is a national treasure. It would be a disgrace to allow any turbines within its zone of visual influence. 

182 Peter F Magill FRCSI Consultant 
Surgeon (retired) 

1. Supports proposals to introduce setback from human habitation by 10 times tip height is the least that should be introduced, to protect the health and 
well being of locals. 
2. The FWPM protection is most welcome, as its presence is an accepted indicator of pure water. 
3. Protection afforded to Glenveagh to date should not be attenuated in any way. Prospective tourists will simply find other places to visit if all they see are 
turbines. 

183 Patricia  Kennedy 1. Fully support the removal of the 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
2. Fully support the motion for a minimum of a 10x tip height separation distance from any turbine to a private home or community facility. 
3. Opposed to any relaxation to Glenveagh National Park of the present protections. 

184 Mary Furey 1. Fully supports the removal of the 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
2. Fully supports the motion for a minimum of a 10x tip height separation distance from any turbine to a private home or community facility. 
3. Opposed to any lessoning of the protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

185 Luke ‘Ming’  Flanagan TD 1. Supports the section of the Variation which relates to wind turbine setback distance, this setback of 10x rotor tip height is the least which should be 
incorporated. 
2. Supports the section of the Variation which relates to FWPM, as its presence is accepted as an indicator of pure water. 
3. Protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park should not be attenuated in any way. It is a world famous, national treasure of great natural beauty 
which attracts large numbers of tourists. Visitors come to experience wild, unspoiled beauty at its finest, they do not come to gaze at industrialized 
landscapes. 

186 Linda McGrath 1. Supports proposals to remove 6 river basins from windfarm development. Your hands are tied legally, requests that you do this without further 
procrastination. 
2. Requests that the Council introduce a 10x tip height separation distance. 
3. The proposal to make it easier to build windfarms within sight of Glenveagh Park should not be accepted. 
4. This must rank as the most wind developer friendly County in Ireland with its planners and executive having swallowed the IWEA spin, hook line and 
sinker. Aware of the revenue generated by rates probably influences a lot of your decisions, but to have put communities through (these planning 
decisions) is nauseating. Refers to overturned decision at Straboy. 

187 Margery  McHugh 1. Proximity of turbines to homes is a major cause for concern. Best international practice evidence suggests there needs to be a mandatory minimum 
setback between homes and turbines of between 1500 to 3000m. The proposed 10x tip height separation is a reasonable distance.  
2. Fully support the inclusion of the FWPM sub basin river catchments as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy development. 
3. Oppose the refinement of the zone of visual influence for turbines at Glenveagh National Park on tourism grounds. 

188 Rosemary Glynn 1. Support the zoning of areas identified in the sub district river basin management plan for the FWPM to be excluded from consideration. The Owenea is 
local to Glenties, where there is potential for sedimentation as a result of runoff. 
2. Supports the proposed setback distances of 10x tip height from residential properties and other places of gathering. There are also safety issues. 

189 Naomi  Hanlon 1. Supports proposals for setback distances (10x tip height). 
2. Opposes changes to Glenveagh National Park. 
3. Supports proposals for the 6 sub basin catchment areas containing FWPM. 

190 Angela Mc Cahill 1. Supports the introduction of far greater protection for our populations of FWPM by way of zoning 6 river basins as ‘not favoured’. 
2. Supports the introduction of a safe setback distance. For 2 years we have had no setback distance. This 10x turbine height proposal, while not enough, 
would satisfy most and I support its introduction. 
3. Opposes the lessening of the zone of visual influence of turbines from our National Park at Glenveagh, it should remain sacrosanct and its entire views 
protected. 

191 Nicola Sweeney 1. The continuing chronic proliferation of onshore windfarms in Donegal will do massive damage to our tourism industry. We are rapidly reaching a 
situation where we will have or will be able to view windfarms from every townland in the County. A subsidised epidemic. 
2. The 6 FWPM sub basin catchments should be removed from ‘open to consideration’. 
3. There should definitely be a setback between homes and turbines, this is of paramount importance in the interests of public health, safety from turbine 
break up, residential amenity. 
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192 Donna Furey 1. Support the removal of 6 river sub basins from ‘open to consideration. 
2. Support the motion for a 10x tip height separation from houses and places of gathering. We are extremely proud of our heritage. 

193 Riona Mulhern As things stand, everything is stacked in favour of the developer to the detriment of communities.  
1.  Supports the two proposed amendments to introduce a 10x turbine tip height separation and to remove the FWPM river basins from ‘open to 
consideration’. 

194 Lucia Becht 1. Concerned with the ease in which windfarm planning applications are granted in Donegal. Too much credence is placed on the EIS, which is, as we 
know, is a document that is paid for by the developer. The consultant may be of high integrity however …. ‘he who calls the piper, calls the tune’. 
2. Approves of the inclusion of the FWPM sub basins as ‘not favoured’, in the interests of water purity. 
3. Approves of 10x turbine height as a separation distance from homes / places of habitation. 
4. Opposes tampering with the zone of visual influence from Glenveagh. 

195 Máire  O’Neill 1. Recognition in the CDP that windfarms should not adversely impact on residential amenity is of utmost importance, therefore support the 10x tip height 
separation from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. It would greatly reduce the fear of communities in relation to residential 
amenity, windfarm noise and any subsequent indirect health impact. 
2. Given the sensitivity of the protected FWPM to any form of pollution or siltation and the absolute need for high water quality required for its survival, it is 
imperative that river catchments are zoned as ‘not favoured’. 

196 Breege  Mc Devitt 1. Donegal with 32 windfarms has the largest number in Ireland, there are many more waiting to be built and another 8 at various stages of planning. I 
recommend accepting the section on setbacks and the section on placing the FWPM river basins as areas ‘not favoured’. The least that should be 
considered. 
2. The designation of 6 river basins ‘favoured for windfarming’ is beyond my comprehension and this classification need to be removed forthwith. 
3. Opposed to lessening the protection afforded to Glenveagh Park, the County’s greatest tourist asset and rightly protected in the County Development 
Plan. 

197 Thomas Becht 1. As the FWPM is protected under various EU directives, the Council has signed up to sub basin management plans for the FWPM, and receives large 
amounts of money from Europe to implement these plans for the mussels conservation. I urge you to protect these areas. 
2. The separation distance of 10x tip height to preserve residential amenities provides some element of safety from turbine collapse and to minimise any 
health / noise impacts. It should not be compromised on and should be the very least applied. 
3. Glenveagh's views should not be compromised to appease wind developers.  

198 Michelle Molloy 1. Supports the exclusion of 6 river sub basin catchment areas from wind farming. 
2. 10x turbine height as a setback is again minimal. Presents the scenario of a 100m turbine and setback being 1km on a high hill, which is a frightening 
scenario. With nothing better on offer, I support this part of the variation. 
3. Attempts to lessen the extent of the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park are despicable. Opposes this part of variation. 

199 Kevin  Mc Hugh 1. Endorse your proposals to introduce a separation distance and for the dezoning of the FWPM. The mussel is protected and the building of industrial 
scale windfarms in the vicinity of its habitats goes against all the policies of conservation DCC and the Irish state have signed up to.  
2. Opposed to the proposal on Glenveagh National Park. 
3. The setback distance (10x turbine tip height) is necessary to protect home owners and families from issues such as flicker, noise, safe distance from 
turbine accidents / fires etc. 

200 John Morrison 1. The proposed setback of 10x tip height from human habitation / gathering is the least which should be incorporated in the Development Plan. 
2. The protection of the FWPM is most welcome as its presence is accepted as an indicator of pure water. Donegal needs to protect its streams / rivers. 
3. Oppose the section on Glenveagh National Park. Prospective tourists will simply find other places to visit. Visitors come to experience wild, unspoiled 
beauty at its finest. 

201 Gerard Murray as per ref 124 

202 Giselle  de Castro as per ref 124 
203 Margaret Cooke as per ref 124 

204 Noelle  O’Keeffe as per ref 124 
205 Caroline O Boyle As per ref 172 

206 Dermot O’ Donnell 1. Supports the 10x maximum height of a turbine, be its minimum distance from the nearest house. 
2. Supports river basin protection. 
3. Opposes any changes to Glenveagh National Park. 
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207 Bernadette Donoghue 1. Supports proposals to introduce a 10x tip height separation distance, to protect residents and home owners from turbine failures / collapses and blade 
throws. The separation would also protect the residential amenity of homes. There is currently no protection for homes as Donegal has zero setback 
distance. 
2. Supports proposals to remove the 6 river basins for the protection of FWPM. It is an EU requirement to protect this species. 
3. Requests that proposals to erect turbines close to Glenveagh National Park be scrapped. It would be extremely detrimental and a kick in the teeth to 
our tourism interests. 

208 Mary Luthers 1. A new setback of turbines from human habitation / gathering by 10 times rotor tip height is the least which should be incorporated. 
2. The FWPM protection proposed is most welcome as its presence is accepted as an indicator of pure water. Donegal should preserve its streams and 
rivers. 
3. The protection which has been afforded to Glenveagh National Park to date should not be attenuated in any way. It is a world famous, national 
treasure, of great natural beauty, which attracts large numbers of visitors. Prospective tourists will find other locations to visit if all they see are serried 
ranks of turbines. 

209 Caroline Given 1. Approves of the 6 river basins from wind farming. 
2. Approves of placing wind turbines at least 10x their height in distance away from all human places of assembly and from living quarters. 
3. Disapproves of any change to the extent of Glenveagh National Park or any interference with the park. 

210 Bernadette Given 1. Supports the separation distance of 10x turbine height between homes and turbines. This will ensure that noise or flicker would not be an issue, which 
would mean that any indirect health impacts such as sleep deprivation etc. would not be an issue. The threat of flying debris from a possible turbine 
collapse should also be nullified.  
2. The FWPM needs high water quality to survive and breed. Their protection is not optional but legally mandatory. It is time to zone these areas as ‘not 
favoured’ for windfarms. 
3. Very much oppose changing the strong protection of Glenveagh National Park. 

211 Maureen Boyle 1. There is an absolute need to protect residents from turbine noise and safety issues like turbine collapses and breaks. A mandatory separation distance 
between turbines and homes etc is a must, not an option so I appeal to you to adopt the 10x tip height of the proposed turbines as a setback. 
2. The FWPM and their habitats are protected under EU law, the catchment areas identified must now be included as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy 
development. This should have been enacted in the CDP 2012, but somehow overlooked - better late than never. 
3. Please do not impinge on Glenveagh National Park. 

212 Harold Given 1. Approve of proposals to designate the sub basin catchment area of the Owenea and 5 other rivers from windfarming. 
2. The mandatory distance of turbines from houses etc. which is proposed (10x their height) goes someway towards protecting people living near 
turbines. Refers to local turbine failures and breakages and the danger this presents. This setback is very little to ask when protecting human life. 
3. Please do not change the status of Glenveagh. The flowers, gardens and wilderness appeal to many from home and further afield. 

213 Linda Furey 1. Support the motion for a 10x tip height separation from houses and places of gathering. 
2. Supports the removal of 6 river sub basins from ‘open to consideration’. 

214 Frankie & Tracy Devine As per ref 172 

215 Julia McDyer 1. Supports the section dealing with setback distance (10x turbine height). This proposed distance should be a minimum starting point. Other individual’s 
considerations may dictate that sometimes turbines need to be placed further away. 
2. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. These rivers and lakes have to be kept free of windfarms, which especially during their construction, cause 
siltation, which causes mussel deaths.  
3. Opposes the proposed change to the present protection given to Glenveagh National Park, a national treasure and tourist magnet for Donegal. 
Invaluable in many ways. 

216 Margaret Campbell 1. The FWPM protection proposed is most welcome, a signifier of clean fish rich water and an indication of peoples pride in their environment. The FWPM 
is legally protected and this should be to the fore in the CDP. Sadly as things stand it is not, as parts of the catchments are zoned as ‘open to 
consideration’. 
2. The 10x tip height setback distance of turbines to human habitation / gathering is the least which should be incorporated in your CDP. I advise that this 
be adopted. 
3. Opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. Visitors do not come to view industrialised landscapes, they come to view raw, unspoiled 
beauty at its best. 

217 Maresa Campbell 1. Supports the removal of the FWPM river catchments from ‘open to consideration’ for wind energy. They should never have been zoned in the first place 
and was an abdication by the Council of their legal duties with regard to this protected animal. 
2. Supports the inclusion of a mandatory separation distance of 10x the turbine height from residential dwellings and places of gathering etc. This 
measure would protect residential amenity to some degree. 
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218 Brian  Campbell The issue of windfarms is a thorny one in my hometown, Glenties. I made an observation on the appeal into the Straboy windfarm and was happy to see it 
being refused. 
1. The FWPM is synonymous with the Owenea River for as long as I can remember, is legally protected and Donegal Council has an obligation to afford it 
every protection possible under sub basin management plans. Constructing turbines in these river catchments require vast peat excavations which would 
lead to chronic siltation in the mussel’s habitats, is signing a death warrant for the mussels. It is absolutely necessary to remove these FWPM catchments 
from ‘open to consideration’ for wind energy.   
2. There should be a safe setback distance between turbines and homes enshrined in the CDP. The fact that there is not defies logic. I endorse the 
proposed 10x turbine height setback. 

219 Packie Boyle 1.  Supports a mandatory separation distance between homes and any place of habitation to turbines. The proposal of 10x the tip height should at least 
keep residents safe from flying debris that might result from a turbine fall, whether this distance would keep residents safe from noise and related issues 
like sleep deprivation. 
2. The FWPM has been in the Owenea has been as long as I can remember, we need to get them breeding again to keep them from extinction. The sub 
basin management plans for the 6 rivers outline how this might be achieved. 
3. Opposed to Glenveagh amendment. Turbines should be located so that their zone of visual influence doe not include the entire Glenveagh Park, not 
certain areas of the park. The amendment is nonsensical. 

220 Brian  Mc Devitt 1. Supports the section dealing with separation distance from turbines to homes / places of habitation and gatherings. Considers a distance that is 
proportionate to the size of the turbine is the correct way to go and would meet almost universal support with the public.  
2. The presence of FWPM is an indication of purity, every effort must be made to ensure their habitats remain free from silt and impurities that windfarms 
would visit upon SACs. Therefore supports the proposal to list those river basins as ‘not favoured’. 
3. The section proposing to lessen the protection afforded to our national park is disgraceful and nauseating. This is incompatible with policies in the 
County promoting tourism. 

221 Pádraig  Mac Con Uladh 1. Supports the 6 river beds for FWPM are excluded according to the FWPM rule 2009. 
2. Supports recommendation that wind turbines are 10xtip height away from houses and places of assembly in relation to people enjoying their 
environment and not affecting their property with regard to noise and shadows. 
3. Comments in relation to seeds and nutrients outlined in the (sub) River Basins Management Planning are noted as well concerns that CDP is not 
complying with the conservation objectives of vulnerable protected species set out in the Habitat Guidelines. 

222 S Gallagher 1. Supports the section that deals with setback distance. Considers that 10x the tip height of the turbine is a fair way of estimating. Aware of international 
guidelines that now say that the terrain similar to ours (hilly), the distance should be in the region of 3.2km.  
2. Supports the proposed variation which deals with EU legislation on FWPM. The 6 sub basins should legally be exempt from wind farming. 
3. There should be zero reduction in protection of Glenveagh. I oppose this. Appalled that anyone should even contemplate the desecration of Glenveagh. 
We already have desecration of this wonderful area by litter, turf cutting, poaching etc.  

223 Niall  Ó Ceallaigh As per ref 21 
224 Caroline Ní Chasaide As per ref 21 

225 Máire  Ní Chasaide As per ref 21 
226 Liam Dolan As per ref 21 

227 Nóra Uí Ghallachóir 1. Supports the 6 river beds for FWPM are excluded according to the FWPM rule 2009. 
2. Supports recommendation that wind turbines are 10xtip height away from houses and places of assembly in relation to people enjoying their 
environment and not affecting their property with regard to noise and shadows. 
3. Comments in relation to seeds and nutrients outlined in the (sub) River Basins Management Planning are noted as well concerns that CDP is not 
complying with the conservation objectives of vulnerable protected species set out in the Habitat Guidelines. 

228 Dr Eithne Ní Ghallchobhair 1. Supports the 6 river beds for FWPM are excluded according to the FWPM rule 2009. 
2. Supports recommendation that wind turbines are 10xtip height away from houses and places of assembly in relation to people enjoying their 
environment and not affecting their property with regard to noise and shadows. 
3. Comments in relation to seeds and nutrients outlined in the (sub) River Basins Management Planning are noted as well concerns that CDP is not 
complying with the conservation objectives of vulnerable protected species set out in the Habitat Guidelines. 

229 Michael  Mc Ginley 1. The 10x tip height setback distance of turbines from human habitation / gathering is the least which should be incorporated in your CDP. Visitors like 
myself will find other places to visit if ranks of turbines appeal outside our accommodation windows and routes we wish to travel upon. Donegal already 
has too many blotting the landscape, and presumably muddying the streams. 
2. The FWPM protection is most welcome. We all know it is a signifier of clean, fish fresh water and an indication of peoples pride in their environment. 
3. Protection afforded to Glenveagh up to now, should not be lessoned in any way. A great national treasure.  

230 Seamus Gallagher As per ref 172 
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231 Jillian  Furey 1. Fully supports both the removal of 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’ for wind farms and the motion for a minimum of 10x tip height 
separation distance from any turbine to a private community facility or home. 
2. Opposed to any relaxation of the present protections of Glenveagh National Park. 

232 Mary Breslin 1. Opposed to any refinement on the viewing of turbines from Glenveagh National Park. Current protection should continue to apply.  
2. The FWPM areas should not be placed in the ‘not favoured’ for wind energy category. These rivers and streams that flow into them must be kept free 
from pollutants and siltation. Windfarms by their nature require vast amounts of peat to be excavated which in turn could runoff into these streams. 
3. 10x turbine height setback distance that is proposed is a modest one, there should be no difficulty in having this adopted in order to protect residential 
amenity etc. 

233 Yvonne McGrory 1. 10x the turbine height is a safe setback distance between wind turbines and homes (and other places of assembly). It is a sensible starting point. This 
should be the minimum distance. In hilly terrain the Council may have to consider a greater distance in line with international recommendations. 
2. Rivers containing FWPM are rare in the world. The Council are paid by Europe to protect and nurture these shellfish.  Protect these sub basins. 
3. Glenveagh is a monument of eviction, a monument of strength and resilience of the people. For this reason alone, it should not be violated. 
Furthermore, vast expanse of savage, wild landscape, where no overhead power lines are allowed to intrude, where the native deer roam free and where 
now the majestic golden eagle soars.  

234 Risteárd  MacLoone 1. Firstly the National Renewable Strategy is seriously flawed, is developer driven, excessive and has huge negative costs for local communities. 
2. Supports protection for the FWPM, sub basin management plans. Silt is one of the negatives. The zoning of these river basins as ‘open to 
consideration’ is completely flawed.  
3. Rural communities are entitled to peaceful enjoyment of their homes, and should be protected from noise, flicker and turbine collapses that could lead 
to possible death or serious injury from flying debris. The proposed 10x tip height separation strives to strike a balance between the protection of rural 
communities and that of windfarm development and should be welcomed by all. 

235 Petria Malone 1. A new setback distance of 10x rotor tip height from human habitation / gathering is the least which should be incorporated into your CDP to protect the 
health and wellbeing of locals. 
2. The FWPM protection proposed is most welcome as an indicator of pure water and to preserves waterways for fishing for locals and visitors. 
3. Protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park to date should not be attenuated in any way, a world famous national treasure. 

236 Francis Cunningham 1. As a Glenties person, it pains me to observe how wind developers have entered areas like Glenties and destroyed the very fabric of society that existed 
there and people have been left with a legacy of mistrust and bitterness among neighbours and families of what were once close knit communities. 
2. Very much approve of the setback distance of 10x height of turbines from dwellings. Would prefer it was a much greater distance. 
3. Support the zoning of FWPM sub basins as not favoured. 
4. I oppose the Glenveagh amendment. 

237 Bernadette Kelly 1. Supports protection at Glenveagh, it should not be lessoned in any way. 
2. Protection for the FWPM should have been enacted years ago. 
3. The 10x tip height setback distance of turbines from human habitation / gathering is the least which should be incorporated in your CDP. Visitors like 
myself will find other places to visit if ranks of turbines appeal outside our accommodation windows and routes we wish to travel upon. Donegal already 
has too many blotting the landscape, and presumably muddying the streams. 

238 Adrian  O’ Donnell 1. The proposed variation, if approved by Council will offer some little protection to the people of Donegal from the industrialisation of their beautiful 
county. 
2. I approve of and support the proposal to make it mandatory that turbines are placed at least 10x their height from the nearest property, home or place 
of congregation. 
3. Approve of / support removal of 6 sub basin catchment areas, containing FWPM from the designation, ‘suitable for wind farming’. 
4. Oppose any reduction to the physical, or visual extent of Glenveagh National Park. 

239 Liam Doyle 1. Oppose the proposed change to Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Turbines, fall, break, ice flies from turbines, noise emits from rotors, light flickers. Your Council need to be told nothing more about turbines. These 
statements of truth make it obvious that turbines should be put nowhere near residences, or places of congregation. 10x turbine height, as setback is a 
pathetic minimum. Unfortunately that is all you take to the table for me to approve of. 
3. Refers to wanton destruction of Donegal’s environment during the installation of the unnecessary 110Kv line. Your Council have failed miserably to 
protect the river basins. 110Kv lines have been approved for installation in rivers containing FWPM, we have witnessed GNS or ESB or Eirgrid lorries, 
diggers etc. drive through rivers containing FWPM and received assurances from DCC and NPWS that everything was being carried out according to 
scripture. 
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240 Loretta O’ Donnell 1. Approve of the exclusion of 6 river sub basin catchment areas from wind farming. The areas are protected by an EU Directive in 2009, it is high time the 
Council got their act together on this.  
2. Approve of 10x turbine height as a setback distance from homes etc. Turbines should not be placed anywhere near houses, homes, hospitals, schools 
or anywhere else people gather. I don’t think it is far enough, but will do for now. 
3. Any attempt to interfere with Glenveagh National Park should be resisted. The park is unique and unspoiled. No overhead power lines. Here the 
screams of evicted people rent the air as surely as the mountain torrents rent the hillsides of Glenveagh. Here we have a monument to Donegal’s past, 
and somebody has proposed to destroy it. 

241 Rose  O’ Donnell 1. Donegal is one of the most beautiful counties in Ireland, and it is being destroyed by windfarms. The Council have approved the siting of wind turbines 
which break the skyline, which impinge on scenic views and block out peoples horizons. There are health concerns that are being ignored. 
2. Approves of the proposed 10x turbine height setback distance, and the removal of 6 sub basin catchment areas from the designation ‘suitable for wind 
farming’. 
3. Opposes any lessoning / reduction of the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. 

242 Susan M Boyd 1. Supports the proposed protection to the FWPM. 
2. Enthusiastically support a setback distance of turbines at 10x their tip height, from dwellings. 
3. Emphatically disagree with reduced protection of Glenveagh National Park, which is a national treasure and is to be afforded all protection possible. 

243 Andrew Duncan as per ref 124 

244 Bernard  Mc Dyre as per ref 124 
245 Eileen M Wood 1. Supports the proposal to remove the FWPM catchments from areas that are ‘open for consideration’. 

2. Supports the 10xtip height separation distance from places of human habitation in relation to health. 
3. Strongly objects to the amendment of the Glenveagh Visual Zone of Influence 

246 John  Doherty 1. Supports the 10xtip height separation distance from places of human habitation in relation to economic and amenity issues for dwellers. 
2.  Supports the proposal to remove the FWPM catchments from areas that are ‘open for consideration’ as these areas are protected under law. 

247 L McEvoy As per ref 78 

248 Colette & Dr Fred  Carleton 1. Supports the 10xtip height separation distance. 
2. Supports the removal of the FWPM Catchments. 
3. Opposes the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as wants to preserve Donegal’s landscapes and waters. 

249 Sharon Moohan 1. Supports the 10 times tip height separation between turbines and houses. The taller the turbine, the further the separation should be. 
2. Supports proposals to designate the 6 FWPM sub basins as areas unsuitable for turbines. Any country that is home to this rare and sensitive species 
has a duty to protect it. 
3. Opposes the reduction or amending of the zone of influence of Glenveagh National Park. 

250 John J  Higgins 1. Supports the two sections dealing with the new setback distance and the protection of rivers bearing the FWPM and opposes the section dealing with 
Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Claims that turbines are becoming a national nuisance with their impact on sensitive environments and on the residential amenity of rural dwellers.  
3. Supports the proposed 10 times turbine height as a setback from homes in keeping with a growing such crescendo nationally. 
4. States they had the privilege of visiting your rugged, windswept, Atlantic indented County. One of the places visited was Glenveagh, the location, 
peace, welcome and the stark unsullied landscape of the deep glen and the beautiful lake side castle and gardens left a lasting impression. States this is 
a national treasure. Queries whether the state affords protection to National Parks (we only have 6) and whether the proposal is in breach of those 
safeguards.  

251 Philomena Boyle 1. Supports the variation but states that the policies should have initially been put in place to protect people. 
2. Supports the proposal to remove the FWPM catchments from areas that are ‘open for consideration’. 
3. Supports the 10xtip height separation distance from places of human habitation and acknowledges DCC submission to the Department of the Environs 
review of the Wind Energy Guidelines in relation to this. 

252 SC Wood BSc Eng 1. States that this variation will be detrimental to the countryside. 
2. Supports the sub-basin protection. 
3. Agrees with the 10xtip height set back. 
4. Strongly opposes the amendment of Glenveagh Visual Zone of Influence. 

253 Rose Mc Cahill 1. Supports the variation but states that it is unfortunate that the plan was flawed to begin with and states that it was influenced by IWEA and developers.  
2. Supports the proposals to remove the FWPM catchments from the areas that are ‘open for consideration’.  
3. Supports the 10xtip height separation distance from places of human habitation in the interests of residential amenity and safety. 
4. Against minimising protection to Glenveagh National Park as it will damage the tourism industry. 

254 Paul McGinley As per ref 78 

255 P  Laughlin As per ref 78 
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256 Eleanor Light As per ref 78 
257 Ross Millar 1. Agrees with at least the 10xtip separation distance from places of human habitation/gathering in relation to health and well being of inhabitants. 

2. Welcomes the Freshwater Pearl Mussel protection and adds that Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing.  
3. Opposes the proposals to Glenveagh National Park and states that the existing protection should not be attenuated in any way due to its important 
tourism role.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to visit if faced with turbines and that visitors do not want to see an industrialised landscape but rather a wild, 
unspoiled beauty at its finest. 

258 Rory  Boyle as per ref 124 
259 Deirdre Mc Dyre as per ref 124 

260 Caroline Lafferty as per ref 124 
261 Bridget Molloy as per ref 124 

262 Mairead Mc Devitt as per ref 124 
263 Michelle Gallen as per ref 124 

264 Paul Gallen as per ref 124 
265 Mariea Browne as per ref 124 

266 Aoibhe Gallen as per ref 124 
267 Bridie & Philip Boyle as per ref 124 

268 Lydia Nethercoat as per ref 124 
269 Marian O’ Boyle 1. Supports sections in relation to wind turbine set back distance and Freshwater Pearl Mussel and opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh. 

2. States that the setback distance should be at least 10x tip height from human habitation/gathering in relation to health and well-being. 
3. Welcomes Pearl Mussel protection and states that Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
4. States that the protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way in relation to tourism, habitats and its beauty. 
5. States landscapes dominated by wind turbines will affect tourism and Donegal has its fair share of turbines spoiling its landscape. 
6. Further comments in relation to tourism are noted. 

270 Norma Boyle As per ref 78 
271 Eamonn McGrory 1. Supports the proposed set back distance of 10xtip height separation distance from homes to turbines but states that 20x tip height might be a safer 

option.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM due to the effects of siltation.  
3. Opposes the limiting of the Zone of Visual Influence of Glenveagh National Park and states that this can only be held with contempt. 

272 Maud  Sampson As per ref 269 

273 Daniel & Dorothy Kane 1. Although the submission supports the set back distances, it states that it has no scientific and experimental basis that this will resolve all problems of 
noise, shadow-flicker and reflected light. States that the proposed distance is significantly less than the minimum of two kilometres recommended by 
many authorities. 
2. Welcomes the Fresh Water Pearl Mussel protection and states that Donegal needs to protect all its streams and lakes for fishing. 
3. Strongly objects to lessening the protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park. 
4. Quotes research commissioned by the NI Tourist Board (Visitor Attitudes to Wind Farms, Mintel 2011) which concluded that wind turbines can be 
expected to translate into a fall in rural tourism. 
5. States that Donegal has its fair share of turbines violating its landscape and that visitors do not want to come and gaze at industrialised landscapes. 

274 Heather Barclay As per ref 269 

275 David Corbett As per ref 269 

276 Maria Craig 1. States that the Council and Planners have adopted a pro wind developer policy.  
2. States that the Variation (2) will go some way to achieving some sense of balance. 
3. Supports greater protection to the Freshwater Pearl Mussel. 
4. Supports a setback distance of 10xtip height from turbines to homes. 
5. Opposes the proposal to increase the views that turbines can be seen in Glenveagh Park. 

277 Jenny Butcher 1. Supports the six rivers sub basin catchment areas. 
2. Welcomes the 10xtip height as a safe set back distance. 
3. Does not support the section on Glenveagh. Recognises its beauty and tourist importance and wants it protected from industrialisation. 

278 Patricia Browne 1. Opposes change to Glenveagh National Park as it is renowned worldwide. 
2. Supports a 10xtip height set back distance as a minimum for health and safety reasons. 
3. Supports the section dealing with Freshwater Pearl Mussels in relation to siltation. 
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279 Hienrich Biedermann 1. Commends Donegal County Council on bringing forward this variation. 
2. Supports the population of Freshwater Pearl Mussels being included in the ‘not favoured for wind energy development’ categories stating that they 
need the maximum protection possible. 
3. States that the 10xtip height proposal is a step in the right direction in terms of a meaningful safe setback distance between industrial turbines and 
homes. 
4. Not in favour of amending the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh Park with reference to the tourism industry. 

280 Dave Butcher 1. Supports the section on the six sub basin catchment areas. 
2. Supports the section on the 10 times the turbine height as a set back distance and hoping that there will be a more realistic distance in the near future. 
3. Strongly opposes section on Glenveagh and states that the Elected Members of Donegal County Council should be ashamed of themselves. 

281 Sinéad O’ Donnell 1. Supports the 10x tip height set back distance of turbines from human habitation at least. 
2. Welcomes the section which deals with Freshwater Pearl Mussels. 
3. Opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. States the protection should not be lessened in any way as it is a national treasure and 
tourist asset  
4. States that Donegal already has too many turbines blotting the landscape and visitors do not come to view an industrialized landscape and will go else 
where. 

282 Frankie & Tracy McGhee 1. Supports the section dealing with the set back distance and dealing with Fresh water Pearl Mussels. 
2. Opposes the proposed change to the protection given to Glenveagh National park and fails to see why its protection should be interfered with. 
3. Wonders why there is a delay in enacting legislation enacted 5 years ago regarding sub basin catchment areas. 

283 Patrick McCabe 1. Strongly rejects the Glenveagh proposal and states its protection should be strengthened not weakened and that any amendments should be along the 
lines of extending the park. 
2. States that the six river basins should also be given greater protection as it is on the verge of extinction. 
3. States that the set back distance of 10xtip height is a weak proposal and in the interests of the precautionary principle it should be twenty times the 
turbine height. 

284 Patrick Coyle 1. Disapproves of any change to Glenveagh National Park or its boundaries or any other interference with the Park. 
2. Approves the 10xtip height distance from all places of assembly and living quarters.  
3. Approves the exclusion of the six river basins from wind farming. 

285 Michael O’ Donnell 1. Supports the section dealing with set back distance of 10xtip height in terms of safety but highlights that this may be inadequate. 
2. Supports the section dealing with Freshwater Pearl Mussels and states that they have been protected by an EU Directive since 2009.  
3. Totally opposed to proposed change to Glenveagh in terms of protecting it for tourists and residents of Donegal. 

286 Fiona Gillespie 1. Supports the proposed set back distance 10xtip height from homes to turbines. States that there is evidence from older wind farm countries that there 
are health risks associated with turbines and hence they support the 10x tip height until more evidence is accumulated.  
2. Supports section dealing with rivers containing Freshwater Pearl Mussels in terms of the effects of siltation and states that it is simple logic and should 
not require a public consultation process. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to the present protection given to Glenveagh National Park and states that it is a haven for local and tourists alike. 
4. States that Donegal should bury power lines and become the tourist capital of Europe. 

287 John Browne 1. Opposes the attempt to reduce Glenveagh. States that it should be left the way it is for locals and visitors alike. 
2. Approves the 10xtip height set back from homes and other places. States that in hilly areas this is still very close. 
3. Approves of the 6 river basins being designated as not suitable for wind farms. 

288 Margaret Gillespie 1. Supports section dealing with 10xtip height set back distance and states that it is belated acceptance of health risks from turbines. 
2. Supports the section dealing with Freshwater Pearl Mussels in relation to keeping all water clean and states that construction of windfarms could also 
harm nearby water supplies including household water supplies. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to the recent protection given to Glenveagh National Park. 

289 Kathleen McCabe 1. Supports the 10xtip height set back distance. 
2. Supports the proposal to zone the six named river sub basin catchment areas as not suited for wind farming and states this action is 5 years overdue. 
3. Against proposal to reduce Glenveagh National Park and that legal documents should be drawn up to protect this park forever. 

290 Bridget McCabe 1. Opposes section on Glenveagh as it is an area free of industrialisation and a place for local and tourists alike to visit. 
2. Supports section on the six rivers sub basin catchment areas and states that it is better late than never. 
3. Supports the section on the set back distance of ten times the turbine height being the separation distance between homes and turbines. States that it 
isn’t very far but it’s better than nothing. 
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291 Míchael  Ward 1. Opposes the proposal to have FWPM basins designated as unsuitable for wind farms for the following reasons:  
a) States that preventing and restricting development in these areas is excessive and unnecessary and is meaningless in promoting pearl mussel 
regeneration as documents have shown that they have not been reproducing for decades and that it is due to the reduction of salmon and trout, which 
host the lava in order for the mussels to develop, that has been a major set back. 
b) Gives example of other polluters harming the FWPM such as forestry, intensive agriculture, turf cutting, natural river bank erosion, removal of river 
bank trees, sewage, sheep dip and fertiliser. 
c) Gives example of ESB adopting measures to prevent effects of silt. 
d) States that excluding windfarms is aimed at preventing construction of wind farms rather than the protection of pearl mussels. 
e) States that jobs and wealth is generated by exploiting an area’s available natural resources and goes through the economic benefits had the 
application in Straboy near Glenties been successful. 
f) States that introducing repressive legislation would hinder the exploitation of the County’s natural resources thereby sacrificing jobs, earnings, 
prosperity and future development. 
2. Objects to the setback distance of 10xtip height for the following reasons:  
a) States that windfarm companies and National Guidelines use a setback distance of 500 metres unless written approval is obtained from affected 
householders. 
b) States that in terms of windfarms presenting a health hazard there are ones located within hospital and universities with no known health issues. 
c) States that Siemens and General Electric manufacture hospital equipment and would not be involved in wind turbines if there were health issues. 
d) Reference ‘Wind Turbine Bill/Ireland after NAMA and the effects of various setback distances for wind turbines’ 
e) States that setbacks would most likely make it impossible for the Irish Government to achieve it’s 2020 renewable energy production. 
f) States that Ireland would be liable for a yearly fine of E150,000 if severe restrictions where passed on wind turbine planning. 
g) States that the offshore wind turbines costs are prohibitive. 
h) States that it would appear according to ‘The Wind Turbines Bill’ that the 500m setback distance is the correct compromise. 

292 Margo Gallagher 1. Objects to the Glenveagh proposal. 
2. Supports the separation distance and the inclusion of the sub basin districts of the freshwater mussel as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy development. 

293 Mary Dawson 1. Strongly support the proposed setback distance between turbines and places of habitation like schools, homes, hospitals and churches due to property 
devaluation and visual and residential amenity 
2. Supports the river basin areas with associated freshwater pearl mussel should now be zoned as not favoured for wind energy development in relation 
to EU Directives and silt. 
3. Opposes any variation to the existing protection for Glenveagh National Park. 

294 Henry Gillespie 1. Opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Support the sections dealing with fresh water pearl mussels and set back distance. 
3. States that large areas have already been covered by wind turbines without care and attention given to people and places. 

295 K  Gibson As per ref 269 
296 Laura Lee  Kelly 1. Concerned in relation to the current absorption and saturation of wind turbines. 

2. States that large areas along the tourism initiative ‘The Wild Atlantic Way’ as zoned as suitable for wind farms without any evidence base. 
3. Support the de-zoning of river catchments and include them as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy development with reference to EU Directives and Sub 
Basin Management Plans. 
4. States that there should be 2km buffer zone between turbines and   places of dwelling but reluctantly support the 10xtip height separation distance. 
5. Opposes the Glenveagh amendment and states that there should be no more interference from developers. 

297 Noreen Duffin 1. Approves the 10xtip height set back measures in that it would help alleviate the concerns of nearby residents but states that a greater distance would 
be safer. 
2. Welcomes the exclusion of wind farms from the six river sub basin catchment areas as a start in the right direction. 
3. Opposes the proposal to lessen the extent or perimeter of Glenveagh National Park stating that it is national treasure, a great source of pride and 
pleasure and a magnificent tourist attraction. 

298 Bernadette Bonner 1. Appalled by Donegal County council’s use and abuse of its powers to actively promote wind farms with reference to the Straboy wind farm appeal and 
comments on shortcomings in the oral hearing. 
2. Whole heartily support the proposed setback distances and the removal of the six sub basins. 
3. States hand off Glenveagh National park and to leave the uncut gem as it is. 

299 Ken Keeney 1. States that Inishowen is infected with wind turbines and Council has a wind developer friend’s approach. 
2. States that wind policy that zones large tracts of our County including scenic spots as one of the most flawed zoning policies in Ireland without evidence 
base and gives the example of the proposal for 2 wind turbines in Kinnagoe Bay which was overturned by An Bord Pleanala. 
3. States that wind farms should not be permitted in river catchments of rivers that contain freshwater pearl mussel and asks that this policy be revisited 
and re-designated as not favoured. 
4. Support the setback distance of 10x tip height between homes/places of gatherings for safety reasons. 
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300 Liam Duffin 1. Opposed to the changes to the perimeter of Glenveagh National Park and that it should be protected at all costs. 
2. Strongly approves of variation which seeks to protect waterways and wildlife within the six river basins. 
3. Approves of the 10xtip height separation distance although feels that it is inadequate for safety and health reasons. 
4. States that the precautionary principle should apply and turbines kept well away from houses and other places of human congregation. 

301 John Simpson As per ref 269 

302 Cathal McCabe 1. Opposes the proposal to tamper with the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park and outlines the importance of Glenveagh. 
2. Supports the protection of the freshwater pearl mussel and falling into line with EU Directives. 
3. States that a 10 metre high turbine will be only 1km from the nearest home and will be even closer if on a hill. Recommend 20 times the turbine height 
but supports proposal because there isn’t anything better on offer. 

303 Mr & Mrs D T Gorman As per ref 269 

304 Mary Brown 1. Supports proper protection to the 6 river basins that contain the endangered freshwater pearl mussel. 
2. States that Ownea and Lennon are renowned angling rivers bringing tourism to the area and are protected SAC’s and believes that mitigation will not 
prevent silt entries tributes. 
3. Supports the 10x tip height in relation to residential amenity and   safety. 
4. Opposes the lessening of the zone of visual influence at Glenveagh stating that it will have drastic consequences for our tourism industry. 
5. Submission encloses a recent survey from Scotland ‘Wind Farming and Changing Mountaineering Behaviour in Scotland’ which details how wind farms 
in mountain areas are damaging key areas of tourism. The submission highlights statistics from a survey of climbers and hill walkers which strongly show 
people’s unfavourable views on wind farms. 

305 Theresa Webster as per ref 124 

306 Ann  Mc Devitt 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park on tampering with the Zone of influence. States that Glenveagh is an oasis of conservation 
in Ireland, a tourist destination for people of this country and of other countries, to keep it protected as it currently is.                                                                
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM to designate the six fresh water pearl mussel basins as areas unsuitable for wind turbines. These areas need 
to be de-zoned and adopted into the County Development Plan. States that our pure rivers with fresh water mussels, the Owenea; Eske; Leannan; 
Owencarrow; Glaskeelin and Clady should be kept free from all risk of siltation, mud slides etc and marketed properly to the fishing tourism market.              
3. Supports the proposal on ten times tip height separation as this will put reasonable setback distances between homes and wind turbines and provide 
some protection to visitors, and residents of the county. 

307 Mary Crumlish 1. Supports the set back distance of 10x tip height of wind turbines 
2. Supports the section protecting the 6 river basins from wind turbine development. 
3. Opposes the proposal relating to Glenveagh. 

308 John Kalf As per ref 307 
309 Bettina Bartmann As per ref 307 

310 Anthony  Cohu C.Arch as per ref 124 
311 Shiela M O’Brien as per ref 124 

312 Joachim Schaefer as per ref 124 
313 Ronan Browne 1. Fully supports the setback distances of 10xtip height of tourism in relation to health and safety. 

2. Submission highlights the importance and the fragility of FWPM and the harmful effects on them caused by silt and concrete during the construction of 
wind farms. 
3. Highlights a case in South Connemara were the FWPM were wiped out due to negligence and calls on stronger new Councillors in DCC to protect 
them. 

314 James Johnston as per ref 124 
315 Billy Moyles Moyles 1. Supports the amendment No. 4 in relation to Glenveagh subject to an amendment of part of a walking trail located on the Lough Inshagh Walk marked 

at point E on map A (from Lough Inshagh Walk and extends from the boundary at the Deer Fence into the park for a distance of approximately 350m) 
which is elevated and has panoramic vistas. 
2. The submission states that the suggested amendment area is already within the ZVI of existing turbines and as a result cannot be placed outside the 
ZVI of turbines. 
3. States that the aim of the amendment is to maintain specific nominated amenities and features of Glenveagh outside the ZVI of turbines and argues 
that this part of the walking trail cannot achieve this objective. 
4. The submission copies extracts from the Council’s webpage and in particular extracts from amendment No.4 
5. States that the proposed amendments clarify the Council’s proposals for windfarms located within circa 20km of Glenveagh and removes objective 
10.6.5.a which could have been interoperated as a blanket ban on all wind turbines visible from the Park to turbines that will not be visible from the 
locations listed in the amendment within the Park. 
6. States that to date all planning applications for windfarms cannot be seen from the areas identified in the proposed variation with the exception of part 
of a walking trail marked point E on Map A of submission. 
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7. States that unlike the location referred to in the variation which are within enclosed landscapes point E on Map a forms part of an unenclosed 
landscape extending to County Tyrone. 
8. Argues that the variation is about keeping important and specific areas of the park outside the ZVI of wind turbines. 
9. States that the Point E rises to an elevation of approx 140m OD rising to 190m OD higher than all the other nominated features. 
10. States that if this area is included in the variation that it will exclude windfarms from virtually all parts of East Donegal including those areas where 
turbines are already located. 
11. Argues that if this area is excluded that amendment No. 4 would achieve its aim of protecting the very unique, special and unspoilt environment of the 
Park and the other nominated features. 
12. The submission contains photo No. 1 which depicts views from the Lough Inshagh trial and Map A which highlights the areas within Glenveagh that 
turbines should not be visible. 

316 John Dooley as per ref 124 
317 Christopher  Nethercoat as per ref 124 

318 John PR McCahill as per ref 124 
319 Robert Graham 1. Supports the sections in respect of the wind turbine set back distance and the Freshwater Pearl Mussel. 

2. Opposes the section that reduces the protection for Glenveagh. 
3. States that a separation distance between wind turbines and dwellings of ten times the tip height is the very minimum distance to help protect the 
health and well-being of residents and lists associated health effects. 
4. In relation to the FWPM the submission welcomes preserving the fishing in Donegal’s streams and lakes for fishing and tourism. 
5. States the importance of Glenveagh for tourism and states that it deserves the highest protection and outlines a Northern Ireland Tourist Board survey 
in relation to landscapes. 

320 Shana Quinn 1. Gives a personal account of the upset a nearby wind farm application caused which was subsequently refused. 
2. Supports the proposals in relation to Freshwater Pearl Mussels and 10x times tip height. 
3. Opposes the Glenveagh proposal in that it would ruin the natural landscape and scenery. 

321 Jennifer Furey as per ref 124 

322 Fiona  Boyle as per ref 124 
323 Seamus Goonery as per ref 124 

324 Albert Wassenaar as per ref 124 
325 Martin O’Kelly as per ref 124 

326 Jackie O’Kelly as per ref 124 
327 Catherine Moore as per ref 124 

328 Donald Herron as per ref 124 
329 Neil McCormack 1. Supports the wind turbine set back distance of ten times the tip height.                  

2. Supports the section of the variation protecting the 6 river basins from turbine development and                                                                                             
3. Opposes the proposal relating to Glenveagh. 

330 Christopher  Flood as per ref 124 

331 Anne  Mc Laughlin as per ref 124 
332 Victoria Berryman as per ref 124 

333 William Carroll as per ref 124 
334 Victoria Carson 1. Submission welcomes the proposed amendments to the wind energy section of the CDP.  

2. Ten times the turbine setback goes some way to provide protection to residents and visitors but feels that additional provision is required in specific 
conditions e.g. to lesson the effects on visual amenity.   
3.  Supports the need to protect the 6 FPM catchment areas.  As the species required high quality rivers with low levels of nutrients and clean river beds, 
the Owenea, Eske, Leannan, Owencarrow, Glaskeelin and Clady must be kept free from siltation or any activity that could contaminate them in any way. 
4. Refers to studies on the effects of flicker, noise amenity and health effects and points to the website www.windawareireland.com for details.  
5. States it is encouraging to see the Council  taking responsibility in its efforts to ensure energy developments satisfy the criteria of the 3 pillars of 
sustainability; economic, social and environmental.  

335 Eugene  McMahon as per ref 124 

336 Norah Conlon as per ref 124 
337 Patricia Jones as per ref 124 

338 Gabrielle Marsh as per ref 124 
339 Michelle  Hayward as per ref 124 
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340 Joan Hanlon 1. States that all 6 sub-basement catchment areas should be dezoned for windfarm development.  DCC should have dealt with this in 2009 when EU 
legislation was enacted. 
2. No disturbance of peat, soil etc should happen in these areas that would pose a serious risk of pollution. 
3. States that distance of windfarms from dwellings, and places of work/congregation is a concern.  Feels that more research should be done so that 
turbines are located so as not to cause a risk threat to humans, animals or wildlife. 
4. Strongly opposes the refinement of Glenveagh National Park as it would be a shame to lesson the protection it currently has. 
5. Summarises by giving support to the section of the variation dealing with set back distances and FPM and opposing the current protection given to 
Glenveagh National Park. 

341 Eric  McNally as per ref 124 
342 Dr Robin Biellik 1. Supports the proposed greater protection to FWPM by classifying the 6 sub-basin areas as ‘not favoured’.  

2. States that ongoing ESB work is in contravention of EU guidance. 
3. Supports proposal to protect private residences, schools etc by requiring a minimum set back of 10 times the tip height. Makes reference to health 
hazards from the noise and flicker effect and to instances where turbines have collapsed with a subsequent risk of injury. 
4. Strongly disagrees with proposal concerning Glenveagh National Park and hopes the Council will maintain Glenveagh's current visual protection for 
future generations. 
5. States recognition of the need to move towards renewable energy but that wind turbines are not the best solution for Donegal.  Suggests an alternative 
requirement, by planning approval, to have solar panels fitted on all new constructions. 

343 Patrick Mc Grath 1. Sets out the many reasons tourists frequent Ardara and area including the landscape, angling, culture, beaches, golfing and the beauty of Glengesh. 
2. States that tourists do not come to see the windfarm located between Ardara and Nairn that visitors comment negatively on, as it does not fit in with the 
positives the area has to offer tourists. 
3. Supports proposals A and B of the variation as advertised in the press, affording greater protection to the FWPM and keeping the Owenea river as 
pristine as possible. 
4. Supports the proposal for ten times the tip height of turbines separation distance and refers to an accident last year at Loughderryduff windfarm. 

344 Eileen  Mc Dyer 1. Submission is opposed to windfarms being foisted on communities where they area not wanted or windfarms being built in inappropriate areas.  
2. Gives full support to safe separation distances between turbines and homes, although considers 10 times the tip height not safe enough. 
3. Fully supports greater conservation measures for FWPM; FWPM catchments identified in the sub basin management plans should be included as not 
favoured for wind energy development. 
4. States that the landscape of Donegal has influenced music, culture and identity and the policy of saturating Donegal’s Hills needs to be radically 
altered. 

345 Ann O’ Donnell 1. Submission sets out that residential amenity should be protected and everyone is entitled to peaceful enjoyment of their home and encroachment of 
windfarms into residential areas must be resisted: therefore welcomes the proposed 10 times the tip height separation distances between turbines and 
homes and places of human habitation. 
2. States that FWPM rivers are special areas of conservation and must be treated as such; would like to see the protection of the FWPM catchments by 
including them as ‘not favoured’ for wind farm development. 
3. States that Glenveagh is known world wide as a place of raw, rugged unspoilt beauty, cannot understand why anyone would want turbines visible fro 
any areas of the park and that the Glenveagh amendment has to be rejected. 
4. Concludes that the Development Plan is for the benefit of the county and the local authority must act in the best interests of the people of Donegal. FFA  

346 Majella Doherty 1. Commends proposed variation as they are of the opinion that rural homeowners should be able to enjoy a peaceful and safe environment in their own 
homes. 
2. States that they live in the area adjacent to a recent refusal for 25 wind turbines. 
3. Supports the separation distance of 10 times the tip height of the turbine between houses/places of gathering and turbines.  
4. States that the County Council and elected members should strive to protect its residents regardless of the review of the national guidelines. 
5. Supports greater protection of the FWPM; the FWPM and its ecology should not be put in danger. 

347 Nora McSwiggan 1. Submission totally agrees with the removal of the 6 sub basin districts from open to consideration for wind farm development as wind farm construction 
and peat disturbance could easily kill off the already endangered FWPM. 
2. Submission also supports the proposed 10 times the tip height separation distance from any turbine to any private home or community facility. 
3. Strongly opposes any relaxation of the present protections at Glenveagh National park. 

348 Ailish Breslin As per ref 172 

349 Sean McDyer 1. Submission opposes proposed change to Glenveagh; Glenveagh is a premium tourist destination for Donegal, it is invaluable and should retain its 
present protections. 
2. Supports set back distance of 10 times the turbine tip height and proffers that this should be considered a baseline subject to individual planning 
applications. 
3. Supports section regarding FWPM as their presence is a sin to local and visiting fishing people that here is a good fishing place. 
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350 Anne  McGhee 1. Supports the inclusion of the 6 FWPM sub basin plan areas as not favoured areas for windfarm development as the FWPM depend on high water 
quality free from siltation and pollution. 
2. Supports the proposed 10 times tip height separation distance between homes and turbines (but states that this may not be enough) as homeowners 
are entitled to live free from flicker, noise and possible damage from turbine accidents.  
3. States that the Glenveagh section of the variation should not be adopted as if approved they would potentially be negative consequences for tourism 
revenue generated throughout the entire area. Suggests that tourists do not want to see industrial windfarms from Glenveagh National Park. 

351 John Bernard Boyle 1. Supports set back distance (10 times tip height) and FWPM element of the proposed variation but opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh 
National Park. 
2. States that Glenveagh should not be altered in any way unless a buffer is proposed around it that could include organic farming/gardening/fruit growing 
etc.  
3. Sets out that the 6 rivers named are a starting point for wind energy regulation and that if the wind companies know the council is serious about 
protecting the environment they will act accordingly. 

352 Susan  Highsten 1. Supports the 2 sections of the variation which deal with the set back distance (10 times tip height) and FWPM element of the proposed variation but 
section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. 
2. States that a minimum of 10 times the tip height should be required in order to protect human health. 
3. States that Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing and any run off from turbine sites could destroy fishing and FWPM. 
3. States that the protection afforded to Glenveagh up till now should not be lessened in any way. 

353 M McHugh As per ref 78 

354 Christine  Breslin 1. Supports the exclusion of the 6 river basin catchment areas from wind farming. 
2. Supports 10 times tip height set back proposal, states this is not a great proposal but an improvement on the present. 
3. Disapproves completely with proposal to reduce the extent of Glenveagh, suggests this is a rushed job and no consideration given to the 
consequences 

355 Oliver  Mac Devitt 1. State that the curtailment of wind farming in the Oweana river area would be futile and ineffective in preserving the FWPM. 
2. States that experts advise the FWPM is in terminal decline over last 30 years due to turf cutting, forestry, chemical fertilizers and domestic sewage. 
Also that the decline of salmon due to over fishing and elderly populations. Banning of windmills should not be seen as intervention of choice. 
3. Gives example of power line construction which mitigated against silt entering rivers. 
4. States that the 10x tip height separation distance would effectively rule out Donegal from enjoying the economic benefits of wind energy including for 
domestic use. 

356 Anthony  O’Callaghan 1.States that the curtailment of wind farming in the Owenea catchment area would be futile and ineffective in preserving FWPM; most experts of the 
opinion that Pearl mussel are in a state of terminal decline due to turf cutting, forestry, chemical fertilizers and domestic sewerage.  Another reason for 
their decline is the overfishing of salmon. 
2. Sets out that recent construction of the 110kv line shows that simple effective economic measures can be employed to prevent silt from entering our 
rivers. 
3. States that implementing the ten times the tip height guideline would prevent Donegal enjoying the economic benefits of wind energy and also domestic 
wind turbines being constructed on small farms and rural businesses. 

357 Angela O’Callaghan 1. Supports the part of the variation dealing with set back distance and the part dealing with FWPM. 
5. Suggests that part of the variation is in essence proposing to build turbines in Glenveagh and states Stop right there! 
2. Opposes proposed Change to Glenveagh National Park. 
3. States that 10 times the tip height is too little too late and refers to international recommendation of a separation distance of 3.2km between homes and 
turbines in hilly terrain such as Donegal. 
4. States that the river Oily is rich in FWPM yet is not included. 

358 David  Mulhern 1. Queries the rationale for previous designation of the Owenea river catchment area as ‘open to consideration’ for wind farm development. 
2. Supports the proposal to designate all 6 FWPM river catchment areas as’ not favoured’ for wind energy. 
3. Supports the proposed 10 times the tip height separation distance, although he believes this is not enough.  Residents need this set back for their 
safety and wellbeing and cites recent incidents of turbine falls and blade breaks in Donegal that could have had catastrophic consequences. 

359 Seimi McGee 1. Supports the introduction of a ten times the tip height separation distance between homes/places of habitations and turbines. 
2. Supports the introduction of the FWPM catchment areas as not favoured for wind development.  States that council should implement the plans of the 
FWPM basin management plans, one of which recognises silt as a major negative influence on the FWPM populations.  
3. Expresses disgust at the endangering of the protection of Glenveagh National Park by the proposed reduction in the zone of visual influence. 
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360 Brian  Mac Devitt 1. Sets out that proper management of wind farm construction would ensure no damage would be done to river water quality.  States that the general 
public only became aware of the FWPM during the ‘Straboy wind farm application and that they seem to have been in decline for 20 years or more.  
2. Purports that setback distance of 10 times the tip height is excessive and would bar most of the land in Donegal from win farm development and would 
result in Ireland being fined for failing to meet 2020 renewable energy targets, and prevent farmers using turbines to power sheds ensuring that Donegal 
would not get the benefits of wind energy. 
3. States that windfarms visible in the distance when viewed from Glenveagh would affect visitor numbers. 

361 Dr & Mrs John Tornell 1. Supports set back distance from human habitation/ gathering by 10 times the turbine tip height and FWPM. 
2. Opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. 
3. States that proposed turbine setback is the least that could be incorporated into the CDP as it will protect the health and well-being of the local 
inhabitants. 
4. States that protection of FWPM is welcomed as its presence is accepted as an indicator of pure water and a healthy environment.  Donegal needs to 
preserve its streams and lakes for fishing by locals and visitors. 
5. Glenveagh’s National Park should not be attenuated in any way; it is a world famous, national treasure of great beauty that attracts large numbers of 
visitors. 
6. States that visitors such as themselves come to Donegal for its wild, unspoilt beauty, not industrialized landscapes. 

362 Richard O Keeffe as per ref 124 

363 Aideen O’Keeffe as per ref 124 
364 John Reid as per ref 124 

365 Denise McDermott as per ref 124 
366 Liam McCormack as per ref 124 

367 Barbara Plesch as per ref 124 
368 Lisa Reid as per ref 124 

369 Elizabeth Reid as per ref 124 
370 Amy Sharp as per ref 124 

371 James J Ham as per ref 124 
372 Linda Walshe as per ref 124 

373 Mary Henshaw as per ref 124 
374 Anna Faulkner as per ref 124 

375 Louis  Hanlon 1. States that they live and farm close to the Owenea River and abide by strict environmental regulations to protect the FWPM and river from pollution. 
2. Supports de-zoning of townlands in the 6 FWPM sub basin catchment areas.   
3. Expresses serious concerns about distance of wind turbines from dwellings and other buildings used by the public.   Citing recent evidence in the past 
few years, he expresses a view that turbines should not be located within several kms of homes, schools, hotels, churches, places of work etc.  
4. Sets out dangers from turbines such as noise, shadow flicker and public safety issues, and claims he saw the turbine falling at Loughderryduff in March 
2013. 
5. Opposes the refinement of Glenveagh National Park. Glenveagh is a tourist attraction and a place for locals to visit and tourists come to admire the 
unspoilt beauty and would not want to visit a landscape spoiled by turbines. 

376 Mary Cassidy as per ref 124 
377 Anthony  Cassidy as per ref 124 

378 Henry McGeeney as per ref 124 
379 Ian Collins as per ref 124 

380 Christina Patricia Murphy as per ref 124 
381 Margo  McGeeney as per ref 124 

382 Eileen McCole 1. Approves the motion to increase the distance between homes and other areas of public amenity to be at least 10 times the tip height, if not more as 
people living kms away can still experience noise.  This can have a detrimental effect on people’s lives and more studies should be done, 
2. Approves of the de-zoning of the 6 FWPM sub basin catchments. 
3. Rejects the proposal to reduce the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park.  Existing journey from Letterkenny to Glenveagh is marred by 
power lines and to allow wind farms would destroy the natural beauty and peacefulness of the entire park area. This is our heritage and it must be 
protected from industrialisation; tourism would suffer if we allow these areas to be re-zoned.  

383 Eoghan McCole as per ref 124 
384 Daryl Kennedy as per ref 124 

385 William Daly as per ref 124 
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386 Stuart Hick as per ref 124 
387 Madge Mc Cole 1. Approves the motion to increase the distance between homes and other areas of public amenity to be at least 10 times the tip height, if not more as 

people living kms away can still experience noise.  This can have a detrimental effect on people’s lives and more studies should be done,  
2. Approves of the de-zoning of the 6 FWPM sub basin catchments. 
3. Rejects the proposal to reduce the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park.  Existing journey from Letterkenny to Glenveagh is marred by 
power lines and to allow wind farms would destroy the natural beauty and peacefulness of the entire park area. This is our heritage and it must be 
protected from industrialisation; tourism would suffer if we allow these areas to be re-zoned.  

388 Michael Calvert as per ref 124 

389 Tony  McLoughlin as per ref 124 
390 Kath O’Brien as per ref 124 

391 John McGuane as per ref 124 
392 Annemarie Doherty as per ref 124 

393 Ann Finn as per ref 124 
394 Logan Quinn 1. Supports motions A and B as advertised in the Donegal News. 

2. States that the Owenea River plays a big part in the fishing industry at Glenties and wants healthy fish and FWPM in the river. 
3. Asks that the setback from houses should be ten times the tip height of the turbine, for reason of the health and safety of the people in the County. 

395 Peter Crossan 1. Supports proposal to rezone 6 FWPM sub basin catchments; this species is highly sensitive to pollution and although Ireland has 46% of the European 
population it is now endangered.  The proposal to rezone these areas shall protect the habitat of the remaining mussels, optimize the objectives of the 
Water Framework directive and related policies and favourable conditions for juvenile mussels. 
2. Sets out that the reason wind farm development is a serious risk to freshwater ecology in these areas is because of the extent of peat deposits in the 
areas, the requirement to remove large volumes of the peat and creation of peat depositories.  Cites within the An Bord Pleanala refusal for the windfarm 
at Straboy that displaced peat entering the watercourse can travel several kilometres.  
3. Supports the proposed amendment to provide a 10 times tip height separation distance between a turbine and local habitation, residential property or 
other centres of gathering; this is a reasonable proposal having regard to issues of noise and sleep disturbance and how this can impinge on human 
health. 

396 Michael Gallagher as per ref 124 
397 Anne Gallagher as per ref 124 

398 Donna Channing 1. Supports proposal to afford greater protection to FWPM through inclusion of the sub basin catchments in areas ‘not favoured’ for wind energy 
development. 
2. Supports proposal to afford greater protection to residential properties and human habitation. 
3. Supports the refinement of the zone of visual influence of turbines within the context of Glenveagh National Park. 
4. States that people, fauna, flora and general amenities must be safeguarded against developer-led wind farm building that can lead to further fuel 
poverty and higher C02 emissions. 

399 Catriona Cullinane 1. Submission on behalf of Wind Aware Ireland, an alliance of concerned community groups formed in response to the current energy policies. 
2. Supports variation relating to wind turbine set back distance. 
3. Supports the section of the variation relating to the FWPM. 
4. Opposes the section relating to Glenveagh National Park. 
5. In relation to the proposed set back of turbines, submission highlights elements from section 32(2)(a) of the Planning and Development Acts that refer 
to sustainable development, and proffers that an examination and resolution of economic, social and environmental issues is a prerequisite to any 
decision relating to the setback distance of Industrial Wind Turbines from residential properties. 
6. States there is economic and environmental evidence that wind energy does not reduce C02 emissions and that it makes electricity expensive and that 
land based turbines produce no usable electricity for approximately 70% of the time. 
7. Refers Council to academic reports and studies on their website www.windawareireland.com  which question the sustainability of wind energy. 
8. Supports protection of FWPM as it is an indicator of pure water and a healthy environment; Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing 
both by its people and visitors. 
9. States that the protection offered to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way; it is a world famous national treasure of great natural beauty. 
10. Visitors come to Donegal to experience wild, unspoilt beauty at its finest.  They do not come to see industrialized landscapes and prospective tourists 
will find other places to visit if all they see are ranks of turbines.  

400 Catherine Bayne as per ref 124 
401 Lucia Looby as per ref 124 

402 Madeleine Dineen as per ref 124 
403 Seamus Mac Giollabhuí 1. Supports alteration No. 2 to the CDP. 

2. Supports that residential homes should be set back ten times the height of turbines in relation to noise and dark shadows. 
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3. Supports the protection of the FWPM and states that the DCC is receiving money from Europe to carry this out. 
4. States that wind turbines should not be visible from Glenveagh in relation to tourism and that we have enough turbines in the county. 
5. States that the sea should be utilised more to generate power. 

404 Susan Hamilton 1. States that in the area of Glenties, wind energy is in the main, not wanted.  
2. Supports the proposal to identified FWPM catchments as ‘not favoured.’ 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the set back distance as the habitats of humans and animals must be protected.  
4. States that it is believed that the Council will take its instruction from the wind industry. 

405 Bridie Mc Cahill 1. States that the capacity of the county for onshore windfarms has reached its maximum potential and therefore the 2 changes proposed that will curb 
wind farms is not a bad thing.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM as we are obliged to protect the FWPM by law. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as this will preserve residential amenity. 

406 Josie Byrne 1. States that in the area of Glenties, wind energy is in the main, not wanted and outlines the extent of history, folklore, music and dance which relates to 
the hills of Donegal. States that if turbines cover the hills, then their appeal and character will be affected.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the set back distance so as to protect public health.  
3. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as these are almost extinct. 
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh national Park as windfarms should not be visible from the Park.  

407 Leanna Mc Hugh 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance in the interests of public health and safety and to protect residential amenity. States this 
should be a mandatory requirement. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM so as to comply with the Habitats Directive. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as this is one of the County’s tourism assets. 

408 Sean McGettigan 1. Advises that if the proposals to erect 38 turbines at Straboy had been granted planning permission, it would have destroyed the area of Glenties 
including the image of the visitor to the area. Outlines the process of appeal by GWIG that resulted in the decision to refuse by An Bord Pleanala. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the protection of residential amenity and the proposed set back distance.  

409 Jim Byrne 1. States that the national review of the wind energy guidelines seems to be a box ticking exercise that will tinker at the edges but still weigh down heavily 
on the side of the developer.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM having regard to the amount of monies invested in protecting the species. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the set back distance and notes that this was also reflected in the Councils submission to the DECLG regarding the 
consultation on the review of the guidelines.  

410 Aideen  McFadden 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as this offers residents some protection. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM so as to protect the endangered species and to protect water quality in our rivers which are renowned for 
angling. 
3. Describes the marketing of Donegal as a tourist destination as poor and that we have an excellent tourism product. States that equal promotion of 
County Donegal relative to Counties Clare and Kerry will hopefully by achieved through the Wild Atlantic Way. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as, notwithstanding the lack of promotion of the County, the park has continued to attract 
visitor numbers.   

411 Breda Mc Dyre 1. Welcomes the variation and commends the Council regarding its submission to the review of the wind energy guidelines in particular the views 
regarding set back distance.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance as this will give protection to people’s residential amenity, safety and health. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM as the species need clean waters to survive. States that siltation caused by peat excavation associated with 
windfarms causes untold damage to the species. Notes that mitigation measures placed on developments are never policed and are therefore of no 
value. 
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

412 Des  Mc Cahill 1. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as the current policy of the CDP is at odds with conservation objectives set out in the FWPM Regulations 
2009. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the set back distance as this should protect residential amenity, provide a peaceful environment to rural dwellers and 
protect from industrial turbine ‘accidents.’  

413 Mary Kellie 1. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as windfarms are extremely detrimental to the species due to the danger of peat and siltation entering the 
watercourses that must be kept pristine to ensure the survival of the FWPM. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance and is encouraged that this was also contained in the Councils submission to the review of the 
wind energy guidelines. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as this will erode the tourism potential of the Park. 
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414 Pat  Ward 1. Outlines annoyance at the targeting of Glenties for so many industrial windfarms as attempts to destroy the landscape and natural beauty of the 
Glenties area.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance from a home, school or any place of human gathering. 
4. Both the proposals regarding FWPM and the separation distance will keep in line with EU and Irish law and protect the amenity of Donegal residents. 
5. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park stating that the tourism potential of the county should be placed before big developers.  

415 Aishling Corcoran 1. States that the submission supports the people of Glenties in objecting to wind farm developments and that the powers that be should not act like a 
partner in crime to the excess and profit driven motivation of such developments. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance stating that the ten times tip height is skimp enough but is encouraged that this was stated in 
the Councils submission to the review of the guidelines.  
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park stating it is a beautiful, wild and rugged National Park. 

416 Fr Pádraig Ó Baoighill 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park for historical, economical and social reasons. Suggests that the Council consider extending 
the Park to include pre- eviction type homesteads and refers to the revenue that is being and will be generated through tourism at the Park. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM noting that 3 of the catchment areas complement the National Park and all six are included in EU Directives. 
Also states the presence of FWPM is a signifier of pristine waters.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance so as to provide protection to people from the intrusions of turbines in relation to sight, sound 
and vibration. 
4. States that if in the future, medical and social studies show that this distance is unnecessary, then turbines can be installed nearer to homes.  

417 Brenda Herron 1. States that the variation is a progressive move and that the greed and corner cutting strategy that the wind industry is notorious for, resulting in the 
building of turbines closer to houses must be curtailed.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding separation distance and refers to the turbine incidents at Loughderryduff and Corkermore.  
3. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM as the digging of peat to construct wind farms would lead to silt and nutrients entering the water and 
endanger the FWPM.  

418 Ali Davari 1. States that the concentration of Government on onshore wind farms to meet EU targets is regrettable having regard to the negative impacts on rural 
areas.  
2. Supports a separation distance but states that the distance stated is not enough and that a turbine should be at least 1500m from houses. States that 
notwithstanding, the distance of ten times tip height as pro rata to turbine size is accepted. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the park is a beautiful place and should be treasured.  

419 Declan Brennan 1. Welcomes the variation and refers to the arrogance of individuals in their ethos of reducing carbon emissions through giant windfarms across the world 
and their lack of respect for communities affected by windfarms. 
2. Outlines involvement in the appeal against Straboy wind farm and the contemptuous attitude of the developer including reference to the submission of 
fraudulent information during the process.  
3. States that wind farming in Donegal is developer led and not people or landscape friendly. 
4. Refers to the green myth around wind energy around issues such as the extent of bog excavation required and the associated CO2 releases and that 
turbines turn for 27% of the time at very best estimates. 
5. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas. 
6. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance. 
7. States that the variation will find favour in the county and sets down a clear marker for developers. 
8. States that the message to be conveyed is not that Donegal is closed for windfarms, but rather that the appropriate balance is to be struck. 
9. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park and requests clarity as to the persons connected with this part of the variation. States that 
the Park is a treasure and should not be destroyed.  

420 Peggy Byrne 1. Outlines objection to wind energy developments as intermittent, unreliable, unsustainable, conflicting with tourism and describes turbines as 
monstrosities. As a result, states that support will be given for any proposals to curb wind farms. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM areas.  
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park as the park should be protected at all costs. 

421 Theresa Breslin 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance as the proposals should be sufficient to protect people from noise or flicker issues.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM and states that the species is protected by law. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as its grandeur and unspoilt beauty should be protected. 
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422 Martina Mc Loone 1. Commends the work of GWIG and refers to the impact of turbines in terms of ruining scenery, health and happiness. States that communities need to 
raise big money to be able to stop them as they have friends in the Dail and the Council get rates. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM as these are an endangered species.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park.  

423 Peggy McFadden 1. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance. 
2. Supports the proposal in relation to FWPM so as to keep rivers free from pollutants and siltation and the FWPM can be allowed to survive, thrive and 
breed.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

424 Brenda Mc Elhinney 1. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM as this will comply with EU directives. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding set back. 

425 Bridget Corcoran 1. Supports the proposals regarding set back as this will give homeowners a degree of confidence in the event of possible turbine fragmentation.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park on tourism grounds.  

426 Dr Daniel Stewart 1. As a retired Rural doctor and an engineer, advises of a particular interest in the medical aspects of turbines. 
2. States that the main objection to wind turbines is the Wind Turbine Syndrome, which is not fully researched but has been accepted by some of the legal 
and medical profession. States that the EU has legalised the Precautionary Principle and suggests that this would have to be applied.  
3. States that it is well accepted that birds are killed by turbines and refers in particular to the migratory path of the Redwing, Manx Shearwater and Bar-
tailed Godwit. 
4. Supports the proposals regarding separation distance as the least required distance and states that this will protect health and wellbeing. Specifically 
refers to UK guidance o wind turbines and noise stating that this means turbines cannot be built less than 380- 550 yards from human habitation, with 
exact distance dependant on terrain and size of turbines.  
5. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM as its presence is an indicator of pure water and a healthy environment. 
6. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh national Park as this is a national treasure of great beauty and attracts visitors to the county. 
7. States that Donegal already has its fair share of turbines spoiling the landscape. 
8. Questions the level at which turbines reduce carbon dioxide emissions due to emissions form soil removal, concrete for construction and transportation 
of turbines. 
9. States that turbines rarely produce more than 25% of rated capacity and therefore requires backup best provided by Open Cycle Gas Turbine 
Generation. This combined with emissions as a result of turbines, results in increased CO2 emissions.  
10. Refers to the relationship between carbon dioxide levels per million and crop failures.    

427 Anne M Mc Loone 1. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as windfarms likely damage the mussel habitats. Advises that mitigation measures put in place at Eirgrid in 
Glenties are inadequate as these consisted of mesh netting thrown across a stream. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as this will protect residents from issues of safety and dangers of living close to turbines.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park on tourism grounds.  

428 Trevor Mc Nern 1. Commends the work of GWIG. 
2. States that turbines should not be located near town’s dependant on tourism or placed near places of human habitation as they are know to cause ill 
health.  

429 Helen Mc Nern 1. Submission outlines that Killybegs is a beautiful part of Ireland and Fintra Beach receives large visitor numbers.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding separation distance. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas.  
4. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

430 Ian Morrow 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance and also states that this has become council policy in any case as the Council referred to it in their 
submission on the review of the guidelines. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas stating that this protection is mandatory. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as this would downgrade this tourist attraction.  

431 Eva Gilmer 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance and that this is a starting point, the bare minimum as people chose to live in Donegal so as to be 
free from industrialization. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas this indicate clean and pure water. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park having regard to the untouched landscape, wild natural beauty and richness of its cultivated 
gardens. 

432 Tony  McCormack 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances. 
2. State that the areas zoned as ‘Open to Consideration’ were not identified using any evidence base and this is clear as the FWPM areas were identified 
in this way also even though this is contrary to EU law and the Habitats Directive. Therefore supports the proposals regarding FWPM.  
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433 Jean McFadden 1. States that the country’s onshore wind energy policy needs scaling back and the existing CDP has serious deficiencies. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas and questions how these areas were identified as ‘open to consideration’ in the first instance.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances so as to protect residential amenity and notes that the Council put this forward in their 
submission to the review of the wind energy guidelines.  
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park on tourism grounds.  

434 Ann Edel Ward 1. States that as a result of the variation, it is hoped there will be meaningful changes and that the council will not succumb to the wishes of developers 
again. Also states that the people of Glenties should not be put in a position again of having to raise monies to appeal a decision to grant an inappropriate 
development. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance and refers to the blade throw at Corkermore. Also states that 10 times tip height may not be 
enough. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as this is a legal requirement and the current zoning is at best misplaced and at worst illegal. 

435 Ursula  Mc Cormack 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances. 
2. State that the areas zoned as ‘Open to Consideration’ were not identified using any evidence base and this is clear as the FWPM areas were identified 
in this way also even though this is contrary to EU law and the Habitats Directive. Therefore supports the proposals regarding FWPM. 

436 Fiona Heywood 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances. States that the wind energy industry has had it too good for too long and is currently operating in 
outdated guidelines and in a slack planning regime as far as wind energy is concerned. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas as these require uncontaminated water to ensure survival.   

437 Cian Breslin 1. Supports the proposals regarding separation distance from homes as this is safer. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas as they are at risk of extinction. 
3. Refers to the persistent granting of windfarms around Glenties town and the affect on the landscape. Also questions who is benefiting from the wind 
farms. 

438 Maria Cannon 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance from homes as the minimal set back distance. 
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas as these are a rare and endangered species. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as it resonates history, has no overhead power lines and is a tourist destination. 

439 Michelle Gorman 1. Notes that the current CDP offers no protection for households affected by turbines and that the variation has come about under pressure in relation to 
FWPM. 
2. Supports the proposals of a firm limit of at least ten times tip height from any dwelling or publically used building. 
3. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

440 Madeline East As per ref 249 
441 Declan Doherty 1. Welcomes the variation and refers to the level of tourism activity in the county. 

2. Supports the proposal regarding the Separation distance. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park. 

442 Brian  Mc Elhinney 1. Refers to the planning application at Straboy, appealed by the community and states that what occurred was a disgrace, split up close knit families and 
necessitated An Bord Pleanala to come from Dublin to sort it out.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance from places where people reside. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM area. 

443 Maureen Wright 1. Outlines that the interest in the variation stems from the Straboy wind farm application and outlines the impact of that proposed windfarm on community 
and family. States that there is worldwide information to question the benefits of wind energy and therefore requests that it is reconsidered whether wind 
energy is right for the County, country and its people.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM areas as their protection is important to the ecology and vibrancy of the endangered species. Furthermore, 
the FWPM is protected by EU and Irish law and money has been received to protect the species.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distances and hopes that this is sufficient in terms of safety in the light of the incidents at 
Loughderryduff and Corker more.    

444 Pamela Doherty 1. Suggests that Councillors whose area is not affected by windfarms should visit Glenties to see first hand the impacts and talk to local people. 
2. Supports the proposals in relation to separation distances and FWPM as these changes will provide some semblance of ‘right’ where previously lax 
planning criteria has accommodated the wind energy industry. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as this would be contrary to tourism. 
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445 Gerry Corcoran 1. Supports the proposal regarding set back and states that it reprehensible that the 500m set back was previously removed from the CDP. The 
submission notes the Council have also recommended the 10 times tip height in their response to the review of the wind energy guidelines.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as this is a mandatory requirement to protect the species and this requires clean waters. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park  as it is a tourism asset and the variation would diminish the views from within the park 

446 Eileen Mc Cahill 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances and states that there is mounting evidence of the health impacts. The submission references 
Chris Hanning and Prof. Alun Evans in this regard. Suggests that papers that discount this mounting evidence are sponsored by the wind energy industry 
and that the precautionary approach should be applied.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas. References the Straboy windfarm planning application and states that if granted, this development 
would have been in conflict with the sub- basin management plans.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the park and the views from the Park must not be compromised. States that the park is a 
massive tourist attraction and should not be sacrificed so that a wind developer can build turbines in Newmills.  

447 Patricia Haughey 1. States that the proliferation of wind turbines is out of control and this plan should be a peoples plan. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distance from homes. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas. 

448 Margaret Flannery 1. The submission describes the Glen ties area in relation to landscape, culture and tourism potential and states that it is not approved that the area 
should be industrialized by turbines.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM as the species is protected under EU law. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances as the least distance that should be considered. States that a set back related to height seems 
fair and realistic.  

449 William Hamilton 1. Outlines concern regarding the amount of windfarms that have been allowed to be built in the area.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM as it is necessary not to allow peat to escape into the river as can happen when digging out bog on slopes for 
foundations. 
3. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance so as to protect people.  

450 Sandra Daly 1. As a visitor to the County, states that the natural beauty of the county and its towns as well as Glenveagh National Park are the reasons that so many 
people visit County Donegal. Therefore questions the reason for allowing windfarms and ruining the wild and rugged landscapes that should be protected.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance and states that no more turbines should be put up at all as these will ruin the landscape and 
the reason for visiting will be gone. 

451 Toni Devine 1. Supports the proposals regarding set back distance.  
2. Supports the proposals regarding the FWPM areas.  
3. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh. 

452 Sonia Brennan As per 451 
453 Alexandra  Carter As per 451 

454 Georgina Devine As per 451 
455 Damian Lagan As per 451 

456 Tim  Devine As per 451 
457 Rene Murray As per 451 

458 Liam  Cunningham As per 451 
459 Rosemary  O’ Dermott As per 451 

460 Michael Ogden As per 451 
461 S Mc Grory As per 451 

462 Simon Dorling As per 451 

463 David Simpson As per 451 
464 Patrick McDermott 1. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distances as this will provide some protection. 

2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as the 6 rivers should be kept free from siltation and mud slides and marketed properly for the fishing 
tourism market. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a tourist destination and an oasis of conservation and should therefore be 
protected.  

465 Tom Mockler As per ref 464 
466 Wendy Oleary As per ref 464 

467 Ita Brennan As per ref 464 

468 Tony  Brennan As per ref 464 
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469 Elaine Boyle 1. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as this is a resource in the county and has been in decline.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding separation distances and this should be the very least set back distance to be incorporated. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh national Park as it is a wonderful natural resource, an unspoilt area and a gem. States that it is the 
unindustrialized parts of the county that mark Donegal as a huge attraction to city people. 

470 Gweebarra Conservation 
Group 

C/o Patricia Sharkey 1. Disagree with the separation distance of ten times tip height stating this is inadequate to protect public health. State that International Best Practise is 
2km. Question whether the Council are prepared to insure householders against ill health if living near a wind farm and direct to a number of website for 
further information on impacts. (www.windturbinesyndrome.com & www.wind-watch.org/documents/category/impacts/health/) 
2. Questions how the Council will promote tourism when the landscape is being spoilt. 
3. Object to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park and state that this is set in law at 25km and that the Council cannot legislate to change this 
law in isolation from the national policy of maintaining a ZVI around National Parks. State that even if the change is made to the CDP, it will still be illegal 
exemplified by a recent appeal decision to refuse a wind farm for GDNG Renewables.   
4. Queries how the views will be taken account of and state that the group are open to meet planners or councillors to expand further.  

471 Jennings O’Donovan 
Consulting Engineers 

C/o James Conlon 1. Concern that the variation will impact on the potential to retain and re-power operational wind farm developments. State that wind farms are typically 
granted 20- 25 year life, at the end of which the developer has 2 options as follows:  
(a) Apply for retention application to maintain the infrastructure. 
(b) Apply for a new application to replace. 
Submission states that operational wind farms present a lower risk to water quality and residential amenity, therefore an exception should be made for 
repowering these developments. 
2. Objects to proposal regarding FWPM areas in respect of the retention or for repowering of existing projects as it will have a detrimental impact on 
existing wind energy contribution due to the large size of the area that this covers. 
3. Submission acknowledges the importance of protection to FWPM and suggest a strict series of hydrological mitigation measures and monitoring 
measures be applied in these catchments.  
4. Advise that potential impacts on FWPM populations include: Increase in silt and sediment loads resulting from construction works; point source 
pollution incidents during construction; permanent alterations in site drainage patterns. Note that repowering involves minimal additional road and 
drainage infrastructure. 
5. Support amendment no. 2 regarding the importance of preserving residential amenity. 
6. Object to the proposal regarding separation distances (amendment no 4) as this is inconsistent with DECLG wind energy guidelines and draft 
guidelines which state a distance of 500m as a minimum. Suggest that primary potential impact relates to noise therefore an option may be to implement 
a noise limit of 40dB LA90 10min, or a maximum increase of 5dB(A) above background noise (whichever is greater) and this is in line with UK best 
practice. Exceptions in line with UK best practice would also apply for persons with a financial involvement. 
7. State that Donegal has an excellent wind resource and that there is further potential for wind energy exploitation around the county in light of Ireland’s 
renewable energy targets. 

472 Scottish Power Newables C/o Martin Mathers, Onshore 
Policy Manager 

1. Objects to amendment no 1 regarding identification of 6 FWPM catchments as ‘not favoured’ on grounds that (a) the amendment is in contradiction of 
the 2006 wind energy guidelines specifying in particular that the guidelines state it is a priority at a national and EU level to develop renewable energy 
resources and that the development plan must achieve a reasonable balance. Submission states that the change fails to strike a reasonable balance in 
that it promotes an outright ban which is not supported either by planning guidelines or by the EU Habitats Directive as implemented; (b) that the 
amendment would provide a level of protection for FWPM which is not supported in law, policy or guidelines; (c) that the amendment is in breach of EU 
Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC, para 40 which states ‘the procedure used by the administration responsible for supervising the authorisation, 
certification and licensing of renewable energy plants should be objective, transparent, non- discriminatory and proportionate when applying the rules to 
specific projects.’ Also refers to the sub basin management plan for FWPM which identifies several causes of concern of FWPM therefore to single out 
onshore wind farms is not supported by evidence and is not discrimatory. 
2. Refer to the guidelines for on shore windfarm and construction and management which is to be an outcome of the FWPM project. 
3. Objects to amendment no 2 regarding E-O-6 (residential amenity of centres of human habitation). State that the text is not a robust planning test in a 
subjective area such as residential amenity and requires some quantification. Therefore suggest the text be changed to state, ‘... do not adversely impact, 
to an unacceptable level’ otherwise it could be argued that any turbine visibility has an adverse impact on a residential area. 
4. Objects to Amendment 3 regarding the map for ‘not favoured areas.’ Suggests that the areas be mapped as ‘Areas where Special Guidance for FWPM 
be followed.’ 
5. Objects to Amendment no 4 which refers to the six FWPM sub basin catchments on same grounds as outlined at point 1.  
6. Objects to amendment no 4 in relation to separation distance stating it is effectively a buffer of 1- 1.5km around individual houses and that impacts on 
human health should be assessed for acceptability on landscape, visual impact, shadow flicker, noise and other specified issues.  

473 Ray Conroy As per ref 464 

474 Jackie Carroll As per ref 464 

475 Tracy Hyland As per ref 464 
476 Liam Carty As per ref 464 

477 Caroline Carty As per ref 464 
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478 Desmond Thomas As per ref 464 

479 Dorothy Thomas As per ref 464 
480 David Graham As per ref 464 
481 Sinead Finn As per ref 464 

482 Dolores Murphy As per ref 464 
483 Hugh Mc Loone As per ref 464 

484 Andrew P Dougal OBE 1. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance so as to ensure the health of inhabitants is protected.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park due to the damage it may have on the tourist industry. 

485 Brendan O’ Donnell As per ref 464 

486 J Gillespie C/o Conall Newman 1. Submission made on behalf of J. Gillespie, a successful developer in the wind energy sector. Submission states that it is considered the variation fails 
to adequately support the industry, does not reflect DECLG guidelines and will potentially greatly inhibit worthwhile schemes and be harmful to the 
development of the renewable energy sector in this county. 
2. Outlines the national policy context for renewable energy and the potential of the wind resource in County Donegal. 
3. States that the variation is premature pending the outcome of the review of the Guidelines by DECLG. 
4. The variation contains new set back distances which are not contained in the wind energy guidelines. States that the variation would be inconsistent 
with Wind Energy Guidelines and as a result should not be readily supported by DECLG and therefore should not be adopted by Donegal County Council. 
5. Objects to the inclusion of FWPM catchments in ‘not favoured area’ as it is considered that this is both unnecessary and potentially harmful to all future 
developments or land uses in the county that might be affected by the catchment areas. 
6. Acknowledges that the FWPM must be protected but considers that this is adequately provided in the existing CDP referring to the description of ‘Not 
favoured Area’ and that the planning process provides other tools for its protection together with other protected species. 
4. Outlines the need for EIA as part of a wind energy project of a certain size within which the FWPM would be examined and suitable mitigation 
measures incorporated.  Also states that for smaller projects and EIA would be likely to be prepared in any event to assess such matters. 
5. To adopt the variation will result in the unnecessary sterilisation of large parts of the county from future developments of any kind as it would rule out 
wind energy developments in these areas immediately even if it could be demonstrated that the project would not pose a threat to FWPM. 
6. States that if the variation proceeds, in the interests of consistency all forms of other development that might impact on the catchments would be ruled 
out. The blanket ban proposed would impact on employment creation. 
7. Objects to the proposal regarding separation distance and protection of residential amenity as it is inconsistent with wind energy guidelines and 
premature pending the outcome of the review of the guidelines. 
8. Suggests the distance set is an arbitrary approach that could rule out suitable sites. 
9. Suggests that many of the existing windfarms would not have received planning permission under these considerations.  
10. The adoption of the variation would be likely to prevent good renewable projects and jeopardise the development of the sector with serious 
implications for revenue and employment. 
11. Concludes by stating the wind energy developments should comply with the Wind Energy Guidelines 2006 and this provides a safeguard to both 
FWPM and residential amenity. Should the standards change the Council should incorporate that change. 

487 Nora  Fagan As per ref 464 
488 Padraigin  Ui Dhomhnaill As per ref 464 
489 Kathleen Gallagher As per ref 464 

490 Elizabeth Collins As per ref 464 
491 Michael Collins As per ref 464 
492 Philippa  Kidd As per ref 464 
493 Orla Conroy As per ref 464 
494 John  Do ran As per ref 464 
495 Claire Mockler As per ref 464 

496 Brian  Earl As per ref 464 
497 Philip  Boyle As per ref 464 

498 Martina Roddy As per ref 464 
499 Sally Elkington As per ref 464 

500 Elaine Boyle 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National P ark as the site is a unique heritage site, the landscape of which is enjoyed by locals and 
visitors/ tourists. States that its rugged beauty is what bring people to spend time there and therefore the park should be protected.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as this is another natural resource of the county and it must be safeguarded.  
3. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance and states this is the least set back that should be incorporated. 
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501 Patricia  Dillon As per ref 464 
502 Martin  Kierans As per ref 464 
503 Dermot Conroy As per ref 464 
504 Ciara  O Donoghue As per ref 464 
505 J Doherty 1. The removal of Section 10.6.5 Zone of Visual Influence of Glenveagh National Park would be potentially disastrous for tourism in the area as well as 

spoiling the park for the people of Donegal and the North West. Why do this? Why reduce the current protection? No reason is given! The only possible 
reason seems to be to allow more windfarms closer to and within sight of the park. Is this a reaction to ABP refusing a windfarm in Killymasney, Glenswilly 
in Nov 2013. Refers to one reason for refusal cited by ABP regarding visual impact upon Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Supports the inclusion of the new setback distance of 10x tip height of turbines from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. This 
must be treated as a minimum requirement and each case individually assessed regarding visual and sound influence. Turbines may be proposed outside 
the setback but on higher ground with little intervening physical barriers, therefore requiring their setback to be more than 10x tip height. 
Reasons and considerations for continued protection of Glenveagh Park 
1. ‘Walking offers the highest potential of any activity for Ireland for both domestic and overseas markets’. 
2. 763,000 foreign tourists visited Ireland in 2011 for hiking/walking and spend €660m. As Glenveagh is the 2nd largest national park, it is reasonable to 
deduce that many visited here. 7% of visitors engaged in walking did so in the North West, spending €46m. 
3. 91% of overseas visitors hiking and walking was not accompanied by a guide. Glenveagh have no records for unaccompanied walks in the park. 
4. There were 174,000 overseas visitors who spent at least one night in Donegal in 2012 spending €40m. 49% of these were for hiking, spending €19.6m. 
A significant number are likely to have done so in Glenveagh. I suggest that this is a much greater annual economic contribution and better spread among 
local businesses that any proposed windfarm could provide. 
5. Above info is for overseas visitors and not local walkers, Irish or day-trippers. 
6. Much hill walking by its nature does not follow well laid paths. The Council are proposing to restrict protection from turbines to a very small amount of 
defined walkways in the park. 
7. Failte Ireland Holiday Survey; A) ‘Exploring the place’ and ‘Enjoy the beauty of the landscape, score highest marks of 70% in holiday motivations, B) 
‘Beautiful scenery’ was cited by 80% as the reason to visit Donegal / Sligo. 
8. Finally, the definition of centre of human habitation should include sites with planning permission obtained or with a permission application decision 
pending. 

506 Dara Reid As per ref 464 
507 Mayling Wallace As per ref 464 

508 Michael Roddy As per ref 464 
509 Patrick Roddy As per ref 464 

510 Laura  Corcoran As per ref 464 
511 Bernard Corcoran As per ref 464 

512 Phil Tifft As per ref 464 
513 Cronan Daly As per ref 464 

514 Alma Daly As per ref 464 
515 Edward J. & Joanna O’kane 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as the least distance that should be incorporated as it will protect health and well being. 

2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas so as to preserve the water quality of streams and rivers for fishing both by Donegal people and 
visitors.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as it is a world famous, national treasure of great natural beauty which attracts large 
numbers of visitors.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to go rather than Donegal if they see ranks of turbines across the county and do not come here to see an 
industrialized landscape. 
5. States that Donegal already has its fair share of turbines. 

516 Michael Quinn 1. Welcomes the variation stating it is long overdue and that the existing policy of the CDP 2012 is developer led and stacked in favour of private 
developers.  As a result, the wind energy policy is flawed.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding ten times tip height separation so as to protect health and safety. The submission refers to a number of incidents in 
Donegal at Loughderryduff, Corkermore and at Cronalaght and states that these incidents highlight the need for further set backs. The submission 
provided photographic record of these incidents. The submission also refers to a list of turbine accidents/ complaints from 1980 to 2014 available through 
the website of Caithness Windfarm Information Group (full website address provided) and specifically highlights two incidents from this list where a blade 
throw reached 400m to 500m away and a distance of 600 away. Also notes that the distance that can be travelled by debris will depend on the terrain. 
Notes that the 2012 CDP has no mandatory set back and relies only on a vague statement in the 2006 guidelines.  Notes that the HSA has reported 16 
accidents or dangerous occurrence in relation to Irish wind farms which is greater than a rate of 2 per year and the HSA has, since 2009 issued 25 
advisory notices to windfarms. Considers that the adoption of this set back will reduce fears in relation to safety, residential amenity, noise and any 
indirect health impacts. 
3. Supports the proposal in relation to the FWPM areas as there is an EU obligation that Ireland protects these areas. Notes the risk in these areas in 
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relation to removal of large areas of peat and storage of peat in areas that are hydrologically linked to the rivers. States that in drawing up the CDP 2012, 
the Council failed to take account of these risks and therefore failed to properly implement the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive. Notes that 
this was outlined in the evidence given at the planning appeal in relation to the Owenea Sub Basin District. 
4. States that if the Council do not adopt the variation in relation to FWPM, it is in defiance of the ECJ ruling and refers to the other relevant regulations 
that apply. 
5. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park stating that the variation does not consist of reasoning for this amendment and it is thought 
that it is to facilitate GDNG Renewables Ltd windfarm at Newmills. States that the variation would impact on tourism as Glenveagh is the jewel in the 
crown of our tourism industry. Refers to recent Scotland study by the Mountaineering Council of Scotland where two thirds of respondents want buffer 
zones between windfarms and national parks, national scenic areas and core areas of wild lands. 
6. The submission outlines Mr Quinns membership of GWIG and the work that was undertaken in relation to the Straboy windfarm indicating that the 
Council and the developer were exposed at the appeal. 
7. States that it is expected that the wind industry will make submissions that the variation will result in the end of wind farms in Donegal and that FWPM 
areas will be sterile to all development. States that this is not the case and is misleading. States that the sub- basin management plans identify wind farms 
as a risk to the river catchments. 
8. States that it is disturbing that some people are stating that to introduce an objective to protect human habitation is a step too far as this is the role of 
the county council in the first instance. 
9. States that the assertion that some of the issues raised by this variation will be dealt with by the LCA is spurious rubbish as LCA will deal neither with 
set back nor with FWPM.  
10. States that the wind industry is also likely to state that there are examples of turbines in built up areas that are causing no harm but suggests that the 
experience of these examples cannot be applied in the quiet setting of rural Donegal and these comments are therefore misleading. 
11. Refers to the commitment of the group to ensure the appropriate policy is in place and also note the environmental carnage by Eirgrid at Shallogans, 
Glenties while the Council turned a blind eye. 
11. States that the wind industry will ask that the set back is not adopted prior to finalising the review of the guidelines however it is noted that the Council 
has already called for the ten time tip height in the consultation response to DECLG. 
12. Requests that any conflicts of interest be declared before deliberation of this variation and therein the individual remove themselves from the process.  

517 Frankie Diver 1. Objects to the proposal regarding FWPM as it is on an arbitrary basis and is unnecessary with potential negative impacts for all future developments or 
land uses in the county in such vast areas.  
2. Objects to the proposal regarding the separation distance as this appears to have been arbitrarily selected without planning or environmental basis. As 
a blanket restrictive method, this will rule out large areas of the county that may with appropriate assessment, otherwise be suitable or acceptable.  
3. The changes proposed are premature pending the review of the guidelines.  
4. The plan should state that all wind turbines must meet the requirements set out in the DECLG guidelines.  

518 Mairead Mc Fachaicaigh As per ref 517 

519 Anna Ni Bhaille As per ref 517 
520 Feidhlin Boyle 1. States that the variation would potentially block the development of worthwhile wind energy schemes and be harmful to the development of the 

renewable sector in the County. 
2. Objects to the proposal regarding FWPM areas stating it is unnecessary with potential negative impacts for all future developments or land uses.  
3. There are sufficient existing development plan and development management safeguards to protect the FWPM. To adopt the variation will result in the 
unnecessary sterilisation of large parts of the County from future developments of any kind.  
4. Objects to the proposal regarding the separation distance as it is contrary to the wind energy guidelines and the variation would be inconsistent with the 
actual plan it is seeking to vary as the plan seeks to promote wind energy proposals in accordance with national guidelines. Therefore, to proceed would 
be premature, unnecessary and damaging to wind energy sector.  
5. The actual distance proposed appears to have been arbitrarily selected without planning or environmental basis. As a blanket restrictive method, this 
will rule out large areas of the county that may with appropriate assessment, otherwise be suitable or acceptable.  
6. States that it is unlikely many of existing wind farms in Donegal would have been granted in this context. 
7. The plan should state that all wind turbines must meet the requirements set out in the DECLG guidelines.  

521 Hugh Gerard Boyle As per ref 520 
522 Isebal Ni Giorla Easbuig As per ref 520 
523 Fran  Mc Donagh As per ref 520 

524 Dinny Foriler As per ref 520 
525 Non- Legible  As per ref 520 

526 Barry Boyle As per ref 520 
527 Patricia Sharkey As per ref 520 

528 James Bonner As per ref 520 
529 Ciaran Boyle As per ref 520 
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530 Declan Forker As per ref 520 
531 Eoghan Gilligan As per ref 520 

532 Non- Legible  As per ref 520 
533 Inge Buckley 1. Beam Hill is an 8 turbine, 14MW windfarm operating outside Buncrana. The Directors of Beam strongly opposes the proposed variation. 

2. Opposes the 10x tip height setback. An inclusion such as this, along with other environmental restrictions - almost render any further wind development 
in Donegal impossible and thereby undermine the govts. Legal binding EU goal of 40% of electricity from renewables by 2020, failure of which can result 
in massive fines. 
3. It will also deprive DCC of very substantial future income in the form of roads upgrade, development contributions and guaranteed rates over 25-30 
year lifespan of a windfarm. Beam have already paid over €700,000 in rates, this will increase to €2.5 - 3m at today’s prices over its lifespan. It will also 
deprive landowners, windfarms developers, contractors, maintenance personnel, consultants, lawyers and engineers an opportunity to make a living in 
rural areas. 
4. Considers variation is premature as DoE are currently reviewing windfarm guidelines. 
5. If a setback is introduced, it should be at a minimum to allow landowners with a commercial interest in a windfarm, to sign a waiver to allow a lesser 
distance. It should also apply only to inhabited dwellings, not derelict ruins of houses. 

534 Josephine Crowley As per ref 520 
535 Mairead Ni Cheallaigh As per ref 520 
536 Non- Legible  As per ref 520 

537 Robert  Cassidy As per ref 520 
538 Geraldine Shovlin As per ref 520 

539 Noreen Keavney As per ref 520 
540 non- Legible McDevitt As per ref 520 

541 Non- Legible ( Arctic Ships Agents) As per ref 520 
542 Eunan Kennedy As per ref 520 

543 John Sheridan As per ref 520 
544 P. McGinley As per ref 517 

545 J. Moren As per ref 517 
546 Non- Legible Diver As per ref 517 

547 Seamus Meehan As per ref 517 
548 Non- Legible  As per ref 517 

549 Anthony McLoone As per ref 517 
550 Geraldine Kearney As per ref 517 
551 Lucy Crowley As per ref 517 
552 Non- Legible  As per ref 517 
553 Non- Legible  As per ref 517 
554 Conal( Director North 

West Wind Ltd) 
Shovlin 1. As director of North West Wind Ltd. (Loughderryduff) I am opposing Variation No. 2, a 9 turbine (7.65 MW windfarm operating since 2008. In particular 

we oppose the proposed 10 times tip height setback from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. Should this rule have been in 
force, Loughderryduff, like most operating windfarms in the County, would not have got permission. NWW have never had any complains from closest 
neighbouring properties. NWW pay rates in excess of €53,000 per annum. During construction, it employed Donegal based contractor, employs local 
maintenance and technical management personnel, pays land rent to farmers and contributes to local community causes. As the majority of shareholding 
is owned by Donegal persons, the long term income will stay and be reinvested in the County. 
2. If a setback is introduced, it should be at a minimum to allow landowners with a commercial interest in a windfarm to sign a waiver to allow a lesser 
distance. It should only apply to derelict dwellings, not derelict / ruins of houses.  

555 Ernan (Chairman) O’ Donnell 1. On behalf of Glenties Wind Farm Information Group (GWIG). As you are aware GWIG were instrumental in bringing forward the amendments A & B 
and we make support for these, however amendment C, which relates to the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park, is not something we 
can support. 
2. Draws attention to repeated breaches of protocol and condition No. 2 which have occurred recently in the construction of the Binbane to Letterkenny 
110kv line. 
Reliance on water quality for the survival and improvement of the FWPM within the river catchments invariably means that windfarming should not be 
permitted in these areas by reason that they have a large footprint. The developments require large deposits of peat to be contained within the sites, in 
areas with high rainfall prevailing which will carry silt and sediment into local water courses. 
The ABP decision at Straboy placed heavy emphasis on the acknowledged high water quality within the site and questioned the acceptance of the 
principle of a windfarm in this area. The Inspectors conclusion was, notwithstanding proposed mitigation measures, serious risk to freshwater ecology 
from the development could not be eliminated. 
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Submission refers to Border Regional Authorities policy on habitats ENV5 and water; ENVO10, seeking to protect designated sites and WFD and FWPM. 
Accordingly, given the need for the CDP to comply with the Border Regional Guidelines, the proposed zoning of the sub basin districts as not favoured for 
windfarming should not be adopted. 
3. Support the proposed setback. This is an essential requirement needed to reflect the increasing height and output of turbines and where concerns 
relating to noise and health is gained increased national and international attention. While 2006 guidelines referenced a 500m setback, this was base 
upon a time when the average turbine height was 50m. No clear guidance or proper assessment has to date been given or undertaken by the 
Department. As evidenced by Dr. Hanning and Mr. Bowdler at the Oral Hearling (Straboy), the precautionary principle must apply. It is considered that 
10x tip height be an absolute minimum. 
The public are rightly concerned following failures in turbines and blades in recent times in Donegal. They demonstrate the inherent danger of placing 
turbines too close to residents. No explanations have been given. Council must recognise the influence topography has on noise. The Council have a duty 
of care for its residents. 
4. Conclusion - Need to protect the County, its ecology and the importance of its landscape for tourism, one of the few economic generators in the 
County. Donegal has the highest proportion of windfarms in the Country and as with all other developments, a balance must be struck between the needs 
of the developer and the population of the County and preservation of its environment for the future generations. 

556 Jacqueline Cadger As per ref 249 
557 John Ward 1. Has been told DCC have an overdraft of €120 million. Most of the cost of financing this overdraft is from rates. Businesses and hotels have to charge 

more thereby making Donegal expensive for tourists, so numbers drop. If Straboy windfarm had been constructed together with the other same company 
windfarm near Killybegs, annual rent to the Council would have been €1,000,000. This together with all other windfarms in Donegal would greatly reduce 
rates paid by business and windfarms would in fact increase affordable tourism in Donegal. 
2. Straboy was refused by ABP. It would have generated significant income; 13 landowners and extended families would have received €312,500 for at 
least 25 years. DCC, would collect around €200,000 pa in rates, local community group €40,000 pa for 25 years. It would have paid over €500,000 pa to 
all concerned, excluding profits to the company and income tax payments. 
3. I am told no new or young pearl mussels are found in the Owenea river. Acids and pollution from forestry, agriculture and sewage coupled with the lack 
of suitable salmon are the main causes for the lack of young pearl mussels. The idea a windfarm could generate vast quantities of silt that would choke 
river beds is totally exaggerated. ESB have demonstrated during the construction of the new 100kv line across West Donegal that an effective means of 
preventing silt from entering streams can be achieved. If protest groups succeed in directing Council policy the message going out to investors will be 
‘stay away from Donegal’. Surely the Donegal planners with existing guidelines are capable of deciding on growth and development. Proposed changes 
will only stifle development and prosperity. 

558 Alun Evans (MD) 1. Supports the variation regarding turbine setback and the FWPM. 
2. Oppose the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. 
3. This setback is the least that should be incorporated. It will partially protect the health and wellbeing of locals. FWPM is most welcome as its presence 
is accepted as an indicator of pure water. 
4. Protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way. Tourists will simply find other places to visit. 

559 Fonda Jackson As per 464 
560 Charlie Mooney 1. Refers to Seanad debate and concerns from John Kelly where he stated there would be a windfarm at every crossroads in Donegal. How prophetic his 

words were. Refers to massive proposal for Killygordon and activity in Ardara / Glenties. A case of hello windfarms, bye bye tourists. 
2. Recommend and heartily approve of 10x separation distance from schools, houses and all places of gathering. Have seen at Loughderryduff how there 
could have been fatalities 
3. Recommend the adoption of the FWPM section. The Owenea river has brought a great tourism trade to Ardara, a top salmon and white trout river. It is 
an SAC for the FWPM, the protection of which is not only desirable but mandatory. 
4. Opposed to refining the zone of visual influence for Glenveagh National Park. 

561 John McGrath 1. Support the section dealing with setback (10 x tip height). 
2. Support the section dealing with FWPM. 
3. Protection which Glenveagh has enjoyed up until now should be extended, not lessened. Has seen instances of rubbish dumping, commercial turf 
cutting etc. within the parks boundaries. Protect our streams, we need tourism. Mountain lake fishing has not been adequately exploited.  
Turbines should be at least the proposed setback from houses. Who wants to, or will, live within a few hundred metres of a turbine? Maybe initially for the 
money, people would. Council should see further than that. 

562 Gerard Boyle The Councils job should be to represent the interests of local people not windfarm developers, and then to protect them from the uncaring politicians and 
bureaucrats in Dublin. Instead you seem to have been doing all you can to assist the developers, not the Donegal voters. Appalled the Council was 
seemingly willing to allow developers to override EU protection for endangered species and then not properly assess the risk of peat slippage. Aware that 
someone has blocked off the L-2583-1 and is maybe risking polluting the catchment areas of the FWPM. 
1. Recommends you do make a new setback limit of 10x turbine height from any dwelling. 
2. Recommends you do remove the 6 sub basin districts from ‘open to consideration’. 
3. You do not weaken the existing protection for Glenveagh National Park. 
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563 Steven Timoney 1. Opposes proposals to reduce the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. We would loose environmentally, health wise and economically. 
Many would argue that this should be extended. Cultured gardens and wild untamed nature co-exist in an area in the area devoid of overhead power lines 
and other trappings of modern life. Protect this priceless jewel. 
2. Further protection of our waterways, landscape and tourism potential, can be achieved by exclusion of the 6 river sub basin catchment areas from 
windfarming. 
3. Support the proposal to place turbines at a 10 times turbine height setback distance. For physical protection from turbine falls, blade breaks, turbine 
falls, noise and shadow flicker. 

564 Patrick  Gildea In common with a lot of people, I feel that windfarm developers get a very easy ride through the Donegal planning process. Onshore turbines should be 
rowed back in my opinion, if not, Donegal’s natural scenery, culture and heritage will be blighted to such an extent that we will seriously curtail our tourist 
trade over this. It is time the government and Council decide if they want a sustainable tourism product that can create and maintain real employment or a 
fly by night subsidized green energy craze that creates few permanent jobs and creates misery and division in communities. 
1. Support sub basin districts for FWPM as ‘not favoured’ for wind energy. 
2. Support the introduction of 10x turbine tip height separation distance. 
3. Oppose the refining of the zone of visual influence from Glenveagh. 

565 Reba Graham As per ref 249 

566 Maire  Ni Bheoill 1. Agrees with proposals that windmills should be 10x tip height from residential dwellings. 
2. Agrees that proposals that windmills should never again be allowed to be erected near FWPM. 
3. Reject the proposal that interferes with Glenveagh. 

567 Nancy Whittington Lives in the beautiful area of Ardara, noted for its landscape, heritage and culture. It pains me to learn this area has been zoned for windfarms. Would 
love to know what criteria was used to determine such conclusions. Was told it was done without any evidence base as is blatantly clear when river sub 
basins that contain the FWPM were also included in this zoning. What a mess we are in and all done to assist big developers. 
1. Requests that the zoning in regard to the FWPM is reversed and sub basins are included in ‘not favoured’ areas. 
2. Requests that a proper separation distance be now written into the CDP. While it may not be enough, it is certainly a major improvement to what we 
have at present which is zero, therefore support 10x tip height separation between turbines and homes, schools, places of gathering etc.  

568 Victor Whittington 1. The FWPM found in the Owenea is protected under law and windfarming would cause siltation in the vicinity of the river and all tributaries that flow into 
it, would ultimately kill off the mussels. The sub basin districts are not suitable for wind farming. 
2. The step back distance of 10x turbine height is welcome. This would reflect the need to protect residential amenity. It would also protect from turbine 
fragments causing injury or death if turbine rotors disintegrates like we saw at Loughderryduff. 

569 CD (Doctor) Hanning 1. As an expert in wind turbine noise and sleep disturbance who has given expert evidence at UK and Irish planning inquiries and before an Irish 
Parliamentary Committee, I am writing to support those sections in the proposed Draft Variation (No. 2) which relate to wind turbine setback.  A new 
setback of turbines from human habitation / gathering of 10 times rotor tip height is the least which should be incorporated into your CDP, to protect the 
health and wellbeing of local inhabitants. 

570 Sylvia Boyle As per ref 249 
571 Mary Gillespie 1. I am not opposed to wind energy and recognise the need for it, but our overreliance on onshore wind which is intermittent and unreliable is a big 

mistake and seems like a reasonable cheap handy option at present will be rued in the years to come when left with a litany of turbines splattered across 
our county, that in a short time will be outdated and not fit for purpose. 
2. Supports affording greater protection to FWPM and to reinforce existing policy on the FWPM, through the inclusion of the catchments in the 6 sub basin 
management plans as areas ‘not favoured’ for wind energy. 
3. Supports affording greater protection to residential properties and centres of human habitation by implementing a setback distance of 10 times tip 
height of turbines from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. 
4. Oppose efforts made to redefine the zone of visual influence of turbines relating to Glenveagh National Park. 

572 Patsy Doherty As per ref 249 

573 Donnchadh O’Baoighill 1. States about the detrimental effects of wind turbines is having a negative effect on the County landscape. 
2. Agrees with proposal 10xtip height from homes and other places of assembly for people. 
3. Rejects the proposal which reduces the ‘Zone of Visual Influence’ for Glenveagh. 

574 Maire De Brun 1. States that people in the Gaeltacht are totally opposed to turbines or developers spoiling their area which will result in a decline in language and tourists 
and would have negative impacts on health. 
2. Does not want turbines built near the public and to area where they live. 
3. Concern in relation to developing on bog as it turns into soft mud and never returns to its original state. 
4. Comments in relation to DCC obligation to protect the FWPM are noted. 
5. In favour of protecting the entire catchment areas of FWPM. 
6. In favour of wind turbines being kept away from residential dwellings and other centres by 10x tip height. 
7. Not in favour of ‘correcting’ the visual Impact Zone of Glenveagh. 
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575 Michael McGeehan The lenient planning environment currently afforded to the wind industry is an affront to both commercial and private builders. The vast majority of people 
are unhappy that turbines clutter the landscape and believe the industry needs immediate regulation. 
1. Approve of the motion for a 10X tip height separation between turbines and homes or places of business. 
2. Approve that there should be no turbines on the FWPM sub basins of the 6 rivers. 
3. Opposed to the motion to alter the zone of influence of Glenveagh National Park. It is an area of conservation and it is protected in law for good reason. 
There is some surprise if not concern to see this motion included in the variation. 

576 Kathleen Evans 1. Supports the variation regarding turbine setback and the FWPM. 
2. Oppose the section dealing with Glenveagh National Park. 
3. This setback is the least that should be incorporated. It will partially protect the health and wellbeing of locals. FWPM is most welcome as its presence 
is accepted as an indicator of pure water. 
4. Protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way. Tourists will simply find other places to visit. Visitors come to experience wild, 
unspoiled, beauty at its finest, they do not come to gaze at industrialized landscapes. 

577 Leo Dunphy It is great the Council are taking responsible steps to ensure people with families will be protected from intrusion of windfarms being too close to their 
homes. The amendments have been greatly welcomed by residents, young and old in the town of Glenties and surrounding areas. The planning 
application granted by the Council last year created fresh awareness of the need for Donegal Council to reconsider areas favourable for windfarming and 
put amendments in place to safeguard those that are affected.  
1. Support the 10x tip height separation distance between turbines and places of human habitation, that will lead to less ill health effects on both people 
and life stock, that may be within the vicinity of potential windfarms. 
2. Supports the exclusion of 6 FWPM sub basin rivers as unsuitable around Glenties and County as a whole for wind turbines. 

578 Alan Murchan 1. Supports the proposed variation which deals with setback distance of 10 times the tip height of the turbine. Claims that international guidelines indicate 
a distance in the region of 3.2km for hilly areas like but the proposed proportionate way of measuring is better. 
2. Supports the part of the proposed variation which deals with the EU legislation on freshwater pearl mussels. The 6 sub basin catchment areas should 
legally be exempt from wind farming.  
3. Opposes reducing the ZVI of Glenveagh and states that they are appalled anyone would contemplate the desecration of Glenveagh National Park via a 
proposed variation. That the Council allowed this proposal to get this far beggars belief. 

579 Evelyn Quinn As per ref 578 
580 Niall Bonner I am from Glenties and due to the downturn in the economy I had to leave the country for employment. With hard work and sacrifices I have managed to 

secure a job as a wind turbine technician, enabling me to return to Ireland to work in the wind industry. I work for a successful and respected global 
company that has grown considerable all over Europe from where I have worked in the past.  
Discusses many mistruths being used to scaremonger local residents such as threats of cancel from the development of turbines. Refers to economic 
benefits associated with the industry including business for hotels, transport companies, secure employment for families. Financial contributions to 
communities, e.g. in Scotland where I worked, one town had investment to develop the main street, sewer, playground, regeneration of old buildings. 
Discusses the energy alternatives; tidal and wave energy are at early stages of development, solar is good but expensive and needs large areas. Oil and 
gas are non renewable and currently generate about 80% of our energy.  
In my opinion people are being scared into signing petitions. A good publication which is not widely known about is ‘Act on Facts. It dismisses the myths 
people have about wind turbines, actonfacts.org   
Urges the Councils to reject the variation. 

581 Michael Ward From available publications it would appear there has been a serious decline in the FWPM over the last 50 years. The main cause for the decline appears 
to be poorer water quality and the reduced or absence of salmon stocks in the river. Forestation in this FWPM basin started in 1952 and has continued 
since. It is know that forestry runoff reduces water quality, in addition, artificial fertilisers, increased livestock, turf cutting, land drainage, silage runoff and 
everything resulting in increased domestic lifestyle greatly decrease water quality. 
Refers to a publication by An Taisce ‘Conservation Management of FWPM’ which stated ‘most pearl mussel populations have not been reproducing for 
several decades making them functionally extinct. The Irish Wildlife Manual No. 8 explains the lifecycle of the mussel and its dependence upon the 
salmon as host. 
Considers that restricting development in FWPM areas is excessive and unnecessary and is really meaningless.  
Refers to example of ESBs 110kv project and how mitigation and remedy any concerts about the siltation of watercourses. 
Refers to 25 turbine project refused by ABP in 2012. The windfarm would have generated significant income for this job starved and declining area. 13 
landowners would have received 312,500 between them for at least 25 years, DCC would collect €200,000 pa in rates, the local community group, and 
€40,000 pa for 25 years. 
Donegal have the best wind speeds in Europe. Why should the Council at the whim of protestors introduce repressive legislation that would hinder the 
exploitation of the County’s natural resources thereby sacrificing jobs, earnings, prosperity. 
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582 N. Bonner 1. Having read proposals to exclude FWPM basins from windfarms I am reminded of the proverb, ‘Useless to locate the door when the horse has bolted’. 
This can be applied to the Owenea. It is accepted that only old mussels can be found here. Acids and pollution from various sources including forestry, 
agriculture and sewage coupled with a lack of suitable salmon in the river are the main causes for lack of young mussels. 
The idea that a windfarm can generate vast quantities of silt is totally exaggerated. ESB have demonstrated with the construction of the 110kv project that 
the prevention of silt can be achieved. 
2. Regarding the setback of 10 times the height of turbines from houses, it must be remembered that for large turbines, it would mean that only 3% of the 
County would remain suitable for windfarms thereby ensuring that Ireland would become liable for a fine of €150m per annum as decided by the ECJ as it 
could not meet its 2020 renewable energy target. Believes that National guidelines specify a 500m setback and this should be used in Donegal. 

583 William McNelis 1. Has been told DCC have an overdraft of €120 million. Most of the cost of financing this overdraft is from rates. Businesses and hotels have to charge 
more thereby making Donegal expensive for tourists, so numbers drop. If Straboy windfarm had been constructed together with the other same company 
windfarm near Killybegs, annual rent to the Council would have been €1,000,000. This together with all other windfarms in Donegal would greatly reduce 
rates paid by business and windfarms would in fact increase affordable tourism in Donegal. 
If protest groups succeed in directing Council policy the message going out to investors will be ‘stay away from Donegal’. Surely the planners of Donegal 
with existing guidelines are capable of deciding on growth and development. The proposed changes will only serve to stifle development and prosperity. 

584 Grace Boyle As per ref 249 
585 Paul  Conaghan As per ref 249 

586 Rose Boyle 1. Oppose the proposed change given to Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Donegal is rural, we don’t want turbines outside our doors. We want freedom to live. Please approve the minimum setback section of this proposal. 
3. Dezone these 6 sub basin catchment areas before it causes the County money we can ill afford in fines and legal fines. 

587 Cllr Marie Therese Gallagher As per ref 21 
588 Mary O’ Donnell 1. Opposes the reduction of Glenveagh National Park. Donegal would lose environmentally and economically. If anything, this zone should be extended to 

further protect this unique area. 
2. Supports the exclusion of the 6 river sub basin catchment areas from windfarming. An overdue measure, this will go someway towards protecting our 
waterways, landscape and tourism potential from lake and river fishing. 
3. Supports the proposal to place turbines 10x their height as setback distance. Referring to incidents at Loughderryduff and Corkermore windfarms, 
perhaps it would be advisable to reconsider this proposal, and extend to the proposal to 20x their height. 

589 Maire  O’Boyle Although energy needs are high, in Donegal we choose to a slightly slower life. We want our children to enjoy and benefit from the last remains of a way 
of life which has almost disappeared. What the installation of turbines will do to our roads, lakes, rivers, views, peace and quite, health is unbearable and 
for what benefit? They are not economically viable in our landscape or environmentally friendly in any landscape. Recent events in Donegal show that 
turbines can fall, break and debris can travel considerable distances.  
I have seen the way the installation of ‘double pole’ electricity lines has cut up our wee hills and flooded our streams with mud, while doing a relatively 
small job.  
1. Supports the section on 6 river catchment areas. 
2. Supports the section on 10x the tip height. 
3. Opposes the section on Glenveagh. 

590 Bridget O’Boyle Refers to instances of turbines falling and breaking. People’s houses need to be a safe distance from these. Setback is also important due to health 
problems. We need at least this 10x turbine height setback. 
Regarding the 6 sub basin areas, considers it should be made totally illegal to even apply for permission for a windfarm in these areas. Ireland is paying 
legal fees to fight environmental law court cases it cannot win and then paying the resultant fines. This has to stop. Donegal can lead the way by 
designating these as ‘unsuitable for windfarming’. 
Nowhere is Ireland is comparable with Glenveagh National Park. What self serving individual dreamt up a change to lessen the protection to Glenveagh? 
Please do not go any further. 
1. Supports the section dealing with setback (10x turbine tip height). 
2. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh National Park. 
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591 Claire O’Boyle Refers to instances of turbines falling and breaking. People’s houses need to be a safe distance from these. Setback is also important due to health 
problems. We need at least this 10x turbine height setback. 
The 6 sub basin areas, should be protected from industrial windfarming. Windfarm construction entails vast amounts of peat being dug up and left 
exposed. No amount of mitigation will prevent the runoff mud, silt, etc. from the little rivulets and streams that finally make it to our fish rich waters. They 
are internationally recognized as fishing destinations (due to presence of FWPM) and would, with proper marketing become even more famous and 
sought after.  
The proposed reduction of Glenveagh’s ‘area of visual influence’ will also have a detrimental effect. There should be no dilution here. 
1. Supports the section dealing with setback (10x turbine tip height). 
2. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh National Park. 

592 Sara O’Boyle At 19, myself and my peers are the future of this County and Country. However I doubt many of us will wish to remain here to raise children near the 
constant noise from turbines, and the ever present danger from falling turbines and flying blades and highly publicised health risks. At the very least, 
turbines should be at least 10x their height from the nearest home, or place of assembly. 
Without water we die, and without clean water we get sick and possibly die. The proposed protection of the 6 river basins is correct. 
The cultured gardens of Glenveagh and the contrasting wildness of surrounding terrain, provides Donegal with a unique tourist attraction.  
1. Supports the section dealing with setback distance (10x turbine tip height). 
2. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. 
3. Opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh's National Park’s Protection Zone. 

593 John O’Boyle 1. Supports the section dealing with the setback distance of 10x the turbine tip height. This appears very simple and considerate and logical, as turbines 
get bigger, the setback will be greater. 
2. Support the section dealing with the 6 sub basin catchment areas. Very few of these places are left in Europe. We receive EU money to protect and 
enhance the habitats of these shellfish for very good reason. These shellfish, blacktops in my youth, are world wide recognized indicators of pristine 
water. Few are remaining and they are present in Donegal so we should protect them. 
3. Disappointed that there is an effort to dilute the protection of Glenveagh National Park. It is of paramount importance to Donegal and Ireland.  

594 Denis O’Boyle jnr 1. The 6 sub basin catchment areas have to be protected. These rivers and their tributaries are crucial to future development of our fishing tourism. The 
FWPM is an internationally recognized sign of excellent water quality. 
2. There is no way I want to live close to a turbine. I have seen the photos of Mount Lucas turbines, this is horrendous. I hope the Council do not 
contemplate allowing turbines to be situated close to houses. The 10x tip height setback seems reasonable, as they get bigger, they are put further away. 
3. The proposal on Glenveagh will be reducing the extent of the zone of visual impact. I could not support any reduction in the protection of our greatest 
treasure. 

595 A Walker 1. Sets out that he has visited the west coast of Ireland (particularly Mayo and Sligo) many times and has been disturbed by the repeated incongruous 
appearance of unplanned housing and understands that wind farms are planned for Glenveagh National Park area that will affect the landscape and 
fishing. 
2. Hopes development will be carefully considered and attention paid to achieving a balance between the benefits of green energy and disturbance to 
local residents, wildlife and destruction of the landscape.  

596 Máirení  Bhaoill 1. Support Alteration No.2 to the CDP. 
2. Comments in relation to our unique heritage and how the landscape has influenced our music, culture and identity and how important tourism is to rural 
areas are noted. 
3. Supports variations A and B in order to protect people from noise, dark shadows and dangers from windmills and to protect the natural environment 
where the FWPM are located. 
4. Comments in relation to CDP policies to protect the rural community, the natural environment and heritage. 

597 Maureen Mulhern As per ref 21 

598 Bridie Byrne As per ref 21 
599 James Conlon JOD have been active in wind energy since 1998 as engineering consultants for numerous completed windfarms. We are experienced in geotechnical 

and hydraulic engineering and also have expertise in Environmental Impact Assessment, monitoring and auditing. 
1. Particularly concerned Re. impact of variation on the potential to retain and repower operational windfarms. They typically have a 20-25 year 
operational life. The developer then has two options, A. Apply to retain and maintain the windfarm for a definitive time, B. Apply for a new planning 
application for the replacement of turbines with newer models and for the modification of existing roads infrastructure to facilitate repowering. Operational 
windfarms present significant lower risk to water quality and residential amenity, it is prudent that an exception be made for repowering these existing 
developments. 
2. Opposes the proposed amendment Re: FWPM catchments for the retention or for repowering of existing projects as it will have a detrimental impact on 
existing wind energy contribution due to vast area which this impacts upon. JOD acknowledge the importance of preserving and improving the status of 
FWPM populations in light of Ireland’s obligations under the Water Framework Directive and Habitats Directive, we therefore suggest a strict series of 
hydrological mitigation measures and monitoring measures be applied in these catchments. Potential impacts derive from, A. Increase in silt and sediment 
load from construction, B. Point source pollution incidents during construction and C. Permanent alterations in site drainage patterns.  
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Repowering existing windfarms requires minimal amount of additional road and drainage infrastructure. Turbine bases need to be recast, this represents a 
minor additional impact. 
3. JOD acknowledges the importance of preserving residential amenity. The proposed increased setback is inconsistent with the DECLG Wind Energy 
Guidelines, that set a minimum of 500m setback between a turbine and residential property. It is suggested that the primary potential impact relates to 
noise. Donegal are reminded to apply a noise limit of 40dB LA90 10min or a maximum increase of 5dB (A) above background noise (whichever is greater) 
could be adopted. This approach would be in line with UK best practice, ETSU-R-97 

600 Kevin Mc Elhinney 1. Supports proposed variation to provide safer setback distances from turbines and places of human habitation for health reasons. Ten times the tip 
height should be a start but should be 3-4km.  
2. Pleads that rivers anywhere near the 6 FWPM sub catchment basins do not be ruined by constructing windfarms. 
3. Claims that windfarms are very ugly and will destroy potential tourism in the County. 

601 Anne Doherty 1. Claims that the advertisement in the Donegal Democrat was misleading as the font size used for the address in the middle of the advertisement was 
smaller than the address at the end. 
2. Supports set back distance of turbines from homes, for visual and noise reasons, physical dangers and long term health dangers. 
3. Supports exemption of 6 FWPM catchment areas from wind farm development. The rivers are populated by the FWPM, indicators of clean water and 
good fishing.  Fishing helps our tourism, and is a pass time with physical and mental health benefits. 
4. Opposes the proposed change to Glenveagh on the grounds of historical significance and cultural heritage. 

602 Louise Dunphy 1. Supports the proposed amendment; is informed as she lives in front of a site of a recent application to erect 25 turbines. 
2. Had the proposed amendments been in place at the time of the application, people wouldn’t have had to endure the costs and associated hardships in 
trying to prevent a windfarm going too close to homes and young children. 
3. Requests that the council adopt the proposed ten times tip height separation distance from areas of human habitation along with protection for the 6 
FWPM sub basin catchment areas. 

603 Gabrielle Humphreys 1. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distances as this will provide some protection. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as the 6 rivers should be kept free from siltation and mud slides and marketed properly for the fishing 
tourism market. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a tourist destination and an oasis of conservation and should therefore be 
protected.  

604 Deirdre Stewart As per ref 464 
605 Gerard Gorman As per ref 464 

606 Alex Mueller As per ref 464 
607 Iain Jones As per ref 464 

608 Aidan J Herron As per ref 464 

609 Pat Murphy As per ref 464 
610 Anne Flynn As per ref 464 
611 Robert Shairp 1. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance as the least distance that should be incorporated and so as to protect health and well being of 

people.  
2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas as the presence of the FWPM is an indicator of pure water and the streams and lakes must be 
preserved for fishing. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the park is a world famous national treasure of great beauty and attracts large numbers 
of visitors. 
4. States that tourists will find other places to go if all they can see is turbines and also that Donegal already has its fair share of turbines. States that 
visitors do not come to Donegal to see an industrialized landscape.  

612 Deirdre McEnaney 1. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the park is one of only 6 in Ireland, is of immense biodiversity, landscape and economic 
value. Outlines that as a visitor to Donegal, it is the landscape which attracts and those visitors do not want to see giant industrial structures tarnishing the 
landscape. 

613 James Bray As per ref 464 
614 Olive Bray As per ref 464 

615 Sydney Bray As per ref 464 
616 Jennifer Treadwell As per ref 464 

617 Aidan  Campbell As per ref 464 
618 Una Sweeney As per ref 464 

619 Tracey Cuffe As per ref 464 
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620 Jason Nugent As per ref 464 
621 Agnes Doolan As per ref 464 
622 Cllr Seamus O’Domhnaill 1. Refers to role as an elected representative who has actively lobbied for the variation for most of the past year. 

2. Considers that the proposals regarding set back and FWPM is necessary and overdue.  
3. Notes the Council submission to DECLH regarding the limited review of the guideline in which Donegal County Council requested a set back of ten 
times tip height. 
4. Submission refers to the presentation by GWIG made to council last October stating it was factually correct and showed the distress which the 
structures place on families. Furthermore, refers to the financial cost of appealing the Straboy application by the community so as to protect the 
landscape, which the Council should in fact be protecting on their behalf. 
5. Considers that Donegal has more than looked after the green energy sector by having more turbines that in any other county in Ireland and refers to 
the cumulative impact also. 
6. Welcomes that the process of public consultation has commenced and advises that, through the election campaign trail, it is clear that there will be 
heavily subscription by people in favour of the set back and the protection of FWPM.  
7. Considers that the variation is reasonable and that the message is not that we are ruling out turbines in the county but rather that sites will have to be 
chosen more carefully. 
8. Refers to the numbers of visitors that are likely to come to the Wild Atlantic Way and that the 2012 Fáilte Ireland Visitor Attitudes Survey reported that 
the natural, unspoilt environment of Ireland was cited as a primary reason for visiting by 93% of mainland European, 89% of American and 91% of British 
visitors. Suggests that to ignore such surveys will be at the peril of our tourism industry. 
9. Regarding the submission by BRA, states that the submission appears to be seriously flawed as part of it is in contradiction with the Border RPG’s and 
states that it is disquieting that the BRA state that introducing ‘an objective’ to protect human habitation is a ‘step too far’. 
10. BRA position is at odds with Energy Policy INFP23 of the RPG’s which states that ‘....development plans should facilitate the provision of energy 
networks in principle, provided that it can be demonstrated that the.....type of infrastructure being considered will minimise environmental impacts 
(including impact upon human beings).’ 
11. Also states that the BRA negating of our intention to fully protect our FWPM areas within our own CDP runs contrary to BRA Habitats policy ENVP5, 
water policy ENVP9, water strategic objective ENVO8 and water strategic objective ENVO10. 

623 Perry O’ Connor As per ref 464 
624 Iorna Calvert As per ref 464 

625 Emmet Henry As per ref 464 
626 Joaquim Featherstonehaugh 1. Outlines support for ‘your recent proposal to situate a wind farm near Glenties.’ 

2. States that we owe it to future generations to proceed in the most intelligent, sustainable way possible in relation to the energy problems on the horizon. 
3. Notes that it is likely the council are faced with opposition from NIMBY and petro- dollar funded pressure groups. Advises that there are many more 
people who support this positive and environmentally friendly sane proposal. 

627 Lorraine Quinn As per ref 464 
628 Margaret McCallig 1. Welcomes alteration 2 to the CDP in relation communities protecting their homes, areas, environment and landscape. 

2. Supports the protection of the FWPM and states that the DCC has an obligation under EU legislation to do so. 
3. Comments in relation to clean water indicator and minor excavation in bogs for pylons polluting rivers. 
4. Supports the increased protection for residential properties and comments in relation to living peacefully (with reference to noise) and safely (with 
reference to health effects) in your own home are noted. 
5. Do not support in any way the refinement of the Turbine Visual Impact Zone within the context of Glenveagh in relation to tourism and the local 
community. States that there is no good reason for introducing these amendments and is concerned about the landscape being destroyed. 

629 Liam Sweeney As per ref 464 
630 Alice Sweeney As per ref 464 

631 Sile B Ni Ghallchoir As per ref 464 
632 Philip Bagnall As per ref 464 

633 Paul O’ Donnell As per ref 464 
634 Philip Ross As per ref 464 

635 Eoghan Ó Gallchóir 1. In relation to the Clady and Arduns areas in Gweedore, states the following: 
a) Makes a plea in relation to the visual impact of these wind turbines on this area as it is classed as an area of extra special beauty in relation to the river, 
mountains and green open space, and; 
b) That compliance is not safe as regards safety and distances from houses and power lines.  

636 Mary Reid As per ref 464 
637 Joseph Reid As per ref 464 

638 Frank Mulligan As per ref 464 
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639 Barry Slattery As per ref 464 

640 Stephen Greene As per ref 464 
641 Hilda Alfred As per ref 464 

642 Walfred Alfred As per ref 464 
643 Ronald Clarke As per ref 464 
644 Evelyn Clarke As per ref 464 
645 Andrew Clarke As per ref 464 

646 Paul Clarke As per ref 464 
647 Dr. Michael Cooke As per ref 464 
648 Steven Clarke As per ref 464 
649 Jayne Clarke As per ref 464 

650 G Tubman As per ref 464 
651 Anne Marie Herron As per ref 464 

652 Ed McGee As per ref 464 
653 Clare Neely 1. Supports the proposals regarding the separation distance as the least distance that should be incorporated as it will protect health and well being. 

2. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas so as to preserve the water quality of streams and rivers for fishing both by Donegal people and 
visitors.  
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as it is a world famous, national treasure of great natural beauty which attracts large 
numbers of visitors.  
4. States that visitors will find other places to go rather than Donegal if they see ranks of turbines across the county and do not come here to see an 
industrialized landscape. 
5. States that Donegal already has its fair share of turbines. 

654 Malinda Ann As per ref 464 
655 Brian Gildea As per ref 464 

656 Catherine Weitbrecht As per ref 464 
657 Amir Gamil As per ref 515 

658 Noreen McNern As per ref 464 
659 Ursula Byrne As per ref 464 

660 Jimmy Byrne As per ref 464 
661 Dr 

Brendan/Lisa/Kevin/David 
Woods/Staunton/Woods/Woods As per ref 464 

662 Conal Shovlin 1. States that existing CDP 2012-2018 covers the requirements of the Wind energy guidelines and to change this would be unwise. Refers to existing 
industrial scale wind turbines operating in Dundalk institute of technology, Coleraine University and Antrim Area Hospital, located within 150m of 
classrooms and hospital accommodation. 
2. In relation to the proposed FWPM protection, claims the reason for their decline has been attributed to the amount of untreated sewage and chemicals 
in the river catchment. States that Bord na Mona harvested over 1200 acres of peat over 40 years in the Owenea catchment that closed in the 1980s yet 
the big decline in FWPM and wild salmon has been over the last 30 years when Bord na Mona was not in operation. 
3. Summarizes by saying the current CDP 2012-2018 meets the requirement set out in the department’s wind energy guidelines. 

663 Maureen McBrearty As per 464 

664 Thomas McBrearty As per 464 
665 Cheryl Quinn 1. Lives in Straboy, Glenties in one of the townlands near to a recently refused windfarm (by An Bord Pleanala) that the vast majority of people in the 

Glenties did not want, mainly due to its close and unacceptable proximity to the town of Glenties and to residential properties in surrounding townlands.   
2.States that had proper evidence based planning policy been in place in Donegal, then the people of Glenties would not have had the stress and 
expense of fighting this windfarm through an oral hearing and involving An Bord Pleanala.. 
3.  States that Donegal has the largest number of windfarms, currently 32, and that the County can absorb no more. 
4. Claims that proper planning criteria seems unimportant to the council, guidelines and best practice are being ignored, applications are not being 
assessed properly and flawed EISs are being accepted by the PA. 
5. Supports the 10 times tip height separation distance from turbines to residential properties and centres of human habitation and refers to potential 
health impacts. 
6. Supports proposal to include the 6 FWPM catchment areas as not favoured for wind. 
7. Does not support the proposal to refine the zone of visual influence for Glenveagh National park. 

666 Laura Ronzani As per 464 
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667 Libera Gentili As per 464 
668 Viviana Riccelli As per 464 
669 Ivan Clarke As per 464 
670 Olga Clarke As per 464 

671 Warren Clarke As per 464 
672 Errol Clarke As per 464 

673 Howard Clarke As per 464 
674 Charles Swingler 1. Supports the proposal to zone the FWPM sub catchment areas as not favoured for wind development.  States that the council was wreckless and 

irresponsible the way land was zoned for the suitability of windfarms in the CDP 2012-2018, without ecological impact assessments, consideration of 
proximity to towns/ rural dwellings, investigations into the suitability of the terrain, consideration of potential scarring to outstanding landscapes with 
consequent negative impact on income from tourism.  This resulted in windfarm developers having a stronger position and local people having to dip ‘far 
too deeply into their own pockets’ to oppose approvals. 
2. Supports the proposal for the set back of ten times the tip height of proposed turbines from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. 
States that 2006 wind energy guidelines were written when wind turbine tip heights were a third of what they are today and the recommendation of a 
500m setback from today’s turbines is woefully inadequate.  Refers to the noise generated by turbines at tip height  and associated sleep disturbance and 
annoyance and also the potential property devaluation associated with turbines near homes.  States that the health and welfare of Donegal people should 
not be compromised by attempts to meet renewable energy targets by inappropriate means. 
3. Disagrees entirely with proposed amendment to reduce protection for Glenveagh National Park. Sets out that the park is probably the most important 
tourist attraction in Donegal due to its remoteness, flora and fauna and the beauty of its surroundings.  Queries the use of the term “zone of visual 
influence” without defining the term. 

675 Lisa Peresse As per 464 
676 Roy Peresse As per 464 

677 Una Brennan 1. Approves of proposed 10 times tip height set back from homes and places of human congregation. 
2. Approves wholeheartedly of proposal to ban turbines from the 6 FWPM sub basin catchment areas. 
3. States that proposed variation will be welcomed in particular by the people of Glenties, Fintown and Ardara due to the recent wind application at 
Straboy.  Refers to the Oral Hearing as a result of the appeal to the ‘Straboy’ wind farm application and that the issues the subject of the appeal are 
reflected in this variation. 
4. Disapproves of the proposed variation to curtail the ZVI of Glenveagh.  States shock at this proposal to locate turbines visible on the horizon from 
Glenveagh and that “it is a grotesque vista”. 

678 Donal Mc Mullan As per 464 
679 Nenagh Wind Turbine 

Opposition Group 
C/O Kevin O’ Brien As per 464 

680 Siobhán Shefflin 1.  Supports set back distance of 10 times tip height of turbines from residential properties and other centres of human habitation. 
2. Supports proposed protection of FWPM. 
3. Opposes proposed section of the variation dealing with Glenveagh; the park is one of the finest in the Country and its natural beauty should at all times 
be protected.  Wind turbine development would have a devastating impact on the natural beauty of the park and negatively affect tourism and visitor 
numbers to the area. 

681 William Glennon As per 464 
682 Frances Cunningham As per 464 
683 Catherine Doyle As per 464 
684 Felix Jackson As per 464 
685 Alex Jackson As per 464 
686 Damien McCallig 1. States that existing wind energy policy contained within the CDP 2012-2018 lacks an evidence base, a point raised by the department in their 

submission to the material alterations to the CDP on 30/03/12. The lands were zoned as suitable for wind energy development but are unsuitable from 
ecological, landscape and residential perspectives and open to be targeted by wind developers.  The situation was compounded by the removal of the 
proposed setback from turbine to residential dwelling.  This has resulted in individual homeowners and communities having to needlessly fight wind farm 
applications through the planning process. 
2. States that the council fetter planning discretion in favour of department desires as neither the Strategy for Renewable Energy 2012-2020 nor the 
National Renewable Energy targets to be achieved by 2020 place an obligation on the LA to disregard the amenity of local residents in preparing their 
CDP, indeed the Planning and Development Act, section 10 place a clear onus on the LA to “set out an overall strategy for the proper planning and 
sustainable development of the area”.  The BRA do not require a specific quantum of wind per county nor require the LA to abandon the protection of 
residential amenity; the balance to be struck between national wind policy and LA development plans is addressed by the BRA in the RPGs under 
Infrastructure Policy INFP23 where they confirm that “development plans should facilitate the provision of energy networks in principle, provided that it can 
be demonstrated that the... type of infrastructure being considered will minimise environmental impacts (including impact upon human beings). 
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3. Sets out that the BRA  have not yet prepared an energy strategy and makes reference to their submission dated 17/01/14 to the DoE wind energy 
targeted review where they confirm the Authority’s support of the primary objective “to achieve a balance between the protection of the residential amenity 
of neighbouring communities to wind energy developments”. 
4. States that the LA must by law consider the proper planning and sustainable development of the area, permitting recognition and protection of the 
county’s people, environment and landscape character over energy projects. 
5. Fully endorses the proposed set back of 10 times the tip height of proposed turbines from residential properties and other centres of human habitation 
as a simple, progressive and proportionate response.  Refers to reports on noise and human health and that Ireland does not currently provide any 
appropriate guidance or procedure for a health impact assessment of such developments nor for catastrophic failure. 
6. States that Donegal County Council have a legal obligation to implement the measures of the FWPM sub-basin plans under the FWPM regulations, 
and goes into some detail in this regard. Supports the proposal to designate the 6 FWPM sub catchment areas as not favoured. 
7. Opposes the refinement of the ZVI of Glenveagh National Park and makes reference to a recent refusal in the County where the ZVI of Glenveagh was 
in part one of the reasons for refusal. 

687 John O’Connor As per 464 
688 Agnes/Kathleen/Liz/Joe & 

Breda/Michael 
Scully/Scully/Scully/Duffy/Connor 1. Rejects the motion tampering with the Zone of Influence of Glenveagh.                   

2. Supports the second amendment regarding the protection of 6 Freshwater Pearl Mussel.                                                                                                       
3. Gives information relating to a large scale Freshwater Pear Mussel project that has received substantial EU LIFE Nature funding (the Dunhallow 
Project) which he is assisting at the minute.                                                                                        
4. Expresses concerns regarding the wording of the third amendment and states it is “extremely elastic and lacks any sort of precision or definitive 
geographic boundary”.   
5. Concerns also in relation to the potential negative impacts, unforeseen or otherwise, on the very small Golden Eagle population and Ireland’s most 
productive pair of golden Eagles in Glenveagh National Park.                                                                                                                   
6. Makes reference to a potential wind farm which is currently being explored in terms of planning and to the “2013 Life+ projects in Ireland and the UK”..      
7. Identifies areas which are extremely important to the Glenveagh Golden Eagle breeding pair.                                                                                                
8. Opposes the third amendment for the following reasons;                                      
A- The map of Glenveagh National Park is “simply wrong and incomplete” as it is                                                                                                                        
“quite bigger than the single contiguous entity presented on the council website”.             
B- Thinks that the “amendment makes a serious oversight in the distinction between actual recreational users as the rapidly increasing number of cyclists 
visiting Glenveagh are not mentioned”. Presents a map showing sections of public roads where people cycle through and believes “it would be pedantic to 
suggest that these stretches or road to not belong to NPWS”.                                                                                        
C- States that the amendment makes another “serious oversight regarding the visual amenities of Glenveagh National Park visitors”  in relation to the 
visitors approach to Glenveagh in a motorised vehicle”, as the Glenveagh experience is much more than just “a ramble through the gardens, a cup of tea 
or a experience in the visitor centre or castle”.                                                                                                               
D- There is no definition of what extent of the visual zone of influence will look like if amendment is adopted.                                                                             
9. Calls for a radical new approach to the rural economy in Donegal and presents a few recommendations from The Commission on the Economic 
Development of Rural Areas (CEDRA) report to help “decide on the social and economic priorities of scenery/tourism versus wind farm development”.          
10. Includes a table illustrating unemployment levels in Donegal and suggests that Donegal may need a “complete review of its entire rural development 
programme to tackle these multiple constraints”. In addition to this, he reveals that “wind farms will never provide sufficient jobs to tackle the scale of 
unemployment problem in Donegal” and that efforts should be made not to unwittingly limit future job growth initiatives through tourism and agri-
environment and farming.                                                                      
11. Believes that Donegal has yet to harness its full economic wildlife potential. 

689 Lorcan  O Toole 1. States that as a conservationist approves the motion on no turbines in the six Fresh Water Pearl Mussel sub basins. 
2. Information on a large scale FWPM project which received EU Life Nature funding (projects under the headings of: ‘Wiser life’, ‘Life Kerry’, ‘Raptor Life’) 
are noted. 
3. Severe reservations about the wording of the 3rd amendment and the potential negative impacts on the Golden Eagle (Ireland’s most productive pair 
are in Glenveagh) 
4. Comments in relation to what has driven this variation and views in relation to a planning application near Cark Mountain are noted, as well as a pre-
application for a windfarm and comments in relation to a breeding survey. 
6. States that the wording of the Glenveagh amendment is elastic and lacks any precision or definitive geographic boundary and rejects the motion 
tampering with the ZVI of Glenveagh for the following reasons: 
a)  States that in theory windfarms could be built on Stragaddy/Drumfin Mountain, Muckish, Aghla or north of Dungloe/Doccharry Road, Glendowan 
mountains which are important to the Glenveagh Golden Eagle breeding pair. Comments in relation to SAC and SPA protection not being enough with the 
example of Munster are noted, 
b) States that there is no map to show the actual verified ZVI from the percentage of relevant locations shown on Map 2, 
c) Points out that the map of Glenveagh relating to proposed amendment is wrong and incomplete and should be larger, 
d) Comments that the amendment makes a serious oversight regarding the visual amenity for visitors and that the approach to the park in a car has been 
overlooked are noted, 
e) Asks why Cyclists are not mentioned and points out that they use sections of public roads on the map. 
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7. Contents of appendix including extracts from a CEDAR report and unemployment and tourism figures are noted. 
690 Brian & Margaret Gildea 1. Supports motion A & B as advertised in Press. 

2. Endorses the removal of the 6 sub basin districts in relation to protecting the Freshwater Pearl Mussel. 
3. States that Donegal and Glenties are noted for their natural environment and that it is imperative that local communities are protected from the effects 
of living near or beside wind farm developments. 
4. Endorses the setting back of turbines 10xtip height from local homes and communities in relation to noise, shadow flicker and potential health 
problems. 
5. Concerned about the recent collapse of turbines and states that there has been no public report into this. 

691 Tony & Kathy Gildea 1. Support Variation No.2 of the CDP (as varied) 2012-2018. 
2. State that they are proud of the history, environment, fishing rights and landscape of their local area. Would like to sustain their lifestyle while not having 
the local population enduring noise, shadow flicker and other health issues in relation to windfarms. 
3. Support 10xtip height separation from homes and community and the removal of the 6 sub basins. 

692 Ailish Breslin 1. Outlines the importance of Buncrana’s cultural and historical history and its strategic location. 
2. States that this cultural and history is evident in the landscape today. 
3. Outlines the areas rich literary tradition and outstanding beauty and invites people to explore historic sites and cultural events and festivals. 
4. Outlines the diversity of the Inishowen peninsula and states that many of these landscapes should not be zoned favourable for windfarming. States that 
this has been done without evidence base and that these areas need protection. 
5. Outlines the tourism importance of Buncrana. 
6. Supports the amendments to the variation No.2 of the CDP and asks to keep huge industrial windfarms back 10x tip height from people’s homes and 
places of human habitation. 
7. Opposes the amendment encouraging visual disturbance to Glenveagh for future generations. 

693 Ailish Sweeney 1. Welcomes opportunity to express concerns regarding windmills being sited too close to residential properties. 
2. Supports somewhat the protection of implementing 10xtip height separation distance from buildings of human habitation and wind mills. 
3. Support need to protect 6 river basins in relation to the vulnerability of the Freshwater Pearl Mussel. 
4. Disturbed by any proposal to amend the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh in relation to tourism and employment. 

694 Deirdre Stewart 1. Supports the two sections pertaining to the set back distance and the Freshwater Pearl Mussel. 
2. Strongly opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh in that it is one of only six in Ireland and is of immense biodiversity, landscape and economic 
value. 
3. States that as a visitor she comes to enjoy Donegal’s unspoilt beauty not an industrial landscape. 

695 Michael Molloy 1. States that variation would potentially block the development of worthwhile energy schemes and be harmful to the development of the renewable 
energy sector. 
2. States the variation in relation to the river catchments is unnecessary with potential negative impacts for all future developments or land uses in such 
vast areas. 
3. States that there is sufficient safeguards within planning to ensure the protection of the Pearl Mussel. 
4. State that if the variation is adopted, on the arbitrary protection of the FWPM, that it would result in unnecessary sterilisation of large parts of the County 
from future development of any kind. 
5. States that the 10xtip height amendment is contrary to the provisions of the Wind Energy Development Guidelines 2006 which contains no such set 
back distance. 
6. States that the proposal would be inconsistent with the development plan as it seeks to promote wind energy proposals in accordance with national 
guidelines. 
7. Variation premature, unnecessary and damaging to wind energy sectors as the Wind Energy Development Guidelines 2006 are in review. 
8. States that the 10x times tip height as arbitrary selected without planning or environmental basis and could rule out areas that with an AA would 
otherwise be suitable and acceptable. 
9. States that it is unlikely that many existing windfarms would have been granted if they had to comply with such separation distance from all dwellings. 
10. Requests that the FWPM ‘not favoured areas’ and the separation distance not be adopted. Instead the plan should continue to state that all wind 
turbines must meet the requirements and standards set out in the DEHLG Wind Energy Development Guidelines.  

696 Aiden Duddy 1. Expressed concern over on-goings at Corkermore windfarm. 
2. States that family lives adjacent windmills and have contacted Eco Windfarm Ltd in Dec 2013 in relation to an incident where a large portion of a blade 
broke off without avail and that they live in fear for family’s safety. 
3. States that the recent changing of blades meant that they were also faulty. 
4. States that a large crane blocked their road causing disruption. 
5. Totally support the 10x tip height setback distance. 

697 Aiden Duddy As per ref 172 
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698 Vicky Duddy 1. Supports proposed variation regarding the 6 FWPM sub basin catchments areas. The FWPM management plans identify silt and nutrients as major 
negative influences on catchments populations. States that the acceptance of the principle of wind farms in these areas, as is currently allowed in the 
CDP, is at odds with the Conservation Objectives set out in the FWPM Regs 2009.  
2. Support the setback of turbines at 10 times tip height, to give protection to residential amenities.  

699 James Duddy 1. Supports the propose setback distance (10 times tip height). 
2. Supports the section dealing with FWPM. 
3. Opposes proposed changes to the present protection given to Glenveagh National Park. 
4. State they are under 18 and may never vote in this country, unless certain changes are brought about. That the natural environment must be protected, 
including rivers and streams, that Glenveagh is beautiful and should be left as it is. Claim that wind turbines provide very little employment as 
maintenance will be done by computer with a few technicians serving a very wide area. 

700 Patrick Browne 1. States that public consultation process is better late than never. 
2. Supports a setback distance of 10xtip height of turbine from places of human habitation in relation to noise, health and safety and that it is irresponsible 
not to have a setback distance. 
3. Supports removal of 6 sub basin districts and states these measures should have already been in place. 
4. Strongly objects to tampering with the zone of Visual influence of Glenveagh. 

701 Martin Bonner 1. States that no amendments should be allowed to change the protection of Glenveagh and states the importance of the area and the visual harm that 
turbines would cause. 
2. Supports the separation distance in relation to protecting people living beside turbines. 
3. Supports the responsible stance of dezoning all 6 sub basin rivers. 

702 Elizabeth Evans 1. Supports sections in relation to wind turbine set back distance and Freshwater Pearl Mussel and opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh. 
2. States that the setback distance should be at least 10x tip height from human habitation/gathering in relation to health and well-being. 
3. Welcomes Pearl Mussel protection and states that Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
4. States that the protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way in relation to tourism, habitats and its beauty. 
5. States landscapes dominated by wind turbines will affect tourism and Donegal has its fair share of turbines spoiling its landscape. 
6. Further comments in relation to tourism are noted. 

703 Siobhan Browne 1. Comments are noted in relation to prolonged environmental noise pollution and injury to health in relation to living beside windfarms. 
2. Comments noted in relation to the visual impact of turbines. 
3. Quote noted from Dr Hanning 2012 in relation to health of those living, learning and working nearby wind turbines. 
4. Comments noted in relation to the amount of wind farm applications in Glenties Electoral Area and international law in relation to this. 
5. Quotes from Donegal County Development Plan 2006-2012 in relation to protection of its breathtaking landscape. 
6. Supports the removal of the 6 sub basin districts although states that a lot of damage has already been caused by windfarms. 
7. Quotes from the CDP 2006-2012 in relation to cultural heritage, quality of life, strengthening existing settlements, conserving cultural identity and 
language through appropriate land use policies. Asks why the Council is granting windfarms in the rural area which will create quite the opposite. 
8. Comments in relation to people having a say on the visual amenity and health and well being are noted. 
9. Comments in relation to safe separation distance from places of human habitation in relation to safety are noted. 
10. Calls for the re-evaluation of 2363 townlands indentified as ‘preferable’ or ‘favoured’ for windfarming as there was no evidence base. 

704 John Byrne 1. Supports Variation No. 2 in relation to noise and visual intrusion that windmills have on people living beside them. 
2. Comments noted in relation to the historical and cultural uniqueness of Glencolmcille and importance of its surrounding hills and landscape and 
concern in relation to blighting this landscape with wind turbines. 
3. States that the protected rivers cannot be damaged/polluted by the construction of wind farms nearby. 

705 Lydia Byrne 1. Supports the Variation No.2 and states it is long awaited and that states that ‘nobody in their right mind would want to live too close to a wind farm’ 
2. Comments noted in relation to the historic and cultural history of Glencolmcille and the effect windfarms would have on tourism and who would benefit 
from them. 
3. Support the 10x tip height separation and the need to remove all FWPM catchments areas as ‘favoured’ for wind farming. 

706 Michael Molloy 1. States that the arbitrary inclusion of the listed river catchments areas as additional ‘not favoured areas’ is unnecessary resulting in negative impacts for 
all future developments or land uses in the County in vast areas. 
2. States that the 10x tip height separation distance is arbitrary selected without planning and environmental basis resulting in ruling out large areas of the 
County that with an AA would be otherwise suitable and acceptable. 
3. States that proposed changes are premature pending the review of the DOE’s current Wind Energy Development Guidelines. 
4. States that the plan should continue to state that all wind turbines must meet the requirements and standards set out in the DEHLG Wind Energy 
Development Guidelines. 
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707 Dalia Taftanazi 1. Supports sections in relation to wind turbine set back distance and Freshwater Pearl Mussel and opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh. 
2. States that the setback distance should be at least 10x tip height from human habitation/gathering in relation to health and well-being. 
3. Welcomes Pearl Mussel protection and states that Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
4. States that the protection afforded to Glenveagh should not be attenuated in any way in relation to tourism, habitats and its beauty. 
5. States landscapes dominated by wind turbines will affect tourism and Donegal has its fair share of turbines spoiling its landscape. 
6. Further comments in relation to tourism are noted. 

708 Amir Gamil As per ref 533 

709 Bella McGill 1. Comments noted in relation to how contentious wind farms are and that Variation No. 2 can addresses some of these issues, 
2. Comments on setback distances are noted in relation to residential amenity  and insists that DCC protects its citizens from the wind developers. 
3. Supports the greater protection of the 10x tip height separation. 
4. Supports the greater protection of the FWPM and the 6 sub basin management plans and doesn’t know how the current zoning policy came to be in 
relation to EU law. 

710 Carol McGill As per ref 698 

711 Cormac Ó’ Colla 1. Comments in relation to the heritage of the County’s landscape and its influence on social and cultural heritage and importance to tourism are noted. 
2. Supports ‘A & B variety’ in the Development Plan that was advertised in the newspapers. 
3. Protect the rural people from noise, dark images and dangers associated with wind turbines and protect FWPM.  
4. Agrees that wind turbines should be 10xtip height of homes. 
5. State that policies in the plan need to be on behalf of people and nature and conserving our rich heritage and the Council need to act on behalf of the 
public at all times. 

712 Cormac S Ó’ Colla 1. Comments in relation to the heritage of the County’s landscape and its influence on social and cultural heritage and importance to tourism are noted. 
2. Supports ‘A & B variety’ in the Development Plan that was advertised in the newspapers. 
3. Protect the rural people from noise, dark images and dangers associated with wind turbines and protect FWPM.  
4. Agrees that wind turbines should be 10xtip height of homes. 
5. State that policies in the plan need to be on behalf of people and nature and conserving our rich heritage and the Council need to act on behalf of the 
public at all times. 

713 Peadar Ó’ Colla 1. Supports proposed alterations A and B subject to consultation in relation to FWPM and windmills be placed 10xtip height back from residential 
dwellings. 
2. Comments on FWPM in relation to seed and nutrients, management plans, the CDP being in contravention of the preservation objectives under the 
Habitats Directive are noted. 
3. Supports windmills 10x tip height from residential dwellings and places of assembly in relation to enjoying the environment and properties. States that 
noise and shadows cast by windmills interferes with the lives of the ordinary rural community. 
4. Comments in relation to achieving a balance between the needs of the local rural community and the business itself 

714 Caitlin Uí Colla As per ref 713 

715 Padraig Ó’ Colla As per ref 713 
716 Tom Feeley As per ref 78 

717 John Duddy As per ref 698 
718 Margaret Duddy As per ref 698 

719 Gerard Lynch As per ref 172 
720 Danielle Watters As per ref 699 

721 Carol Watters As per ref 172 
722 Jordan Watters As per ref 699 

723 Carol Watters 1. Expresses concerns in relation to a rotator blade at Corkermore windfarm which was described by Eco Windfarm Ltd as a ‘freak accident’. 
2. Comments in relation to the experience of living in close proximity to turbines in relation to noise, vibration, shadow flicker and safety are noted. 
3. States that new blades have arrived on the above site which raises concerns that they have not been notified of safety concerns are noted. 
4. Asks DCC to address the concerns of the families living in close proximity to the windfarm. 

724 Ann Gildea 1. Concerned about plans to turn Ardara/Glenties area into one giant windfarm in relation to its folklore, heritage, culture, fishing & rich landscape. 
2. Concerned that the Wild Atlantic Way is going to be marred by windfarms and would not be compatible. 
3. Totally opposed to the amendment on Glenveagh in that it is ok to see turbines from the park as long as one cannot see them from certain selected 
locations which the submission states as nonsense. 
4. Supports the other two amendments on Freshwater Pearl Mussel and the 10x tip height separation distance between turbines and homes and any 
place of congregation. 
5. Asks the Council to promote a good tourism product rather than littering the County with turbines. 

725 Sinead Murray As per ref 707 
726 Jennifer Scully As per ref 707 
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727 Agnes Scully As per ref 707 
728 Anne Marie Bolano As per ref 707 
729 Vivienne Kelly-Keane 1. Submission from members of South Kildare Against Spin many of whom frequently visit Donegal. 

2. Supports the section which relates to wind turbine set back distance and the FWPM. 
3. Strongly opposes the section dealing with Glenveagh. 
4. States that it should be a minimum of 10x tip height from human habitation/gathering in relation to health and well being of inhabitants/users and base 
this on independent international studies. States it will also protect hospitality and retail businesses that promote and enable tourism. 
5. Welcomes FWPM and states Donegal needs to preserve its streams and lakes for fishing. 
6. States that it’s imperative that protection to Glenveagh is not attenuated in any way in relation to Biodiversity, tourism and it being a national treasure. 
7. States that visitors come to Donegal to experience its wild unspoiled beauty not industrialised landscape. 
8. Comments in relation to publicity, tourism and economy in relation to wind turbines are noted. 
9. States that Donegal already has more than its fair share of wind turbines spoiling its landscape and polluting its river and streams. 

730 Kevin Deering 1. Supports the removal of the 6 sub-basin districts catchments designated for FWPM. 
2. Supports proposed separation distance of 10x tip height of a turbine from dwellings and other centres of human habitation. 
3. Opposes the proposed reduction of the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh and states that it is without foundation and will destroy its amenity. 

731 Raphael Meehan 1. Comments in relation to the association of the landscape and how it influences children’s view of life, community and society are noted. 
2. Comments in relation to not destroying unique varied heritage are noted. 
3. Encourages the implementation of proposals on setback distance and protection of the FWPM. 
4. Opposes section in relation to Glenveagh. 

732 Lauren Furey 1. Fully supports min 10xtip height separation distance from any home or place of community gathering. 
2. Supports the removal of 6 sub basin districts from open to consideration. 
3. Raises concern in relation to tourism being affected. 
4. Concerns in relation to safety in relation to cold weather, killing animals, blades flying and attracting lightening. 

733 S.J.  O’Byrne 1. Supports the proposal regarding the separation distances as this will provide some protection. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as the 6 rivers should be kept free from siltation and mud slides and marketed properly for the fishing 
tourism market. 
3. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a tourist destination and an oasis of conservation and should therefore be 
protected.  

734 Anne Marie McDermott 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park.  States that the only interference she could tolerate in the National Park, and surrounds 
would be a project around the following lines:                                                                                           
A- Whereby the council initiate a scheme of subsistence farming, as practised pre-eviction time which could be started around the periphery of the park.       
B- It would include small stone bound fields of meadow, others with crops of potatoes and corn, the roughage areas, the old vegetable patch, the herb 
garden, and the various flowers at the thatched cottage. Furthermore,  believes that by doing so it would provide long term employment and revenue.           
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM as it would provide a starting point for the council. It is essential in terms of maintaining and promoting the 
purity of the waters of Donegal. The freshwater pearl mussel is internationally recognized as a sign, and a symbol, not only water quality, but also of high 
standard environmental quality and Donegal should use this as a tourism logo. Therefore Donegal County Council should protect, and enhance the status 
of, the freshwater pearl mussel.                                                             
3. Supports the proposal regarding ten times turbine height distance as both her husband and her create cards, music and songs which was one of the 
reasons which made her choose to live in the country because of our leanings towards creativity. Furthermore, the “disharmony of wind turbines will not 
aid creativity, but stifle it”.                                   
4. States that if Straboy wind farm had gone ahead she would of had to look out of her four back windows at an array of huge monstrosities situated on 
1,000m high hills, and breaking the skyline. 

735 Caroline Boyle 1. Objects to the proposals regarding Glenveagh National Park.  States that “we have hills, lakes and streams which are desirable destinations for tourists 
from Ireland and other countries. Proper walkways based on scenery, literature, history and folklore can be opened up throughout our beautiful 
landscape”. Makes the suggestion that waterfalls could be used for small electric schemes and Glenveagh Park could incorporate into its hinterland 
examples of farming through the ages.                                         
2. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM that all or rivers, lakes, streams and pools should be protected from interlopers who will destroy our riches, 
take away any they can, and then vanish, leaving us with the mess and very little resources.                                                         
3. Questions whether the council would not consider  the appalling waste of resource and “an abomination on our beautiful county” and suggests that our 
plentiful refuse could be used to generate energy.                                                                            
4. Supports the proposal that advocates that wind turbines should be situated no nearer than ten times their height, to human habitation, assembly or 
congregation. States that in hilly country side turbine noise will be different than on level land and Donegal County Council needs to legislate for our 
county, based on the county, not on diktats from Dublin. 

736 David Lourie As per ref 124 

737 Brian James Herron As per ref 124 
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738 Cameron Campbell As per ref 124 
739 Gerard Flynn As per ref 124 
740 Kathleen Kelly As per ref 124 

741 Denis O’Driscoll As per ref 124 
742 Anne Marie Blair As per ref 124 

743 Brendan Gallagher As per ref 124 
744 Joe Gallagher As per ref 124 

745 Charlene McClintock As per ref 124 
746 Leon & Ann Brennan As per ref 124 

747 Joseph McFadden As per ref 124 
748 Rahima Sayer 1. Supports the proposal regarding FWPM areas as not favoured for wind energy due to the peaty nature of the soil and  associated risk to the species. 

States that the species is protected under EU and national law and that high water quality is essential for their survival. Outlines the role of the EU Water 
Framework Directive and the River Basin Management Plans including the objectives for FWPM rivers to ensure water quality so as to support the 
habitat. States that Ireland support almost half of the FWPM populations remaining in Europe. The submission outlines in detail the legislative framework 
providing protection for the FWPM and that significant monies have been invested in the conservation of the species.  
2. States that it is not an evidenced based contention that the variation will exclude wind farm development in the county. 
3. Supports the proposal in relation to separation distances for the protection of residential amenity, noise and shadow flicker and that this is supported by 
a growing body of evidence of the noise impacts on health. 
4. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as this is a fabulous resource for the county, a major tourist attraction and economic driver. 
Also notes that the recreational users to the park extend beyond the way marked routes. 

749 Rosa Flannery As per ref 464 
750 Mary Byrne As per ref 464 
751 Jim Harley 1. Commends the Council for efforts to protect FWPM but queries why the protection has solely focused on wind energy and states that other 

development sectors which are potentially a threat to FWPM are not included. Gives examples such as sewage treatment plants. 
2. To be serious about the protection of FWPM, all development should be precluded from the FWPM areas. 
3. States that using the FWPM river basin catchments is too blunt an instrument and could rule out wind energy projects that would otherwise be 
acceptable. Gives example of a farmer seeking to erect a single turbine to offset overheads and/ or provide necessary farm diversification and states that 
the excavation required in respect of the turbine would be significantly less than that for a single dwelling.  
4. States that there are already adequate measures in legislation and in the plan to protect FWPM and in any case most wind energy developments 
require EIA which will consider the impact on FWPM. 
5. States that if the aim of the Planning Authority is to protect the FWPM rather than to create another obstacle to the stated alternative energy objective, it 
would be better served by a variation to the plan which makes it compulsory that all development, including wind energy proposals should include a 
FWPM impact assessment.  
6. In relation to the proposed separation distance states that the Planning Authority provides no rationale for the amendment and it is considered an 
inappropriate tool to offer protection to residential amenity in whatever form. Suggests that a turbine located 1 metre outside the separation distance could 
impact more on residential amenity than one located well within the buffer. Inflexible rules should not rule out wind energy developments as distance plays 
a part only of the consideration of acceptability of a proposal along with factors such as topography, local environment and nearby land uses. 
7. States that the Scottish Assembly and the Department for Communities and Local Government in the UK ruled out draft proposal for separation 
distances and opted for consideration of each case on its merits. 
8. Queries whether the Planning Authority examined the implications of the separation distance amendment. Describes a preliminary assessment carried 
out at lands beside Ballybofey and this assessment showed that there would be no lands left for wind energy proposals due to the extensive spread of 
rural housing. Refers to the numbers of rural houses in Donegal and states that in this context, the amendment would signal wind energy as no longer 
available in the county. 
9. States that noise and shadow flicker assessments have been used to determine impact on residential amenities and take account of the specific 
context. 
10. States that the landscape character of a site and the DEHLG guidance on spatial arrangements for turbines provide sufficient information on 
separation distances.  
11. Agrees with the proposal regarding Glenveagh as the previous extent is too widespread and effectively rules out proposals in north Donegal. States 
that the draft variation refines protection to focus on those areas within the National Park which attract most visitors and tourists. 
12. Recommends a review of Policy NH-P-11 relating to the character of the approach roads to Glenveagh as clarification of the concerns or issues 
associated with the character of the approach roads would be helpful. 
13. There is an opportunity to address other ‘iconic and strategic’ tourism products identified in the Plan such as Lough Derg, Slieve League and Grianan 
an Aileach.  
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752 Irish Wind Energy 
Association 

C/O Brian Dawson, 
Communications & Information 
Manager 

1. IWEA wish to voice their serious concern to the proposals in the variation and request a meeting to discuss. 
2. Objects to the proposals regarding FWPM areas as this is a negative response to wind energy and that existing text provides significant provision and 
protection to environmental, heritage and landscape. 
3. Acknowledge the importance of the FWPM but consider the inclusion of the 6 catchments as ‘Not Favoured’ is an arbitrary singling out, that there is a 
lack of reasoning or new evidence base. There is no explanation as to why wind energy has been singled out among commercial activities for special 
attention under this provision and this needs to be questioned.  
4. State that this kind of blanket ban is not recommended by NPWS and runs contrary to EU Commission advice on the implementation of the Regulations 
which states, ‘The Habitats Directive does not, a priori, exclude wind farm developments in or adjacent to Natura 2000 sites. These need to be judged on 
a case by case basis.’ 
5. Outline the aim of the Natura 2000 Network and states that most of the land is privately owned and also hosts essential infrastructure as well as other 
land uses and activities. State therefore that the emphasis is on sustainable management of the network both ecologically and economically. 
7. State that experience with wind farms has shown that it is possible to undertake FWPM surveys and assessment and design mitigation measures.  
8. Object to the new objective in relation to residential amenity as it duplicates the protection provided under the DECLG 2006 guidelines which provide 
the national framework and are under review. Request therefore that new objective E-O-6 be removed.  
9. Object to the proposal regarding separation distance as this would undermine Government policy  regarding renewable energy and that ruling out 
potentially suitable sites arbitrarily could hinder meeting EU targets. Also states that the policy proposal undermines and contradicts CDP 2012 
Section10.6.5, ‘wind turbines must meet the requirements and standards set out in the DECLG Wind Energy Guidelines 2006, or any subsequent related 
Guidelines’ and policy within Chapter 7. 
10. Submits a map to show the reduction of potential areas suitable for wind energy development should the variation proceed. Assessment also shows 
that using a set back of 500m, 12% of land available is suitable for wind farm developments, if set back is increased to 1km, then 9% of land available is 
suitable for wind farms. If increased to 1.5km, 3% of land available is suitable for wind farms. Notes that the assessment took wind speed into account 
and did not take account of other constraints such as access to grid, radar buffer, airport buffer, archaeological buffers, watercourse buffers, suitable site 
availability and existing sites, telecommunication buffer, landscape constraints or any additional CDP zoning. 
11. Therefore state that when taking all constraints into consideration, the total amount of land would in fact be significantly smaller. Therefore the ten 
times tip height is uninformed with no quantitative study involved and will rule out wind energy development in Donegal even in areas considered suitable.  
12. IWEA query whether it is in the intent of Council to restrict any potential for future wind energy development. 

753 Seamas O Gallachoir As per ref 464 
754 Joseph Brennan 1. Outlines the context to the submission setting out the work that has been undertaken by the local community through GWIG including the expense that 

has been incurred and that the request of the local people be upheld. 
2. Refers to attendance at the LCA public consultation and outlines the genuine interest in the protection and promotion of the landscape for all its amenity 
and touristic value. 
3. Refers to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park and the connection between this and a windfarm project which was refused by An Bord 
Pleanala at Kilmasney/ Newmills. As a result queries whether the managers report will reflect the wishes of the ordinary Joe. 
4. Refers to recent headline in Donegal News stating, ‘Donegal Considered for Massive Windfarm.’ 
5. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance. Outlines that Mr Brennan had been in favour of a material alteration to the draft CDP to set a 1km 
set back and the disappointment when the policy adopted referred only to the 2006 guidelines. Outlines that the 2006 guidelines are outdated and are 
undergoing a limited review. Also notes the Councils submission of a consultation response to the draft guidelines which advocates a ten times tip height 
separation distance. 
6. Refers to the course of the oral hearing in Glenties where the developer repeatedly considered the guidelines as ‘only a guideline.’ States therefore that 
it is important to have an explicit parameter set down in the CDP. 
7. Refers to the length of time and process that has been undertaken in order to reach consultation on the draft variation. 
8. Supports the proposal regarding the FWPM areas referring to the fragile numbers of the species, protection under the Habitats Directive and the high 
esteem of the Council in leading out on the FWPM project. Refer also to further investment being made in Kerry. Also note the high touristic value of our 
clean waters. Outlines that salmon form an intrinsic part of the mussel life cycle and we should use this designation to promote our salmon fishing. 
9. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park as the Park is a national treasure and has much visitor potential. 
10. Refers to the role of the planner as honest protectors of the landscape for the greater good and to be mindful of the well being of the population 
affected by planning decisions. In this context, requests that the Executive take cognisance of the concerns for human health around turbines.  Also refers 
to the inefficiencies around turbines stating that the wind only blows 30% of the time. 
11. Refers to the Failte Ireland line about Donegal, ‘Up here it’s different’ and suggests that this was not said with a landscape terrorised in turbines in 
mind. 
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755 Des McCann 1. Outline that the submission is made by Straboy Energy Limited and that following a refusal of permission for a wind farm in Straboy, by An Bord 
Pleanala, the group commissioned a review of the reasons for refusal including assessment of the Owenea Catchment. On foot of the review, the group 
have determined that all issues can be addressed. 
2. Regarding protection of FWPM, the submission outlines four conclusions on how this can be achieved during the project. Outlines that the research 
shows that the FWPM in Owenea are already under extreme threat and that only immediate actions will hep to avoid their disappearance. The proposed 
rezoning will contribute nothing 
3. Object to the proposal in relation to separation distance as the 2006 guidelines provide significant protection and that distance should be dealt with on a 
case by case basis. 
4. Regarding Glenveagh National Park, submission states that this was addressed in detail at the planning appeal in relation to Straboy 
5. Provide an appendix which consists of the details of the Owenea FWPM.  

756 Amy Herron As per ref 464 
757 Adele Kierans As per ref 464 
758 David Reid 1. Objects to the proposal regarding Glenveagh National Park outlining that it is a unique natural and unspoilt area. Notes the economic importance of the 

unspoilt scenic landscape to the tourism economy and refers to results of a survey by the Mountaineering Association of Scotland which provides 
evidence of the potential negative impacts of wind turbines on tourism. 
2. Supports the proposal regarding separation distance so as to protect community health. States that the Deputy Chief Medical Officer is clear that there, 
‘is a consistent cluster of symptoms related to wind turbine syndrome which occurs in a number of people in the vicinity of industrial wind turbines. 
‘Considers the separation distance is scientifically supported through the WHO Noise limits and the German TA Larm and associated scientific model. 
3. Outlines in detail, the German Scientific Model and states that the Donegal CDP is correct to adopt a setback distance of 10 ten times the overall height 
of the turbine and correlates with the WHO. 
4. Supports the proposals regarding FWPM area as the rivers should be kept free from siltation, mud slide etc and marketed properly for tourism. 

759 Moya Brennan As per ref 464 
760 David Lourie 1. Submission is made as an overseas visitor and refers to the spectacular landscape of Donegal which is a valuable asset. States that ill considered 

positioning of infrastructure that’s detracts from the experience of beautiful Donegal will effect the livelihoods of people and this will be made worse as a 
result of ill heath arising from the infrastructure.  
2. The Council has a duty to protect the well being of residents and to ensure that business interests do not over ride this. 
3. States that in the interests of public well being and the well being of fragile local economies, Council would be well advised to carefully consider the 
broader issues. 
4. States that a blighted landscape and divided community is a poor legacy to be remembered for.  

761 Annie Quinn As per ref 464 

762 Gerard McKenna As per ref 464 
763 Ben Huskinson of Bord Gais 1. Information on Bord Gais Energy (BGE) as a key stakeholder within the Irish wind energy market, ownership of windfarms within Ireland and their future 

wind energy developments are noted. 
2. Commends DCC on the Objectives and Policies contained within the CDP however is concerned that the variation could have potential detrimental 
impact on the viability of the wind energy sector. 
3. Supports the IWEA submission made on 30th March 2012 regarding the material alteration of the plan. 
4. Proposes that amendment No.1 is not adopted stating that blanket preclusion should be discouraged if there are careful mitigation in terms of design 
and management. 
5. The IWEA ‘Best Practice Guidelines for the Irish Wind Energy Industry’ is noted and the information in relation to water control measures. 
6. BGE asks to maintain the text in its current wording thereby maintaining compatibility with the existing CDP policy NH-P-4 in accordance with EU 
Commission advice as outlined in its ‘Guidance Document on wind Energy Development and Natura 2000’ which states ‘The habitats Directive does not, 
a priori, exclude wind farm developments in or adjacent to Natura 2000 sites. These need to be judged on a case-by-case basis’. 
7. Supports a position where proposals within sensitive catchment areas are assessed on their own merits. 
8. BGE asks that subsection (b) is not adopted in its current wording and proposes that projects within sensitive catchment areas are assessed on their 
own merits and in accordance with best practice and legislation and in consultation with relevant stakeholders including NPWS. 
9. Strongly oppose Subsection (c) in that it is excessively restrictive precluding development and improvements of many windfarms and thereby 
negatively impacting on investment flows. 
10. States that subsection (c) would make it extremely difficult to reconcile very supportive objectives and policies with the CPD namely ED-O-10, E-P-10 
and E-P-17. 
11. Considers a separation distance a blunt and unnecessary method of ensuring the safety of residential amenity and states it is best evaluated as part 
of a Planning Officers normal planning judgement, as assessment from site to site will differ in relation to topography, ground cover, population and 
acoustics. 
12. State that the DoEHLG Guidelines on Wind Energy 2006 in relation to noise, 500 metres separation distance and 3rd party properties should be a 
critical factor in any consideration to develop the County Wind Energy Strategy. 
13. Comments put forward of the submission’s preferred approach are noted in relation to maintaining consistency with Policy E-P-9, to ensure 
consistency with national policy, protection to residents and natural resources being achieved through the existing planning system and that rigid 
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separation distances would hinder renewable energy and meeting EU renewable energy and climate change commitments. 
14. The submission asks for the consideration of retaining the existing boundary of ‘Area Open to Consideration’ in the current County Development Plan 
to allow judication on a case by case basis. 
15. The submission asks for the consideration of maintaining an approach consistent with existing local and national policies and guidelines and states 
that this will help DCC achieve its renewable energy objectives and policies. 

764 Brian Carr  1. Supports set back distance of 10x tip height and section dealing with FWPM. 
2. Opposes changes to present protection given to Glenveagh as it is a national treasure. 

765 Patrick McGonagle 1. Comments in relation to wind energy being a divisive issue and that they destroy community spirit are noted. 
2. Comments in relation to the landscape, the Wild Atlantic Way and tourism are also noted. 
3. Approves of the 10xtip height separation in relation to safety and public ‘outcry’. 
4. Approves the motion of no turbines in the 6 FWPM sub basins. 
5. Rejects the motion of tampering with the Zone of Influence of Glenveagh in relation to tourism. 

766 Eugene O’Boyle As per ref 698 
767 Derek Boyle As per ref 78 

768 Kevin Ward 1. States that DCC has a 120 million euro overdraft mostly financed by rates from businesses making the County expensive for tourists. 
2. Comments in relation to the financial gains of the Straboy windfarm are noted. 
3. The submission states that they have been told that there are no young FWPM in the Oweana River due to acid and pollution from forestry, agriculture, 
sewage and the lack of suitable salmon. 
4. States that windfarms generating vast quantities of silt is exaggerated and states that ESB prevented silt from entering rivers during their works. 
5. States that if protest groups succeed in directing Council policy it will make investors stay away from Donegal. 
6. States that the existing guidelines are capable of deciding growth and that the proposal will only serve to stifle development and prosperity in the 
County.  

769 Robert Picken As per ref 707 
770 Yvonne Picken As per ref 707 
771 Teresa Gordan 1. Supports Variation No. 2 of the CDP 

2. Comments in relation to Donegal's unique and varied heritage and how the environment sustained people are noted. 
3. Comments in relation to how the landscape influenced music, culture, identity, tourism and the economy are noted. 
4. Supports variations A and B with regard to protecting FWPM and the rural population from noise, shadow flicker and other risks. 
5. Supports 10xtip separation distance from homes. 
6. States the CDP policies need to protect people and their environment from the greed of the Wind Industry. 
7. States that the CDP must act in the interests of the people of Donegal. 

772 Mary Martin  As per ref 771 
773 Paddy Mc Cafferty  As per ref 771 

774 Richard Kelly  As per ref 771 
775 Sean  Curran  As per ref 771 

776 Damien Mc Ginley  As per ref 771 
777 Shiela Meehan  As per ref 771 

778 Patrick Mc Hugh  As per ref 771 
779 Bridie  Mc Hugh  As per ref 771 

780 Edel Gallagher  Dunlevy  As per ref 771 
781 Daniel O’Donnell  As per ref 771 

782 Frank Daly  As per ref 771 
783 Angela Murphy  As per ref 771 

784 Danny Hughes  As per ref 771 
785 Bridget Gillen  As per ref 771 

786 E O’Doherty  As per ref 771 
787 Maura Meehan  As per ref 771 

788 Linda  O’Donnell  As per ref 771 
789 Siobhán Ferry  As per ref 771 

790 T Mc Daid  As per ref 771 
791 Amy Costello  As per ref 771 
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792 Carmel Boyle Mc Grath  As per ref 771 
793 Margaret Mc Guire  As per ref 771 
794 Kerry Conway  As per ref 771 

795 A Richards  As per ref 771 
796 Rosemary Gilespie  As per ref 771 

797 Rose Mc Groarty  As per ref 771 
798 John Campbell  As per ref 771 

799 AM  Campbell  As per ref 771 
800 T.A Linehan  As per ref 771 

801 Mairead Mc Nulty  As per ref 771 
802 Susan  Mc Cahill  As per ref 771 

803 Amy  Jordan  As per ref 771 
804 G ? Arnistaw?  As per ref 771 

805 Nan Mc Crea  As per ref 771 
806 Rita Kerrigan  As per ref 771 

807 BJ Egan  As per ref 771 
808 Teresa Egan  As per ref 771 

809 Lorraine Mc Nern  As per ref 771 
810 Bríd Mc Bride  As per ref 771 

811 Seamus  Connor  As per ref 771 
812 Ciara Murphy  As per ref 771 

813 James Mc Fadden  As per ref 771 
814 Eileen  Mc Clafferty  As per ref 771 

815 Willie Mc Clafferty  As per ref 771 
816 Fiona Mc Clafferty  As per ref 771 

817 Orlaith Kerr   As per ref 771 
818 Cathy O’Connell  As per ref 771 

819 Jacqueline Kerr  As per ref 771 
820 Mary  Arnold  As per ref 771 

821 Vera Mc Cafferty  As per ref 771 
822 Alan Stewart  As per ref 771 

823 Conor  Timoney  As per ref 771 
824 James  Connolly  As per ref 771 

825 Patricia Mc Gettigan  As per ref 771 
826 Dolores Lyons  As per ref 771 

827 Geraldine  Canning  As per ref 771 
828 Rosalind Mac Neice  As per ref 771 

829 Ewan  Stewart  As per ref 771 
830 Curtis Stewart  As per ref 771 

831 John  Arnold  As per ref 771 
832 Noreen Arnold  As per ref 771 

833 Charmaine Hamill  As per ref 771 
834 Maria Mc Fadden  As per ref 771 

835 Amanda Hume  As per ref 771 
836 Mickey Ward  As per ref 771 

837 Mairead O’Hagan  As per ref 771 
838 Ciaran Browne  As per ref 771 

839 Paul Browne  As per ref 771 
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840 Ariel Gallagher  Dunlevy  As per ref 771 
841 Dale Stewart  As per ref 771 
842 Mary Stewart  As per ref 771 

843 Erin Vaughan  As per ref 771 
844 Hugh Sharpe  As per ref 771 

845 Mary Sharpe  As per ref 771 
846 Fintan Hughes  As per ref 771 

847 Kathleen Galvin  As per ref 771 
848 Kathleen Stewart  As per ref 771 

849 Lorraine Hegarty  As per ref 771 
850 Kian Hume  As per ref 771 

851 Adrian Hume  As per ref 771 
852 Derek Wong  As per ref 771 

853 Orin Hume  As per ref 771 
854 Scott Mc Laughlin  As per ref 771 

855 Shaun Browne  As per ref 771 
856 M Boyce  As per ref 771 

857 John Kelly  As per ref 771 
858 leah-mai Brogan  As per ref 771 

859 Christopher Kee  As per ref 771 
860 Dermot Galvin  As per ref 771 

861 John Cowell  As per ref 771 
862 Phyllis Deelin  As per ref 771 

863 Ernan Meenan  As per ref 771 
864 Leanne Browne  As per ref 771 

865 Louise Kee  As per ref 771 
866 Kayla O’Leary  As per ref 771 

867 Barry  Gallagher  Dunlevy  As per ref 771 
868 Rosemary Ward  As per ref 771 

869 Eugene Gallgher   As per ref 771 
870 Patricia Gallgher   As per ref 771 

871 Mairead O’Donnell   As per ref 771 
872 Shaun Mc Carry  As per ref 771 

873 Linda  Heraghty  As per ref 771 
874 Artie Elliot  As per ref 771 

875 Christine Scott  As per ref 771 
876 Christen Grant  As per ref 771 

877 Hugh Casey  As per ref 771 
878 Millie Winfield  As per ref 771 

879 Mary  Mc Carry  As per ref 771 
880 Anne Gallagher     As per ref 771 

881 Valerie Mc Crea  As per ref 771 
882 Olga Henry  As per ref 771 

883 Mabel Henderson  As per ref 771 
884 Rosemarie Mc Carry  As per ref 771 

885 Annie Sweeney  As per ref 771 
886 Emer Murphy  As per ref 771 

887 Anne Mc Loone  As per ref 771 
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888 Susan  Mc Loone  As per ref 771 
889 Geraldine  Gallagher  As per ref 771 
890 Anne Mc Cauley  As per ref 771 

891 Anne Cannan  As per ref 771 
892 Anne Hannigan  As per ref 771 

893 Niall Bourke  As per ref 771 
894 Frances Mc Avoy Mc Avoy  As per ref 771 

895 Caomhne Meehan  As per ref 771 
896 Astrid Schmitz  As per ref 771 

897 Marie Cannon  As per ref 771 
898 Brian Cannon  As per ref 771 

899 Patrick  Elliot  As per ref 771 
900 Maureen Elliot  As per ref 771 

901 Mary Rose Elliot  As per ref 771 
902 Patsy Kerrigan  As per ref 771 

903 Denise Keys  As per ref 771 
904 John Williams  As per ref 771 

905 Maureen Mc Nulty  As per ref 771 
906 Margaret  Morrow  As per ref 771 

907 Noreen Harron  As per ref 771 
908 Marie Mc Ginley  As per ref 771 

909 Neil Mc Ginley  As per ref 771 
910 Anne Marie Moore  As per ref 771 

911 Nancy Dorrian  As per ref 771 
912 Sally Martin  As per ref 771 

913 Denise Macneice  As per ref 771 
914 John Dorrian  As per ref 771 

915 Corrina Ash  As per ref 771 
916 Brendan  Kerr  As per ref 771 

917 Katie Kelly  As per ref 771 
918 Shauna Kerr  As per ref 771 

919 Chris Kerr  As per ref 771 
920 Barry  Kerr  As per ref 771 

921 Alan  Rogers  As per ref 771 
922 Ann Brady  As per ref 771 

923 Sinead Mc Grath  As per ref 771 
924 James Boyle Mc Grath  As per ref 771 

925 Margaret Pauline Butler  As per ref 771 
926 Alan  Butler  As per ref 771 

927 Rainer Adam  As per ref 771 
928 Philip Lohse  As per ref 771 

929 Carmel Byrne  As per ref 771 
930 Gabriel Lohse  As per ref 771 

931 Max Lohse  As per ref 771 
932 Michelle Wilkin  As per ref 771 

933 Madge Mc Carry  As per ref 771 
934 Michael Sweeney  As per ref 771 

935 James Mc Carry  As per ref 771 
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936 Brid Mc Nulty  As per ref 771 
937 Eileen  Gallagher  As per ref 771 
938 Owen Mc Fadden  As per ref 771 

939 Brendan  Mc Gill  As per ref 771 
940 Mary Mc Gill  As per ref 771 

941 Louise Mc Gill  As per ref 771 
942 Fergal Gallagher  As per ref 771 

943 Amy Mc Gill  As per ref 771 
944 Anne Berhard  As per ref 771 

945 Daniel  Rodgers  As per ref 771 
946 Kurt Lohse  As per ref 771 

947 Anne Doogan  As per ref 771 
948 Claire O’Donnell  As per ref 771 

949 Donna Higgins  As per ref 771 
950 Celia Ponsonby  As per ref 771 

951 Daniel Devlin  As per ref 771 
952 Anne Feeney  As per ref 771 

953 Paul  Hume  As per ref 771 
954 Maria  Egan  As per ref 771 

955 Rosie Cunningham  As per ref 771 
956 Barry  Cunningham  As per ref 771 

957 Geraldine  Mc Laughlin  As per ref 771 
958 Mary Mc Bride  As per ref 771 

959 Fionnuala Boyle   As per ref 771 
960 Liam Boyle     As per ref 771 

961 Paul Mc Crossan  As per ref 771 
962 Kathleen  O’Donnell  As per ref 771 

963 Kirsty Sweeney  As per ref 771 
964 Kevin Gilgunn  As per ref 771 

965 Emily Thompson  As per ref 771 
966 Cormac Molloy  As per ref 771 

967 Maryann Molloy  As per ref 771 
968 Anthony Thompson  As per ref 771 

969 Aiden  Campbell  As per ref 771 
970 Angela  Campbell  As per ref 771 

971 Lisa  Coughlan  As per ref 771 
972 Stephen  Coughlan  As per ref 771 

973 Joe Byrne  As per ref 771 
974 Lynn Porter  As per ref 771 

975 Gerard O’Donneall  As per ref 771 
976 Geraldine  Doherty  As per ref 771 

977 John  Molone  As per ref 771 
978 Sinead Mc Dermott  As per ref 771 

979 Eileen  Barkins  As per ref 771 
980 Daniel Mc Dermott  As per ref 771 

981 Josephine Dunleavy  As per ref 771 
982 Marion Mc Glynn  As per ref 771 

983 Martin Friel  As per ref 771 
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984 Sarah Smith  As per ref 771 
985 Doris Cornwell  As per ref 771 
986 Sinead Boyle  As per ref 771 

987 Denise Boyle  As per ref 771 
988 Grainne Boyle  As per ref 771 

989 Patricia Boyle  As per ref 771 
990 John Boyle  As per ref 771 

991 Mary  Mc Mahon  As per ref 771 
992 Martin Mc Mahon  As per ref 771 

993 Teresa Keedey  As per ref 771 
994 Gary O’Donnell  As per ref 771 

995 Francie McDevitt  As per ref 771 
996 Theresa  Mc Glynn  As per ref 771 

997 Marnie Mc Dermott  As per ref 771 
998 Caoimhe Mc Dermott  As per ref 771 

999 Marie Breslin  As per ref 771 
1000 Imelda Doherty  As per ref 771 

1001 Seamus  Murray  As per ref 771 
1002 Patrick Caulfield  As per ref 771 

1003 Thomas Barkins  As per ref 771 
1004 Moya Mannery   As per ref 771 

1005 Niamh Mannery   As per ref 771 
1006 Deirdre Dooley-Keegan  As per ref 771 

1007 Fiona Carroll  As per ref 771 
1008 Elizabeth Mc Gowan  As per ref 771 

1009 Ann Doherty  As per ref 771 
1010 Gerard Gallagher  As per ref 771 

1011 Sinead Burke  As per ref 771 
1012 Fiona Boyle  As per ref 771 

1013 Michael Furey   As per ref 771 
1014 Una Boyle  As per ref 771 

1015 Edel  Mc Nelis  As per ref 771 
1016 Barbara Boyle jnr  As per ref 771 

1017 Anne Toland  As per ref 771 
1018 Anna Payne  As per ref 771 

1019 Tamara Payne  As per ref 771 
1020 Rose Marie Sweeney  As per ref 771 

1021 Anna  Given  As per ref 771 
1022 Mary Frances Gallagher  As per ref 771 

1023 Packie Gallagher  As per ref 771 
1024 Michael O’Shea?  As per ref 771 

1025 Eileen  Brady  As per ref 771 
1026 Martin Brady  As per ref 771 

1027 Daniel Elliot  As per ref 771 
1028 Desmond  Boothe  As per ref 771 

1029 Breda Cannon  As per ref 771 
1030 Sara  Ó Ruaire  As per ref 771 

1031 Tomás Ó Ruaire  As per ref 771 
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1032 Donna Furey   As per ref 771 
1033 George Hogg  As per ref 771 
1034 Maria Diver  As per ref 771 

1035 Ethna Mc Loone snr  As per ref 771 
1036 Francis Mannering jnr  As per ref 771 

1037 Siobhan Taylor  As per ref 771 
1038 Shauna Noone  As per ref 771 

1039 Manus Byrne  As per ref 771 
1040 Seamus  Corcoran  As per ref 771 

1041 Patrick Mannering   As per ref 771 
1042 Aoife Mannering   As per ref 771 

1043 Grace Shovlin  As per ref 771 
1044 Mary Hogg  As per ref 771 

1045 Rachel  Mc Nelis  As per ref 771 
1046 Sean  Mc Nelis  As per ref 771 

1047 Joseph  Gavigan  As per ref 771 
1048 Shirley Campbell  As per ref 771 

1049 Evelyn Moran  As per ref 771 
1050 Margaret  Adair  As per ref 771 

1051 Orlaith Sharkey  As per ref 771 
1052 Brendan  Sweeney  As per ref 771 

1053 Liam Sweeney  As per ref 771 
1054 Kieran Sharkey  As per ref 771 

1055 Enda Hamill  As per ref 771 
1056 Angela Greenwood  As per ref 771 

1057 Amanda Mc Guigan  As per ref 771 
1058 Deirdre Burke  As per ref 771 

1059 David  O’Donnell  As per ref 771 
1060 Maria Dooley  As per ref 771 

1061 Mary Shovelin  As per ref 771 
1062 Eilis Boileau  As per ref 771 

1063 Fiona Hegarty  As per ref 771 
1064 Sinead Melly  As per ref 771 

1065 Caoimhe Scott  As per ref 771 
1066 Anthony Scott  As per ref 771 

1067 Mary Manning  As per ref 771 
1068 Herbert  Roof  As per ref 771 

1069 Reg Ashworth  As per ref 771 
1070 Fionnguala Ashworth  As per ref 771 

1071 Joe Hughes  As per ref 771 
1072 Francis Mannering  As per ref 771 

1073 Brid Gavigan  As per ref 771 
1074 Martin Doherty   As per ref 771 

1075 Lucia Byrne  As per ref 771 
1076 Maureen  Mc Intyre  As per ref 771 

1077 Sally Mc Guigan  As per ref 771 
1078 Frankie Quinn  As per ref 771 

1079 Patrick Mc Guigan  As per ref 771 
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1080 Paul Mc Guigan  As per ref 771 
1081 Mary  Gill   As per ref 771 
1082 Katherine Kearns  As per ref 771 

1083 Brendan  Flanaghan 1. Supports proposal for a 10 times tip height setback distance. As turbines get taller, the distance from houses will get greater. Refers to international 
guidance on hilly environments that suggests 3.2km setback, but I considers this proportionate way of measuring is better. 
2. Supports protection of FWPM by identifying the 6 sub-basin catchment areas exempt from wind farming. 
3. Appalled by contemplation of desecration of Glenveagh National Park via the proposed variation. There should be no reduction in protection of the 
park. 

1084 Cormac  Skinnader As per ref 1083 
1085 Joy Doherty As per ref 1083 

1086 Patsy McGrenra As per ref 1083 
1087 Tony Burns As per ref 1083 

1088 Charlotte Bradley As per ref 1083 
1089 Eamon Coyle As per ref 1083 

1090 Mary  Grant As per ref 1083 
1091 Briege O’Doherty As per ref 1083 

1092 Rosemarie McNutt As per ref 1083 
1093 Stanley McFadden As per ref 1083 

1094 Tom Dignam As per ref 1083 
1095 Ryan McKinney As per ref 1083 

1096 Adam Lynch As per ref 1083 
1097 Evelyn O’Donnell As per ref 1083 

1098 Kathleen Coyne As per ref 1083 
1099 Michelle McDaid As per ref 1083 

1100 Tony Robb As per ref 1083 
1101 Kathleen Robb As per ref 1083 

1102 Christina Farren As per ref 1083 
1103 Anne Campbell As per ref 1083 

1104 Cathy  Phelan As per ref 1083 
1105 Aine Laird As per ref 1083 

1106 Jennifer Hegarty As per ref 1083 
1107 Patrick Doherty As per ref 1083 

1108 Dace Letina As per ref 1083 
1109 Maureen Tolley As per ref 1083 

1110 Mateusz Niedzielski As per ref 1083 
1111 Bernie Friel As per ref 1083 

1112 Pauline  Kelly As per ref 1083 
1113 Josie Byrne As per ref 1083 

1114 Kath Burns As per ref 1083 
1115 Elizabeth Beryman As per ref 1083 

1116 Frances Doherty As per ref 1083 
1117 Charlotte Galbraith As per ref 1083 

1118 Anna Lee As per ref 1083 
1119 Edel McNern As per ref 1083 

1120 Anne Elliot As per ref 1083 
1121 Edel O’Connor As per ref 1083 

1122 Tara Gallagher As per ref 1083 
1123 Susan Sheehy As per ref 1083 

1124 ILLEGIBLE ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 
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1125 Deborah Purdue As per ref 1083 
1126 Rois Davis As per ref 1083 
1127 C Crawford As per ref 1083 

1128 Louis McNern As per ref 1083 
1129 Paddy Hegarty As per ref 1083 

1130 John Doherty As per ref 1083 
1131 Irene McNern As per ref 1083 

1132 Sean McNern As per ref 1083 
1133 Ann Doherty As per ref 1083 

1134 N Cormican As per ref 1083 
1135 Deirdre Deeney As per ref 1083 

1136 Jacqueline Doherty As per ref 1083 
1137 Annie Friel As per ref 1083 

1138 Robert  Lockwood As per ref 1083 
1139 Michael McCallion As per ref 1083 

1140 Michael Carr As per ref 1083 
1141 Una Fullerton As per ref 1083 

1142 Elizabeth Porter As per ref 1083 
1143 Catherine Gibbons As per ref 1083 

1144 Eilish Gildea As per ref 1083 
1145 Ciara Fullerton As per ref 1083 

1146 Claire McLaughlin As per ref 1083 
1147 Sean Murphy As per ref 1083 

1148 G ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 
1149 Winifred Kildea As per ref 1083 

1150 Ciara McGarry As per ref 1083 
1151 Eddie Grant As per ref 1083 

1152 Christine Cooper As per ref 1083 
1153 Collette McDaid As per ref 1083 

1154 Eileen Maguire As per ref 1083 
1155 John McBreirty As per ref 1083 

1156 Maria Kennedy As per ref 1083 
1157 Marco Given As per ref 1083 

1158 Seamus Gallagher As per ref 1083 
1159 Olive ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 

1160 Ken Nulty As per ref 1083 
1161 James ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 

1162 David McCauley As per ref 1083 
1163 Margaret ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 

1164 Gerry Boyle As per ref 1083 
1165 Bartley Haughey As per ref 1083 

1166 Connell Kennedy As per ref 1083 
1167 Sandra Hegarty As per ref 1083 

1168 Mary  McGeehan As per ref 1083 
1169 Michelle McGeehan As per ref 1083 

1170 Claire McCole As per ref 1083 
1171 Mary  Byrne As per ref 1083 

1172 Deirdre McGlynn As per ref 1083 
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1173 Alan McHugh As per ref 1083 
1174 Jackie Breslin As per ref 1083 
1175 Carmel Bennett As per ref 1083 

1176 Corinna McCallig As per ref 1083 
1177 Eunan Maguire As per ref 1083 

1178 Francis O’Donnell As per ref 1083 
1179 Anne Boyle As per ref 1083 

1180 Mary  Gallagher As per ref 1083 
1181 Dominic ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 

1182 ILLEGIBLE ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 
1183 Colm Breslin As per ref 1083 

1184 Laura Whittington As per ref 1083 
1185 Sarah Whittington As per ref 1083 

1186 Sharon Noone As per ref 1083 
1187 Brigid Whittington As per ref 1083 

1188 ILLEGIBLE ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 
1189 Nicola Whittington As per ref 1083 

1190 Mary  Haughey As per ref 1083 
1191 Diane Duffy As per ref 1083 

1192 Helen McLaughlin As per ref 1083 
1193 Breege Doherty As per ref 1083 

1194 Peter McLaughlin As per ref 1083 
1195 Hugh Barrett As per ref 1083 

1196 David Conway As per ref 1083 
1197 Mamie McDyer As per ref 1083 

1198 John  Sweeney As per ref 1083 
1199 Josephine Breslin As per ref 1083 

1200 Tommy McManus As per ref 1083 
1201 John Fleury As per ref 1083 

1202 Kevin Quinn As per ref 1083 
1203 Christine ILLEGIBLE As per ref 1083 

1204 Eileen McGuinness As per ref 1083 
1205 Paula Newman As per ref 78 

1206 Elaine Fisher As per ref 78 
1207 James Fisher As per ref 78 

1208 Cara Fisher As per ref 78 
1209 Calum Fisher As per ref 78 

1210 Keith Fisher As per ref 78 
1211 Cllr Ger Corcoran As per ref 78 

1212 Anne Corcoran As per ref 78 
1213 Caoimhe  MacMahon As per ref 78 

1214 Patrick Farrell As per ref 78 
1215 Paddy Hutton As per ref 78 

1216 Teresa McGowan As per ref 78 
1217 Jennifer Monaghan As per ref 78 

1218 Katie Greene As per ref 78 
1219 Sharon Douglas As per ref 78 

1220 Ciara McManus As per ref 78 
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1221 Alice McManus As per ref 78 
1222 Teresa Ryan- Feehan As per ref 78 
1223 Jason Hershaw As per ref 78 

1224 William Glennon As per ref 78 
1225 Elaine Eastwood As per ref 78 

1226 Joanne Addie As per ref 78 
1227 Anne  Finnegan As per ref 78 

1228 Eilish Lawlor As per ref 78 
1229 Clare Dunne As per ref 78 

1230 Grainne O’Keefe As per ref 78 
1231 Peter Quinn As per ref 78 

1232 Aisling Quinn As per ref 78 
1233 Tracey McGowan As per ref 78 

1234 Shane O’Donnell As per ref 78 
1235 Roisín Talbot As per ref 78 

1236 Ann Tone As per ref 78 
1237 Tom  Newman As per ref 78 

1238 Gráinne Fallon As per ref 78 
1239 Stephen Carroll As per ref 78 

1240 Gerard Jenkins As per ref 78 
1241 Sinead Kieran As per ref 78 

1242 F de Burgh As per ref 78 
1243 Gretta Clarke As per ref 78 

1244 Eamon Jennin As per ref 78 
1245 Philomena McGuinness As per ref 78 

1246 John Clarke As per ref 78 
1247 Gerry Gavigan As per ref 78 

1248 Glen Hopkins As per ref 78 
1249 Regina Conlon As per ref 78 

1250 Roisin Phelan As per ref 78 
1251 Ann Birmingham As per ref 78 

1252 Margaret Evans As per ref 78 
1253 Joanne Ryan  As per ref 78 

1254 Lill  McKenna As per ref 78 
1255 Rosemarie Slamon As per ref 78 

1256 Aifrie Kiernan As per ref 78 
1257 Emily Kiernan As per ref 78 

1258 Aideen Hennessy As per ref 78 
1259 Chloe Ruane As per ref 78 

1260 Fiona Cross As per ref 78 
1261 Kevin  Foley As per ref 78 

1262 Valerie O’Kelly As per ref 78 
1263 Joe Cross As per ref 78 

1264 Tom  Duffy As per ref 78 
1265 M. B. O’Connell As per ref 78 

1266 David Mullery As per ref 78 
1267 Charlie Carter As per ref 78 

1268 Nuala Kilmurry As per ref 78 
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1269 Tracey Kilmurray As per ref 78 
1270 Ann Louise Malsie As per ref 78 
1271 Rosaleen Addie As per ref 78 

1272 Pat  Buinan As per ref 78 
1273 John Tallon As per ref 78 

1274 John Illegible As per ref 78 
1275 Gerry Clancy As per ref 78 

1276 Mary Clancy As per ref 78 
1277 Sinéad Pullen As per ref 78 

1278 James Kelly As per ref 78 
1279 J Wall As per ref 78 

1280 Thomas Kelly As per ref 78 
1281 Stephen Clancy As per ref 78 

1282 Claire McWey As per ref 78 
1283 Louise McCartan As per ref 78 

1284 Geraldine Carter As per ref 78 
1285 Elma Lawless As per ref 78 

1286 Breege Loths As per ref 78 
1287 Faye Townslow As per ref 78 

1288 Anne Marie Hogan As per ref 78 
1289 Liam McGloin As per ref 78 

1290 Marie McGloin As per ref 78 
1291 John Finnegan As per ref 78 

1292 Mary Finnegan As per ref 78 
1293 Clive Condell As per ref 78 

1294 Mary Neenan As per ref 78 
1295 Brendan Neenan As per ref 78 

1296 Liam Kelly As per ref 78 
1297 Séamus McGowan As per ref 78 

1298 Neil Carroll As per ref 78 
1299 Adrian Hogan As per ref 78 

1300 Michael Johnson As per ref 78 
1301 Orla Conroy As per ref 78 

1302 Dermot Davis As per ref 78 
1303 Barry & Dolores Kelly As per ref 78 

1304 Bernie Gogarty As per ref 78 
1305 Geraldine Googhegan As per ref 78 

1306 Frances Dollard As per ref 78 
1307 Rody McEvoy As per ref 78 

1308 John O’Neill As per ref 78 
1309 Yvonne headen As per ref 78 

1310 Margaret O’Connell As per ref 78 
1311 Sinead Murphy As per ref 78 

1312 Kathryn Quinn As per ref 78 
1313 Amy Gogarty As per ref 78 

1314 A Mulligan As per ref 78 
1315 Martina Scally As per ref 78 

1316 Ita Brennan As per ref 78 
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1317 Vera Scally As per ref 78 
1318 Cllr Tony Allan As per ref 78 
1319 Gerard Kelly As per ref 78 

1320 Kevin  Scully As per ref 78 
1321 Jennifer Scully As per ref 78 

1322 Celia Dowling As per ref 78 
1323 Chelsea  Burnett As per ref 78 

1324 Helen Colgan As per ref 78 
1325 Val  Martin As per ref 78 

1326 Stephanie Hopkins As per ref 78 
1327 Jackie O’Reilly As per ref 78 

1328 Dorothy Neill As per ref 78 
1329 Joe Murray As per ref 78 

1330 Declan Tone As per ref 78 
1331 Mary Healy As per ref 78 

1332 Mary Murray As per ref 78 
1333 Paula Byrne As per ref 78 

1334 Adele Kierans As per ref 78 
1335 Philip Crean As per ref 78 

1336 Paddy  Lawler As per ref 78 
1337 Margaret Maher As per ref 78 

1338 Angela  Fennin As per ref 78 
1339 John Maher As per ref 78 

1340 Willie Fennin As per ref 78 
1341 Colin Brennan As per ref 78 

1342 Denis Dean As per ref 78 
1343 Joe  Clarke As per ref 78 

1344 Margaret Dean As per ref 78 
1345 Gerry O’Meara As per ref 78 

1346 N Nugent As per ref 78 
1347 Aisling Stelling As per ref 78 

1348 Mary Henson As per ref 78 
1349 Mary Byrne As per ref 78 

1350 Cllr Catherine Fitzgerald As per ref 78 
1351 Helen Hatton As per ref 78 

1352 Pippa Hendy As per ref 78 
1353 Paul  Murphy As per ref 78 

1354 Maeve Murphy As per ref 78 
1355 Leslie Hendy As per ref 78 

1356 Nora Murphy As per ref 78 
1357 Henry  Fingleton As per ref 78 

1358 Eamon McLaughlin As per ref 78 
1359 Margaret Reddington As per ref 78 

1360 Bernadette Corroom As per ref 78 
1361 Padraig Fleming As per ref 78 

1362 Mary Nolan As per ref 78 
1363 Dan Cosgrave As per ref 78 

1364 Jessica Mullery As per ref 78 
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1365 Mary O’Rourke As per ref 78 
1366 Conor Jenkins As per ref 78 
1367 Mary Jenkins As per ref 78 

1368 Emer McGuinness As per ref 78 
1369 Margaret Byrne As per ref 78 

1370 Patricia Egan As per ref 78 
1371 Tommy Quinn As per ref 78 

1372 Gillian O’Brien As per ref 78 
1373 David Nagle As per ref 78 

1374 D Nagle As per ref 78 
1375 H.J  Field As per ref 78 

1376 Charlotte Ladon As per ref 78 
1377 Katie Boyle As per ref 78 

1378 Nicolas Grasse As per ref 78 
1379 Frankie Fisher As per ref 78 

1380 Ann Fisher As per ref 78 
1381 Kimberley  Calderhead As per ref 78 

1382 Andrew Calderhead As per ref 78 
1383 Ann Calderhead As per ref 78 

1384 John Browne As per ref 78 
1385 Marian Walsh As per ref 78 

1386 Una Gallagher As per ref 78 
1387 Michelle Sweeney As per ref 78 

1388 Don Kidd As per ref 78 
1389 Pat Rodgers As per ref 78 

1390 Martin  Kierans As per ref 78 
1391 David  Farrell As per ref 78 

1392 Tom  Maloney As per ref 78 
1393 Alan Molloy As per ref 78 

1394 Joseph Caulfield As per ref 78 
1395 Stephen Johnson As per ref 78 

1396 Martin Manning As per ref 78 
1397 Ian Manning As per ref 78 

1398 Fiona Manning As per ref 78 
1399 Thomas Colgan As per ref 78 

1400 Patrick  Molloy As per ref 78 
1401 Paschal Guiwan As per ref 78 

1402 Seamus Guiwan As per ref 78 
1403 Alan  Maloney As per ref 78 

1404 Catherine Magan As per ref 78 
1405 Michelle O’Neill As per ref 78 

1406 Joan  Roche As per ref 78 
1407 Sean  Kelly As per ref 78 

1408 Margaret Houston As per ref 78 
1409 S MacDonald As per ref 78 

1410 James Cadger As per ref 78 
1411 Thalia Candicis As per ref 78 

1412 Clemence Biardeau As per ref 78 
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1413 Sinead  Walsh As per ref 78 
1414 Katalin Horvath As per ref 78 
1415 Helen Jeffrey As per ref 78 

1416 Jason Bartlett As per ref 78 
1417 Henry  D. O’Neill  As per ref 78 

1418 Saint Paul As per ref 78 
1419 Ross  Kerr As per ref 78 

1420 Rhianna Browne As per ref 78 
1421 Patricia Browne As per ref 78 

1422 Aiden Joyce As per ref 78 
1423 Leon Burke As per ref 78 

1424 Adrian Fleming As per ref 78 
1425 Brian Meehan As per ref 78 

1426 Aisling Timoney As per ref 78 
1427 Paul Cosgrove As per ref 78 

1428 Dermot Culliton As per ref 78 
1429 Joanne Stewart As per ref 78 

1430 Mairead Catterson As per ref 78 
1431 Mary Timoney As per ref 78 

1432 Patricia  O’Neill As per ref 78 
1433 Paul  Catterson As per ref 78 

1434 Martin Timoney As per ref 78 
1435 Emma O’Neill As per ref 78 

1436 P Wilson As per ref 78 
1437 Donna Kellie As per ref 78 

1438 Eamon Callaghan As per ref 78 
1439 Una McGinley As per ref 78 

1440 Michelle O’Donnell As per ref 78 
1441 Neville  Black As per ref 78 

1442 Eleanor  Black As per ref 78 
1443 C Harron As per ref 78 

1444 John Dunkley As per ref 78 
1445 Tess Dunkley As per ref 78 

1446 Anne O’Shea As per ref 78 
1447 Deb Florentin As per ref 78 

1448 Chris Boyd As per ref 78 
1449 Agnes Byrne As per ref 78 

1450 Ahmed  Omar As per ref 78 
1451 Melanie Boyle As per ref 78 

1452 Tom  Boyle As per ref 78 
1453 Deirdre Clancy As per ref 78 

1454 Aisling Griffin As per ref 78 
1455 Evelyn Hayden As per ref 78 

1456 Patrice Belford As per ref 78 
1457 A Ryan As per ref 78 

1458 Stephen  Mannion As per ref 78 
1459 Sarah Mc Gowan As per ref 78 

1460 Pat  Swords As per ref 78 
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1461 Dolores Redmond As per ref 78 
1462 B Belford As per ref 78 
1463 Susan  Ryan As per ref 78 

1464 Robert Hathaway As per ref 78 
1465 Siobhán  Hathaway As per ref 78 

1466 William Hathaway As per ref 78 
1467 Orlaith Mc Grath As per ref 78 

1468 Maria  Rooney As per ref 78 
1469 Bernie Hathaway As per ref 78 

1470 Ann Lyons As per ref 78 
1471 Pat  Bowman As per ref 78 

1472 Hannah Hughes As per ref 78 
1473 Olivia Bowman As per ref 78 

1474 WJ Bigger As per ref 78 
1475 Molly Browne As per ref 78 

1476 Mairead Kelly As per ref 78 
1477 Eimear Holland As per ref 78 

1478 Niamh Clancey As per ref 78 
1479 Michael Davidson  As per ref 78 

1480 Catherine O’Neill As per ref 78 
1481 Seamus Lynch 172 Versen Road As per ref 78 

1482 Luke (Ming) Flanagan (TD) As per ref 78 
1483 Mick Wallace (TD) As per ref 78 

1484 Mick Wallace (TD) As per ref 78 
1485 Derek  Mc Geehan As per ref 78 

1486 Nora  Hasson As per ref 78 
1487 Paul  Mc Guinness As per ref 78 

1488 Jack  Flannery As per ref 78 
1489 Linda Bonner As per ref 78 

1490 Agnes Gallagher As per ref 78 
1491 Paul Molloy As per ref 78 

1492 Sarah  Davidson As per ref 78 
1493 Ricky Blake As per ref 124 

1494 Sharon O’Hare As per ref 124 
1495 Kathleen  Kennedy As per ref 124 

1496 Kay Shovelin As per ref 124 
1497 Michelle McGeoghan As per ref 124 

1498 Paul McGeoghan As per ref 124 
1499 Gerard Martin As per ref 124 

1500 Noel Dorrick As per ref 124 
1501 Martin Ward As per ref 124 

1502 Mark Nesbitt As per ref 124 
1503 Berdieke Broekaart As per ref 124 

1504 Bridie Moore As per ref 124 
1505 Celine Cassidy As per ref 124v 

1506 Breege Boyle As per ref 124 
1507 Collette Shaw As per ref 124 

1508 Mary Blake As per ref 124 
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1509 Barry Naughton As per ref 124 
1510 T Richards As per ref 124 
1511 Denis Ellis As per ref 124 

1512 Clare McDaid As per ref 124 
1513 Lauren Mullen As per ref 124 

1514 Keylan Friel As per ref 124 
1515 Philip Mullen As per ref 124 

1516 Joanne Mullen As per ref 124 
1517 Louise Flood As per ref 124 

1518 Joe Coy As per ref 124 
1519 Bernie O’Sullivan As per ref 124 

1520 Pat McGill As per ref 124 
1521 Siobhan  McCrudden As per ref 124 

1522 Celia Molloy As per ref 124 
1523 Hugh McCrudden As per ref 124 

1524 Germaine Friel As per ref 124 
1525 Sharon Friel As per ref 124 

1526 Brian Friel As per ref 124 
1527 Martin Friel As per ref 124 

1528 Lorraine Doherty As per ref 124 
1529 Barry Doherty As per ref 124 

1530 Siobhan  Doherty As per ref 124 
1531 Sean Doherty As per ref 124 

1532 Helen Doherty As per ref 124 
1533 Naomi Friel As per ref 124 

1534 Eddy Russell As per ref 124 
1535 M Derrick As per ref 124 

1536 Mark Moyne As per ref 124 
1537 Patrick Hannigan As per ref 124 

1538 Heather Scott As per ref 124 
1539 Joanne McLaughlin As per ref 124 

1540 Ray Gormley As per ref 124 
1541 Paddy McMenamin As per ref 124 

1542 Tracey Doherty As per ref 124 
1543 Mary Montgomery As per ref 124 

1544 Malachi Friel As per ref 124 
1545 Philomena Melly As per ref 124 

1546 Deirdre Byrne As per ref 124 
1547 Lucy Rodgers As per ref 124 

1548 Orna Gallagher As per ref 124 
1549 Dina Gallagher As per ref 124 

1550 Hugh Byrne As per ref 124 
1551 Lauren Mullen As per ref 124 

1552 Joanne Mullen As per ref 124 
1553 Shane Moyne As per ref 124 

1554 Nicholas Friel As per ref 124 
1555 M Molloy As per ref 124 

1556 Michael Melly As per ref 124 
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1557 Bosco McGill As per ref 124 
1558 Caragh Melly As per ref 124 
1559 Meabh Gallagher As per ref 124 

1560 Colm Byrne As per ref 124 
1561 Patrick O’Donnell As per ref 124 

1562 Matthew Melly As per ref 124 
1563 Lorraine Hennessy As per ref 124 

1564 Shane Hennessy As per ref 124 
1565 Annie Devlin As per ref 124 

1566 Nelly McCahill As per ref 124 
1567 Josephine McGuire As per ref 124 

1568 Patrick McGuire As per ref 124 
1569 Mark Moyne As per ref 124 

1570 Brid  Moyne As per ref 124 
1571 Ciaran Moyne As per ref 124 

1572 Phyllis Gibbons As per ref 124 
1573 Frances  McBride As per ref 124 

1574 Nicola Gibbons As per ref 124 
1575 Myles McBride As per ref 124 

1576 Tommy O’Brien As per ref 124 
1577 Caroline Friel As per ref 124 

1578 Ava Friel As per ref 124 
1579 Mya Friel As per ref 124 

1580 Sheila Mullen As per ref 124 
1581 Angela McBrearty As per ref 124 

1582 Maura Gallagher As per ref 124 
1583 Teresa  Gallagher As per ref 124 

1584 Hugh Mooney As per ref 124 
1585 Lyndsy Melly As per ref 124 

1586 mary Gallagher As per ref 124 
1587 Nadine Friel As per ref 124 

1588 Darragh Moyne As per ref 124 
1589 James Moyne As per ref 124 

1590 Bernie Heraty As per ref 124 
1591 S Heraty As per ref 124 

1592 Cornelius O’Donnell As per ref 124 
1593 Frank  Kenny As per ref 124 

1594 Anna Murphy As per ref 124 
1595 Gareth Murphy As per ref 124 

1596 Pauric Breslin As per ref 124 
1597 Peter Gallagher As per ref 124 

1598 Norita McGinley As per ref 124 
1599 James Haughey As per ref 124 

1600 Lousie Cunningham As per ref 124 
1601 Theresa Quinn As per ref 124 

1602 Niamh Donnellan As per ref 124 
1603 brian Harvey As per ref 124 

1604 Aidan Byrne As per ref 124 
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1605 Marian Murrin As per ref 124 
1606 A Kavanagh As per ref 124 
1607 Pat Moore As per ref 124 

1608 Yaming Liu As per ref 124 
1609 M Muirhead As per ref 124 

1610 Francis O’Neill As per ref 124 
1611 B O’Callaghan As per ref 124 

1612 Fiona Farrell As per ref 124 
1613 Mary O/Callaghan As per ref 124 

1614 James McGuinness As per ref 124 
1615 Gavin Tubbs As per ref 124 

1616 Anna Tubbs As per ref 124 
1617 Margaret O’Donnell As per ref 124 

1618 John McFadden As per ref 124 
1619 Christine Cunningham As per ref 124 

1620 Gary  Gallagher As per ref 124 
1621 Debbie  Gallagher As per ref 124 

1622 Philomena Mooney As per ref 124 
1623 Mairead Gallagher As per ref 124 

1624 Claire Breslin As per ref 124 
1625 Mary Murrin As per ref 124 

1626 Marie Beaney As per ref 124 
1627 Bridie McBrearty As per ref 124 

1628  Kruda As per ref 124 
1629 Mary Byrne As per ref 124 

1630 Naomi Gallagher As per ref 124 
1631 Cathal Gallagher As per ref 124 

1632 Pat McGill As per ref 124 
1633 Caroline McHugh As per ref 124 

1634 McCallig Teresa As per ref 124 
1635 Anthony McCafferty As per ref 124 

1636 Fionnuala Garrihy As per ref 124 
1637 Mary Meehan As per ref 124 

1638 John J Meehan As per ref 124 
1639 Martin  McFadden As per ref 124 

1640 James Byrne As per ref 124 
1641 Martin Gillespie As per ref 124 

1642 Valerie Rowan As per ref 124 
1643 Mary Gallagher As per ref 124 

1644 Michele Hennigan As per ref 124 
1645 Martina Breslin As per ref 124 

1646 Maureen Carr As per ref 124 
1647 Geraldine McHugh As per ref 124 

1648 Ann Marie Carr As per ref 124 
1649 Roisin Cannon As per ref 124 

1650 Michael Cannon As per ref 124 
1651 Paul Carr As per ref 124 

1652 Sheila Hegarty As per ref 124 
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1653 Kathleen  O’Donnell As per ref 124 
1654 Leonard McDowell As per ref 124 
1655 Maire McCloskey As per ref 124 

1656 Sheila Haughey As per ref 124 
1657 Danielle Grant As per ref 698 

1658 Mary McGinty As per ref 698 
1659 Bridie McGuigan As per ref 698 

1660 Emma  Crawford As per ref 698 
1661 Shirley  Kelly As per ref 698 

1662 Vicki Galvin As per ref 698 
1663 Luke   Browne As per ref 698 

1664 Claire  Crossan As per ref 698 
1665 Clive Heapes As per ref 698 

1666 Michelle Simmons As per ref 698 
1667 Gerry Neeson As per ref 698 

1668 Michael Grant As per ref 698 
1669 Chloe Doherty As per ref 698 

1670 Shonamaire  Doherty As per ref 698 
1671 Ellen O’Donnell As per ref 698 

1672 Rose Donaghy As per ref 698 
1673 Celine Sweeney As per ref 698 

1674 Kathleen Hannigan As per ref 698 
1675 Melissa Kearney As per ref 698 

1676 Kevin McDermott As per ref 698 
1677 Breda Harkin As per ref 698 

1678 John eligible As per ref 698 
1679 Steven Maguire As per ref 698 

1680 William Devlin As per ref 698 
1681 Sally Cavanagh As per ref 698 

1682 Anna Marie Wilson As per ref 698 
1683 Andy Stuart As per ref 698 

1684 Maureen  Kavanagh As per ref 698 
1685 Joseph Cullen As per ref 698 

1686 Grace McLaughlin As per ref 698 
1687 Kathleen McLaughlin As per ref 698 

1688 Mary McDaid As per ref 698 
1689 Tommy Orr As per ref 698 

1690 Cormac Doherty As per ref 698 
1691 Emma  Orr As per ref 698 

1692 Aoife Feeney As per ref 698 
1693 Mary Orr As per ref 698 

1694 Leonie Kerr As per ref 698 
1695 Bernadette Kerr As per ref 698 

1696 Harry Winfield As per ref 698 
1697 Andrew Winfield As per ref 698 

1698 James Henry As per ref 698 
1699 Sally Browne As per ref 698 

1700 Ciaran  McDonald As per ref 698 
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1701 Alana Gallagher As per ref 698 
1702 Ann Marie Simmons As per ref 698 
1703 Aidan Simmons As per ref 698 

1704 Mark Long As per ref 698 
1705 Connie Bennett As per ref 698 

1706 Sally Bennett As per ref 698 
1707 Aaron Bennett As per ref 698 

1708 Aylict Bennett As per ref 698 
1709 Eoin  Kearns As per ref 698 

1710 Tiarna Kearns As per ref 698 
1711 Sean Kearns As per ref 698 

1712 Elizabeth Kearns As per ref 698 
1713 Francis O’Connor As per ref 698 

1714 Shaun Ludlow As per ref 698 
1715 T Ludlow As per ref 698 

1716 Breid McKelvey As per ref 698 
1717 Eddie McKelvey As per ref 698 

1718 D  Eligible As per ref 698 
1719 Claire Duffy As per ref 698 

1720 Sinead NiBhroin As per ref 698 
1721 Kevin Gallagher As per ref 698 

1722 Margaret  Sweeney As per ref 698 
1723 Raymond Sweeney As per ref 698 

1724 Jackie Sweeney As per ref 698 
1725 William Sweeney As per ref 698 

1726 Louise Sweeney As per ref 698 
1727 Eunice Gillespie As per ref 698 

1728 Mary  McElaney As per ref 698 
1729 Mary Ward As per ref 698 

1730 Arlene Diver As per ref 698 
1731 Hugh Campbell As per ref 698 

1732 Steve  Boylan As per ref 698 
1733 Mary McGill As per ref 698 

1734 Jean eligible As per ref 698 
1735 Peter Quinn As per ref 698 

1736 Quintan McGhee As per ref 698 
1737 Noreen Sweeney As per ref 698 

1738 Lisa Doherty As per ref 698 
1739 Marie McMonagle As per ref 698 

1740 Charlie McMonagle As per ref 698 
1741 Philip McKelvey As per ref 698 

1742 Nellie McGeehan As per ref 698 
1743 Mary McDevitt As per ref 698 

1744 Mary Sweeney As per ref 698 
1745 Paddy Sweeney As per ref 698 

1746 Paul McKeown As per ref 698 
1747 Dennis McKelvey As per ref 698 

1748 Eamon McKelvey As per ref 698 
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1749 Jason Campbell As per ref 698 
1750 Seamus Campbell As per ref 698 
1751 Aaron Maxwell As per ref 698 

1752 Mark Maxwell As per ref 698 
1753 Mary McDonald B.A. As per ref 698 

1754 Kathleen McMenamin As per ref 698 
1755 kathleen McMenamin As per ref 698 

1756 Peter Doherty As per ref 698 
1757 Paddy Doherty As per ref 698 

1758 Annie Hegarty As per ref 698 
1759 Hugh Patrick Rodden As per ref 698 

1760 Donna Coll As per ref 698 
1761 Dominick Kelly As per ref 698 

1762 Dominick Bonner As per ref 698 
1763 J J Bonner As per ref 698 

1764 Helen Donner As per ref 698 
1765 Dolores McMonagle As per ref 698 

1766 Patricia McMonagle As per ref 698 
1767 Mary Campbell As per ref 698 

1768 James Friel As per ref 698 
1769 Hannah McMenamin As per ref 698 

1770 Melissa Quinn As per ref 698 
1771 James Duffy As per ref 698 

1772 Veronica Barry As per ref 698 
1773 Michael Shovlin As per ref 698 

1774 Claire McColgan As per ref 698 
1775 Monica O’Connor As per ref 698 

1776 Thomas  Meehan As per ref 698 
1777 Louise Mupfupi As per ref 698 

1778 John Ward As per ref 698 
1779 Pauline Nic Aodhain As per ref 698 

1780 Hannah McGuinness As per ref 698 
1781 Marie Carr As per ref 698 

1782 Jospeh McLoone As per ref 698 
1783 John Lynch As per ref 698 

1784 Sharon Lynch As per ref 698 
1785 Frances Gallagher As per ref 698 

1786 Conor Browne As per ref 698 
1787 Marion McGuinness As per ref 698 

1788 Christina Joyce As per ref 698 
1789 Breege  Roarty As per ref 698 

1790 Karen Brennan As per ref 698 
1791 Geraldine Diver As per ref 698 

1792 Breanne Gallagher As per ref 698 
1793 Aidan Martin As per ref 698 

1794 Georgina Robinson As per ref 698 
1795 Patrick Coll As per ref 698 

1796 Eilish McColgan As per ref 698 
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1797 Carmel Connor As per ref 698 
1798 Rebecca Fullerton As per ref 698 
1799 Sinead Cannon As per ref 698 

1800 Roisin Patterson As per ref 698 
1801 John J Harkin As per ref 698 

1802 Aruthur Connor As per ref 698 
1803 An zSuir Anie NicGiolla Uain As per ref 698 

1804 Anne McLooney As per ref 698 
1805 Nan Campbell As per ref 698 

1806 David Sweeney As per ref 698 
1807 Hugh Patrick Gallagher As per ref 698 

1808 Frank McGuinness As per ref 698 
1809 Daire Egan As per ref 698 

1810 Niamh Hume As per ref 698 
1811 Cliona Hume As per ref 698 

1812 Coilin Hume As per ref 698 
1813 Dr.Frank Haql As per ref 698 

1814 O  Pearce As per ref 698 
1815 Margaret Cassidy As per ref 698 

1816 Brid Chandler As per ref 698 
1817 Chloe Doherty As per ref 698 

1818 A Patterson As per ref 698 
1819 Tom Breen As per ref 698 

1820 K Fogarty As per ref 698 
1821 Noelle Duffy As per ref 698 

1822 Dr. Shafiq Butt As per ref 698 
1823 Gabriel Meehan As per ref 698 

1824 Mary B  Meehan As per ref 698 
1825 Joan Meehan As per ref 698 

1826 Matthew McGee As per ref 698 
1827 Lorna Doherty As per ref 698 

1828 Anne Marie McGee As per ref 698 
1829 Barry Boyle As per ref 698 

1830 Fergus Meehan As per ref 698 
1831 Irene  Meehan As per ref 698 

1832 Kevin Meehan As per ref 698 
1833 Joey Meehan As per ref 698 

1834 Dymphna Meehan As per ref 698 
1835 Jodie Browne As per ref 698 

1836 Andrew Gallagher As per ref 698 
1837 Kevin McNaney As per ref 698 

1838 Noeleen Gallagher As per ref 698 
1839 C O’Donnell As per ref 698 

1840 Anne McMonagle As per ref 698 
1841 Conal McMahon As per ref 698 

1842 Paul  McMahon As per ref 698 
1843 Connell McMahon As per ref 698 

1844 Helen Boyle As per ref 698 
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1845 Dr. Una McMenamin As per ref 698 
1846 Joseph B Bonner As per ref 698 
1847 Margaret Coyle As per ref 698 

1848 Grainne O’Donnell As per ref 698 
1849 Eimear Quinn As per ref 698 

1850 Mary Clinton As per ref 698 
1851 Winnie Clinton As per ref 698 

1852 Sharon Doherty As per ref 698 
1853 Ross Kerr As per ref 698 

1854 Lily Smith As per ref 698 
1855 Tony Carberry As per ref 698 

1856 Orlaith Kerry As per ref 698 
1857 Lily Doherty As per ref 698 

1858 Luke Casey As per ref 698 
1859 Damien Casey As per ref 698 

1860 Pat Reid As per ref 698 
1861 Catherine Boyce As per ref 698 

1862 Dermot Dunleavy As per ref 698 
1863 Mary  Bradley As per ref 698 

1864 Kathleen McLaughlin As per ref 698 
1865 James  Clinton As per ref 698 

1866 Ciara  Doherty As per ref 698 
1867 Kimberley Calderhead As per ref 698 

1868 Brenda Duffy As per ref 698 
1869 Eamon Friel As per ref 698 

1870 Margaret Friel As per ref 698 
1871 Bridie Herron As per ref 698 

1872 Danny Friel As per ref 698 
1873 Anne M  Clinton As per ref 698 

1874 Lauren Kelly As per ref 698 
1875 David  Eligible As per ref 698 

1876 Charlene Brennan As per ref 698 
1877 Chloe Gardiner As per ref 698 

1878 Kerrie McDevitt As per ref 698 
1879 Paddy Brennan As per ref 698 

1880 Tommy McDevitt As per ref 698 
1881 Mrs Carmel McDevitt As per ref 698 

1882 Shane O’Buachain As per ref 698 
1883 Nicola Floyd As per ref 698 

1884 Jimmy Finnan As per ref 698 
1885 Eileen  kenny As per ref 698 

1886 Ernan McGettigan As per ref 698 
1887 Mary Agnes Friel As per ref 698 

1888 Michelle Moran As per ref 698 
1889 C O’Reilly As per ref 698 

1890 Anne Smith As per ref 698 
1891 Jamie McDevitt As per ref 698 

1892 Trevor Porter As per ref 698 
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1893 Patrick Kearns As per ref 698 
1894 S MacLaifeartaigh As per ref 698 
1895 Breid Ann McHugh As per ref 698 

1896 Conor Dunleavy As per ref 698 
1897 Seamus Coyle As per ref 698 

1898 Patricia Coyle As per ref 698 
1899 Veronica Gallagher As per ref 698 

1900 Sinead Gallagher As per ref 698 
1901 Michael Dunleavy As per ref 698 

1902 Sr. Anne McLoone As per ref 698 
1903 Ann Lafferty As per ref 698 

1904 Joseph Gallagher As per ref 698 
1905 D Rowley As per ref 698 

1906 Jpseh  Dunleavy As per ref 698 
1907 Rory O’Donnell As per ref 698 

1908 Clodagh Breslin As per ref 698 
1909 Susan Carey As per ref 698 

1910 Aoibhinn Hume As per ref 698 
1911 Aishling Kerr As per ref 698 

1912 Ryan Harkin As per ref 698 
1913 John Herron As per ref 698 

1914 Una Winfield As per ref 698 
1915 Susan  Gallagher As per ref 698 

1916 mairead  McCauley As per ref 698 
1917 Noel O’Donnell As per ref 698 

1918 Peter Ward As per ref 698 
1919 Margaret Harte As per ref 698 

1920 Sean Keys As per ref 698 
1921 una McDevitt As per ref 698 

1922 mary Harley As per ref 698 
1923 Pilar Garcia As per ref 698 

1924 Michelle Harkin As per ref 698 
1925 Majella McCarron As per ref 698 

1926 Neil Gallagher As per ref 698 
1927 Marty Gibbons As per ref 698 

1928 Liam Costello As per ref 698 
1929 Gemma Costello As per ref 698 

1930 Delia G Palmer As per ref 698 
1931 Drew Revington As per ref 698 

1932 Jonny Jack As per ref 698 
1933 Evelyn  Gallagher As per ref 698 

1934 Shane Durning As per ref 698 
1935 Alannah Kerr As per ref 698 

1936 Leo Marley As per ref 698 
1937 Willie Boyle As per ref 698 

1938 Robert Mahon As per ref 698 
1939 James Browne As per ref 698 

1940 Anne Marie Gallagher As per ref 698 
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1941 Margaret Vaughan As per ref 698 
1942 Claire Devine As per ref 698 
1943 Chad Mitchell As per ref 698 

1944 Eileen  McCallion As per ref 698 
1945 Joseph P C Simmons As per ref 698 

1946 Edward McDevitt As per ref 698 
1947 Sinead Ni Ghallachoir As per ref 698 

1948 Brendan Wilson As per ref 698 
1949 Francis Irwin As per ref 698 

1950 Shania  Gallagher As per ref 698 
1951 D Bonnar  As per ref 698 

1952 Margaret McHugh As per ref 698 
1953 Paul Tierney As per ref 698 

1954 Hugh Tierney As per ref 698 
1955 Vicki Tierney As per ref 698 

1956 Tara Gallagher As per ref 698 
1957 Ellen McColgan As per ref 698 

1958 Trevor Curran As per ref 698 
1959 Kelly Curran As per ref 698 

1960 Pauric Duffy As per ref 698 
1961 Laura  Barton As per ref 698 

1962 James McKelvey As per ref 698 
1963 Karolyn  Doherty As per ref 698 

1964 L Dawson As per ref 698 
1965 Patricia Walker As per ref 698 

1966 Patricia Gallagher As per ref 698 
1967 Thomas  O’Donnell As per ref 698 

1968 Annie Marie Duffy As per ref 698 
1969 Enda McNern As per ref 698 

1970 Regina  McNern As per ref 698 
1971 Anne Marie Bonner As per ref 698 

1972 Mary McMahon As per ref 698 
1973 Doug Heffernan As per ref 698 

1974 John Mulvaney As per ref 698 
1975 Graham Bowden As per ref 698 

1976 Martina Quinn As per ref 698 
1977 M  Keeney As per ref 698 

1978 Christine Joy  As per ref 698 
1979 Josie Bonner As per ref 698 

1980 Caroline Bonner As per ref 698 
1981 Paddy McMonagle As per ref 698 

1982 A P Eligible As per ref 698 
1983 James McDonald As per ref 698 

1984 Michael Doherty As per ref 698 
1985 Patrick  McCauley As per ref 698 

1986 Mary Sherlock As per ref 698 
1987 Margaret Boyle As per ref 698 

1988 Aimee Boylan As per ref 698 
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1989 Cecelia  Campbell As per ref 698 
1990 Liam O’Meara As per ref 698 
1991 Oscar Duffy As per ref 698 

1992 Anne Marie Duffy As per ref 698 
1993 Declan Conroy As per ref 698 

1994 James Cunningham As per ref 698 
1995 Barry Doherty As per ref 698 

1996 Gareth  O’Donnell As per ref 698 
1997 Alan  Stewart As per ref 698 

1998 Sarah Wright As per ref 698 
1999 Deirdre Meehan As per ref 698 

2000 Noreen  Meehan As per ref 698 
2001 Patricia Brady As per ref 698 

2002 Dermot  Brady As per ref 698 
2003 Brendan Carville As per ref 698 

2004 Dermot Meehan As per ref 698 
2005 Brian Monaghan As per ref 698 

2006 Mick Dunleavy As per ref 698 
2007 Fergus Roarty As per ref 698 

2008 Martina Joyce As per ref 698 
2009 Aaron  Thompson As per ref 698 

2010 Leon Thompson As per ref 698 
2011 Aileen Boyle As per ref 698 

2012 Mary  Thompson As per ref 698 
2013 Anthony Thompson As per ref 698 

2014 Michael Herron As per ref 698 
2015 Eamonn O’Donnell As per ref 698 

2016 Johnny Gallagher As per ref 698 
2017 Stephen Given As per ref 698 

2018 Anthony Conway As per ref 698 
2019 Ryan Conway As per ref 698 

2020 Maureen  McGarrigle As per ref 698 
2021 Mickey McGarrigle As per ref 698 

2022 Mary McManus As per ref 698 
2023 Frank McDonnell As per ref 698 

2024 Bronagh Gallagher As per ref 698 
2025 Mary Gavigan As per ref 698 

2026 Aaron Gallagher As per ref 698 
2027 Hugh Breslin As per ref 698 

2028 Maureen  Mackey As per ref 698 
2029 Breda Gaffney As per ref 698 

2030 Irene  Boyle As per ref 698 
2031 Niamh Boyle As per ref 698 

2032 Pat Boyle  As per ref 698 
2033 John Boyle As per ref 698 

2034 John D Earley As per ref 698 
2035 Sharon O’Shea As per ref 698 

2036 Frankie Craig As per ref 698 
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2037 Marian McGrath As per ref 698 
2038 Adele Breslin As per ref 698 
2039 Michael Breslin As per ref 698 

2040 Eamonn Boyle As per ref 698 
2041 Barbara Boyle As per ref 698 

2042 Catherine Timoney As per ref 698 
2043 Maureen  O’Sullivan As per ref 698 

2044 Roseleen McShane As per ref 698 
2045 Margaret Adair As per ref 698 

2046 Myles Sweeney As per ref 698 
2047 Josephine Sweeney As per ref 698 

2048 John Craig As per ref 698 
2049 Kenneth Boyle As per ref 698 

2050 Patricia Watters As per ref 698 
2051 Patricia Craig As per ref 698 

2052 Karen Craig As per ref 698 
2053 Shauna Sweeney As per ref 698 

2054 Bobby Given As per ref 698 
2055 Frank Craig As per ref 698 

2056 David Greenwood As per ref 698 
2057 Eoghan Sweeney As per ref 698 

2058 Shane Sweeney As per ref 698 
2059 John Lavelle As per ref 698 

2060 Charles Shovlin As per ref 698 
2061 Daniel  Shovlin As per ref 698 

2062 Darragh Byrne As per ref 698 
2063 Berni Molloy As per ref 698 

2064 Noel Eligible As per ref 698 
2065 James B O’Brien As per ref 698 

2066 Jonathon Byrne As per ref 698 
2067 Eilish McNelis As per ref 698 

2068 Joe  McNelis As per ref 698 
2069 Willie Melly As per ref 698 

2070 Noreen  Melly As per ref 698 
2071 Patrick Melly As per ref 698 

2072 Mary Connaughton As per ref 698 
2073 Ann Melly As per ref 698 

2074 Lisa Briody As per ref 698 
2075 Tony Dooley As per ref 698 

2076 Helena Dooley As per ref 698 
2077 Roisin Doherty As per ref 698 

2078 John McGlashan As per ref 698 
2079 Margaret Timoney As per ref 698 

2080 Anne Boyle As per ref 698 
2081 Rosaleen McDevitt As per ref 698 

2082 Christine Breslin As per ref 698 
2083 Michael O’Donnell As per ref 698 

2084 Ann  Calderhead (McCann) As per ref 698 
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2085 Charlie Boyle As per ref 698 
2086 Joe  Craig As per ref 698 
2087 Rosaleen Doherty As per ref 698 

2088 Vincent  Breslin As per ref 698 
2089 Conal McNelis As per ref 698 

2090 Brendan Gallagher As per ref 698 
2091 Raymond Hamill As per ref 698 

2092 Nora Hamill As per ref 698 
2093 Kevin Gallagher As per ref 698 

2094 Donal Corcoran As per ref 698 
2095 James Boyce As per ref 698 

2096 Janette Hamill As per ref 698 
2097 Marita Ward As per ref 698 

2098 Laoise  Ward As per ref 698 
2099 Rita Gallagher As per ref 698 

2100 Dee Boyle As per ref 698 
2101 John Breslin As per ref 698 

2102 Charles O’Donnell As per ref 698 
2103 Brendan Kearns As per ref 698 

2104 Barry Sweeney As per ref 698 
2105 P Eligible As per ref 698 

2106 Maurice Boyle As per ref 698 
2107 Roisin Gibbons 1. Thanks the Planning Dept at Donegal Council for giving people the opportunity to comment. 

2. Sets out that Fanad is picturesque and known for its beautiful beaches and scenery (much of which is zoned for wind turbines) and provide local people 
with a resource that can be developed and should be protected for generations to come. The Fanad coast is home to one of the rarest European birds; 
Columbia Livia, or European Rock Dove. The Fanad peninsula scenic tour , 72km is also zoned for future development 
3. Supports the 10x tip height separation distance. 
4. Supports protection of FWPM. An endangered species listed in the red data book. 
5. Opposes proposals to amend the zone of visual influence from Glenveagh National Park; the County’s most prestigious tourist attraction.  

2108 Frankie Sweeney As per ref 2107 

2109 Tony Sweeney As per ref 2107 
2110 Kathleen Sweeney As per ref 2107 

2111 Hugh Joseph McCarron As per ref 2107 
2112 Anthony Sweeney As per ref 2107 

2113 Noel Sweeney As per ref 2107 
2114 Cormac Molloy 1. States that wind energy is a divisive issue that has for too long destroyed community spirit and references the frequency that Glenties has been 

targeted in recent times by windfarm developers. Thanks the Council for finally allowing the public to have a say. 
2. Wild Atlantic Way should be welcomed and marketed, tourists  don’t want to see turbines around every corner. 
3. Approves of the motion on 10x tip height separation. 
4. Approves of the motion of no turbines in the 6 FWPM sub basins. 
5.Rejects the motion tampering with the Zone of Visual Influence of Glenveagh. 

2115 Sean Curristan As per ref 2114 

2116 Shane Mahon As per ref 2114 
2117 Stephen  Mahon As per ref 2114 

2118 Hugh Joseph McGarrigle As per ref 2114 
2119 Ciaran Kilgannon As per ref 2114 

2120 Una McGarrigle As per ref 2114 
2121 Maeve Fenton As per ref 2114 

2122 John McMurray As per ref 2114 
2123 Patricia McGinley As per ref 2114 
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2124 John G McGinley As per ref 2114 
2125 Catherine  McLoone As per ref 2114 
2126 John McLoone As per ref 2114 

2127 Breege Melley As per ref 2114 
2128 Seamus O’Gallchoir As per ref 2114 

2129 Sandra Johnston As per ref 2114 
2130 Bridget Melley As per ref 2114 

2131 John Melley As per ref 2114 
2132 John Walsh As per ref 2114 

2133 Sharon McCrea As per ref 2114 
2134 James McGrory As per ref 2114 

2135 Sharon Bustard As per ref 2114 
2136 Edwin Morrow As per ref 2114 

2137 May Timoney As per ref 2114 
2138 John Hamilton As per ref 2114 

2139 John wyhte As per ref 2114 
2140 Kathy Whittington As per ref 2114 

2141 Patricia Campbell As per ref 2114 
2142 Dominic McNehis As per ref 2114 

2143 Kellie Bennett As per ref 2114 
2144 Phillip Burt As per ref 2114 

2145 Laura McKelvey As per ref 2114 
2146 Nora Melly As per ref 2114 

2147 Kevin Boner As per ref 2114 
2148 Ronan Harper As per ref 2114 

2149 Charles O Donnell As per ref 2114 
2150 Ann Browne As per ref 2114 

2151 Cait McGinley As per ref 2114 
2152 Marie McGinley As per ref 2114 

2153 Paddy McGinley As per ref 2114 
2154 Danielle McGinley As per ref 2114 

2155 Mary Boyle As per ref 2114 
2156 Jonathan McGinley As per ref 2114 

2157 Gerry Doherty As per ref 2114 
2158 Nichola Bonner As per ref 2114 

2159 Caoimhe Molloy As per ref 2114 
2160 Kay Fry As per ref 2114 

2161 Gerry Hancon As per ref 2114 
2162 Charles Elliot As per ref 2114 

2163 Paula Elliot As per ref 2114 
2164 Maureen McGonigle( McCready) As per ref 2114 

2165 Georgia Fry As per ref 2114 
2166 Rob Fry As per ref 2114 

2167 Sadie Ward As per ref 2114 
2168 Cattiona McGinley As per ref 2114 

2169 John Cunningham As per ref 2114 
2170 Don Byrne As per ref 2114 

2171 Sarah and Patrick Gallaghher As per ref 2114 
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2172 Sean McDevitt As per ref 2114 
2173 Thomas O Donnell As per ref 2114 
2174 Daragh Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2175 James (Snr) Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2176 James Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2177 Jerry Bryne As per ref 2114 
2178 Brideen  Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2179 Mary Byrne As per ref 2114 
2180 Katherine Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2181 James McGuinness As per ref 2114 
2182 Maureen McGuinness As per ref 2114 

2183 Brigid Fletcher As per ref 2114 
2184 Patrick Molloy As per ref 2114 

2185 Emma Craig As per ref 2114 
2186 Sadie McCallum As per ref 2114 

2187 Jean Campbell As per ref 2114 
2188 Brid Furey As per ref 2114 

2189 Donna Mc Neely As per ref 2114 
2190 Kevin McGill As per ref 2114 

2191 Harold Reid As per ref 2114 
2192 Brenda Reid As per ref 2114 

2193 Paula McGill As per ref 2114 
2194 Damien Craig As per ref 2114 

2195 Paul Carr As per ref 2114 
2196 John  Conway As per ref 2114 

2197 Gerard Deeeney As per ref 2114 
2198 Paul  Sheen As per ref 2114 

2199 Patricia Sheen As per ref 2114 
2200 Paula Sheen As per ref 2114 

2201 R.F Hamilton As per ref 2114 
2202 Frances O’ Brien As per ref 2114 

2203 Pauline Doherty As per ref 2114 
2204 Andrew  Mahon As per ref 2114 

2205 Michaela McGuinness As per ref 2114 
2206 James McGarvey As per ref 2114 

2207 James Moore As per ref 2114 
2208 Rose Molloy As per ref 2114 

2209 Stella Ryan As per ref 2114 
2210 Domnick O Donnell As per ref 2114 

2211 Roisin McBrearty As per ref 2114 
2212 G. Hegarty As per ref 2114 

2213 Catriona Sherwin As per ref 2114 
2214 Raymond McMurray As per ref 2114 

2215 Margaret McMurray As per ref 2114 
2216 Damien Cassidy As per ref 2114 

2217 Damien Kane As per ref 2114 
2218 John Cox As per ref 2114 

2219 Malachy P Maguire As per ref 2114 
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2220 Rose Marie Maguire As per ref 2114 
2221 Jody Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2222 Nicholas Maguire As per ref 2114 

2223 Roisin Maguire As per ref 2114 
2224 Colm Sweeney As per ref 2114 

2225 Bartholomen Haughey As per ref 2114 
2226 Miriam Spence As per ref 2114 

2227 Evan Spence As per ref 2114 
2228 Gerry McMorrow As per ref 2114 

2229 Catriona Cannon As per ref 2114 
2230 Colm Cannon As per ref 2114 

2231 Donal Breslin As per ref 2114 
2232 Mary Rodgers As per ref 2114 

2233 Owen McGylnn As per ref 2114 
2234 Patrick  McCallig As per ref 2114 

2235 Bernadette Quinn As per ref 2114 
2236 Carmel McGroarty As per ref 2114 

2237 Kieran Mchugh As per ref 2114 
2238 Paul Floyd As per ref 2114 

2239 Lisa McCrane As per ref 2114 
2240 Kevin O Donnell As per ref 2114 

2241 Ethna Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2242 Mary O Donnell As per ref 2114 

2243 Eimear Carey As per ref 2114 
2244 Tommy Quinn As per ref 2114 

2245 Conal Murray As per ref 2114 
2246 Brian O Donnell As per ref 2114 

2247 Maria O Donnell As per ref 2114 
2248 Breid Byrne As per ref 2114 

2249 Sandra Byrne As per ref 2114 
2250 Sara Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2251 Vera Breslin As per ref 2114 
2252 Mary Melly As per ref 2114 

2253 Robert Long As per ref 2114 
2254 John Deery As per ref 2114 

2255 Kathleen O Donnell As per ref 2114 
2256 Anne Kennedy As per ref 2114 

2257 Moya Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2258 Paddy Gallagher As per ref 2114 

2259 Kevin Muldoon As per ref 2114 
2260 Caroline Brogan As per ref 2114 

2261 Daniel P. Brogan As per ref 2114 
2262 Suzi Kerrigan As per ref 2114 

2263 Lorraine Kerrigan As per ref 2114 
2264 Maria Jordan As per ref 2114 

2265 Ken McCallum As per ref 2114 
2266 Patsy Furey As per ref 2114 

2267 Kathleen Fox As per ref 2114 
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2268 Daniel McGarrigle As per ref 2114 
2269 Sandra McGory As per ref 2114 
2270 Vera Goldrick As per ref 2114 

2271 Don Illegible As per ref 2114 
2272 Jackie McLoughlin As per ref 2114 

2273 Kathleen  Cassidy As per ref 2114 
2274 Gerard  Cassidy As per ref 2114 

2275 Michelle Molloy As per ref 2114 
2276 Neil Bonner As per ref 2114 

2277 Eileen  Elliot As per ref 2114 
2278 Rachel Harper As per ref 2114 

2279 Mary McCready As per ref 2114 
2280 Marie Smyth As per ref 2114 

2281 Tony Smyth As per ref 2114 
2282 Sinead Kane As per ref 2114 

2283 Bernie Kelly As per ref 2114 
2284 Jonathan  Quinn As per ref 2114 

2285 Maureen Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2286 Claire Boner As per ref 2114 

2287 Dylan Spence 3 Drumaghy Park As per ref 2114 
2288 Sarah Louise Quinn As per ref 2114 

2289 Jody/ Theresa Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2290 Jacqueline Quinn As per ref 2114 

2291 Joan McGarrigle As per ref 2114 
2292 Bridie Mullin As per ref 2114 

2293 Robert Morrow As per ref 2114 
2294 Mark  Mahon As per ref 2114 

2295 Linda Mahon As per ref 2114 
2296 Dion Mahon As per ref 2114 

2297 Aveen McGuinness As per ref 2114 
2298 Kirbie Mahon As per ref 2114 

2299 David Gibson As per ref 2114 
2300 Marieta McGrane As per ref 2114 

2301 Kathleen McGrory As per ref 2114 
2302 Teresa McGrory As per ref 2114 

2303 Fiona Mc Murray As per ref 2114 
2304 Jiska Roessen As per ref 2114 

2305 Luis Moreira As per ref 2114 
2306 Aaran Doherty As per ref 2114 

2307 Nigel Morrow As per ref 2114 
2308 Amy Morrow As per ref 2114 

2309 Emma Morrow As per ref 2114 
2310 Leeann Morrow As per ref 2114 

2311 Nicola and Nigel Morrow As per ref 2114 
2312 Sinead Boyle As per ref 2114 

2313 Rose Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2314 Peter Connolly As per ref 2114 

2315 Bernie Connolly As per ref 2114 
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2316 Steven Darnell As per ref 2114 
2317 Julie Darnell As per ref 2114 
2318 Gabriel O’Donnell As per ref 2114 

2319 Geraldine Rafferty As per ref 2114 
2320 Michael Rafferty As per ref 2114 

2321 Madeline Gallagher As per ref 2114 
2322 Bernie Quinn As per ref 2114 

2323 Clarrie Pringle As per ref 2114 
2324 Colm  Hearny As per ref 2114 

2325 Aine Gleeson As per ref 2114 
2326 Tommy Byrne As per ref 2114 

2327 Farrah Boyle As per ref 2114 
2328 Aidan O’Donnell As per ref 2114 

2329 Peter  Campbell As per ref 2114 
2330 Denise  Moohan As per ref 2114 

2331 Collette Byrne As per ref 2114 
2332 James O’Shea As per ref 2114 

2333 Paul McNelis As per ref 2114 
2334 Kate Doherty As per ref 2114 

2335 Damien McGeehan As per ref 2114 
2336 William  Bustard As per ref 2114 

2337 Alex Kelly As per ref 2114 
2338 John  Pringle As per ref 2114 

2339 Brian Campbell As per ref 2114 
2340 Eleanor Campbell As per ref 2114 

2341 Shane Whittington As per ref 2114 
2342 Denis Murphy As per ref 2114 

2343 Brian O’Sullivan As per ref 2114 
2344 Aodán ó Domhnaill As per ref 2114 

2345 Ethan McMurray As per ref 2114 
2346 Damien Kennedy As per ref 2114 

2347 Karen McGee As per ref 2114 
2348 Jack McGettigan As per ref 2114 

2349 Shauna Mullin As per ref 2114 
2350 Susan Finnegan As per ref 2114 

2351 WA Finnegan As per ref 2114 
2352 Daphne Morrow As per ref 2114 

2353 Philip  Leslie As per ref 2114 
2354 Corrie Crawford As per ref 2114 

2355 Lisa Robinson As per ref 2114 
2356 James F. McGroarty As per ref 2114 

2357 V.J.A Hinchcliff As per ref 2114 
2358 Jamie Bonner As per ref 2114 

2359 Shane Bonner As per ref 2114 
2360 Noel McLoughlin As per ref 249 

2361 Frank Cunningham As per ref 249 
2362 Paddy McCafferty As per ref 249 

2363 Dr. James McDaid As per ref 249 
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2364 Gerard Ellison As per ref 249 
2365 Martin Shovlin As per ref 249 
2366 Ronan McCallig As per ref 249 

2367 Sarah Shovlin As per ref 249 
2368 Paul Soames As per ref 249 

2369 Richard Soames As per ref 249 
2370 Patrick  Cannon As per ref 249 

2371 Bríd Ward As per ref 249 
2372 Gerard  Foley As per ref 249 

2373 M. Cullen As per ref 249 
2374 Peter O’Brien As per ref 249 

2375 Corina O’Brien As per ref 249 
2376 Phelim Molloy As per ref 249 

2377 Anne O’Donnell As per ref 249 
2378 Siobhan McHugh As per ref 249 

2379 Ronan  McCallig As per ref 249 
2380 Conor Shovlin As per ref 249 

2381 Danny Shovlin As per ref 249 
2382 Phil Moloney As per ref 249 

2383 Anne Shovlin As per ref 249 
2384 Colm Shovlin As per ref 249 

2385 Amy Shovlin As per ref 249 
2386 Leanne McHugh As per ref 249 

2387 Shelley McCallig As per ref 249 
2388 Emer Shovlin As per ref 249 

2389 Leanne Shovlin As per ref 249 
2390 Kathy McHugh As per ref 249 

2391 Mary Shovlin As per ref 249 
2392 Brendan Gavigan As per ref 249 

2393 Paul Haughey As per ref 249 
2394 Peter Boyle As per ref 249 

2395 Gerard McHugh As per ref 249 
2396 Jenne Bennett As per ref 249 

2397 Teresa Sweeney As per ref 249 
2398 Paul McCrossan As per ref 249 

2399 Marian Boyle As per ref 249 
2400 Joe Boyle As per ref 249 

2401 Patrick  Boyle As per ref 249 
2402 Maureen Conway As per ref 249 

2403 Dessie O’Donnell As per ref 249 
2404 Grace O’Donnell As per ref 249 

2405 Neil Faulkner As per ref 249 
2406 Elizabeth Birney As per ref 249 

2407 Liam Barry As per ref 249 
2408 G. Gallagher As per ref 249 

2409 Noel Gallagher As per ref 249 
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2410 Celine Cunningham 1. Claims that Windfarm developers are profit driven by definition and therefore unscrupulous in selecting sites for projects. If sensitive sites are not 
protected by the CDP, planning applications have to be defended by local communities and this places a burden on ordinary people, who will not sit idly 
by  while their communities are being destroyed. 
2. Supports the 10 times turbine height between turbine and houses. 
3. Supports the proposal to designate the 6 FWPM sub basins as unsuitable for turbines. 
4. Opposes the reduction or amending of the zone of influence of Glenveagh National Park.  

2411 Brendan Leslie As per ref 2410 

2412 Bernie Byrne As per ref 2410 
2413 Brigid Moone As per ref 2410 

2414 Carol McClean As per ref 2410 
2415 Anne Furey As per ref 2410 

2416 Pat  Ward As per ref 2410 
2417 Joan McGuinness As per ref 2410 

2418 Eleanor Liftar As per ref 2410 
2419 Darren  Rawdon As per ref 2410 

2420 Ellen  Boyle As per ref 2410 
2421 Neil Keeney As per ref 2410 

2422 Eileen Shovlin As per ref 2410 
2423 D Rossitor As per ref 2410 

2424 Vlad Titov As per ref 2410 
2425 Maggie Boyle As per ref 2410 

2426 Killian Boyle As per ref 2410 
2427 Breege Kennedy As per ref 2410 

2428 Yvonne Watters As per ref 2410 
2429 Alicia Curran As per ref 2410 

2430 Flor Nolan As per ref 2410 
2431 S Breslin As per ref 2410 

2432 Eileen  Diver As per ref 2410 
2433 Breege Haughey As per ref 2410 

2434 S Shixue As per ref 2410 
2435 Helen O’Donnell As per ref 2410 

2436 Frank Boyle As per ref 2410 
2437 Michael Boyle As per ref 2410 

2438 M Heraty As per ref 2410 
2439 Patricia Cunningham As per ref 2410 

2440 Peter Mullen As per ref 2410 
2441 Paul McDaid As per ref 2410 

2442 F. Boyce As per ref 2410 
2443 Paul O’Brien As per ref 2410 

2444 Jeff Strong As per ref 2410 
2445 Lisa Conway As per ref 2410 

2446 Camilla Devlin As per ref 2410 
2447 Mel McPartland As per ref 2410 

2448 Siobhain McCallig As per ref 2410 
2449 Jacqui Callaghan As per ref 2410 

2450 Sean McBride As per ref 2410 
2451 Colin T Mabon As per ref 2410 

2452 Anne McHugh As per ref 2410 
2453 Gerry McHugh As per ref 2410 
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2454 Mary  McGuigan As per ref 2410 
2455 Regina Cunningham As per ref 2410 
2456 Catherine  McShane As per ref 2410 

2457 Katy McShane As per ref 2410 
2458 Kathleen  O’Brien As per ref 2410 

2459 Annemarie Ward As per ref 2410 
2460 Michael Breslin As per ref 2410 

2461 Adrian Hamilton As per ref 2410 
2462 Sean  O’Beirne As per ref 2410 

2463 Liz Shovlin As per ref 2410 
2464 Caroline  Byrne As per ref 2410 

2465 Seamus McHugh As per ref 2410 
2466 Attracta McGuire As per ref 2410 

2467 Carmel  Byrne As per ref 2410 
2468 Kathy Gallagher As per ref 2410 

2469 Bernie Shaw As per ref 2410 
2470 Eileen  Hamilton As per ref 2410 

2471 Mary Brennan As per ref 2410 
2472 james McHugh As per ref 2410 

2473 Aisling Friel As per ref 2410 
2474 Mary Ryan As per ref 2410 

2475 Noel Ward As per ref 2410 
2476 William Brogan As per ref 2410 

2477 Lisa Oclcender As per ref 2410 
2478 Daniel Wilson As per ref 162 

2479 Patricia Wilson As per ref 162 
2480 Joseph Gallagher As per ref 162 

2481 Ciara Shovlin As per ref 162 
2482 Sinead Concarr As per ref 162 

2483 Breege McMorrow As per ref 162 
2484 Marie Cannon As per ref 162 

2485 John Breslin As per ref 162 
2486 Kelsey McCready As per ref 162 

2487 Eileen Bereslin As per ref 162 
2488 John Maguire As per ref 162 

2489 Rose Ward As per ref 162 
2490 Damien Ward As per ref 162 

2491 Martina Morrow As per ref 162 
2492 Keith Morrow As per ref 162 

2493 Jodie Morrow As per ref 162 
2494 Christy Behan As per ref 162 

2495 Sadie R  Spencer As per ref 162 
2496 Rodney Spencer As per ref 162 

2497 Peter O’Brien As per ref 162 
2498 Robert Wilson As per ref 162 

2499 Linda Byrne As per ref 162 
2500 Shaun Melley As per ref 162 

2501 Adrian Cannon As per ref 162 
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2502 Nary Rodgers As per ref 162 
2503 Kieran McCready As per ref 162 
2504 Mary Lynch As per ref 162 

2505 D Dundle As per ref 162 
2506 Bernie Feeney As per ref 162 

2507 Anne Breslin As per ref 162 
2508 Gerry Trimble  As per ref 162 

2509 Mary McHugh As per ref 162 
2510 Anne MacEachen As per ref 162 

2511 Clair Zimmermann As per ref 162 
2512 Shaun MacEachen As per ref 162 

2513 Dom Gallagher As per ref 162 
2514 Patrick  Cannon As per ref 162 

2515 Mary Gallagher As per ref 162 
2516 William Diver As per ref 162 

2517 Domnic McGrory As per ref 162 
2518 Eddie McCafferty As per ref 162 

2519 Margaret Morrow As per ref 162 
2520 Fergus McGuinness As per ref 162 

2521 Mark bustard As per ref 162 
2522 Martin Shanky-Smith As per ref 162 

2523 James Vance As per ref 162 
2524 Patrick  McCauley As per ref 162 

2525 Ciaran McDevitt As per ref 162 
2526 Noleen McGrath As per ref 162 

2527 Vivienne Rodgers As per ref 162 
2528 Catriona Cunningham As per ref 162 

2529 Cormac Quinn As per ref 162 
2530 Laura Cunningham As per ref 162 

2531 Mary Gough As per ref 162 
2532 Michael Gallagher As per ref 162 

2533 James Gallagher As per ref 162 
2534 Ethna McLoone As per ref 162 

2535 Mary McLoone As per ref 162 
2536 Patrick  McLoone As per ref 162 

2537 Shane  Gallagher As per ref 162 
2538 Teresa Gibbons 1. States it is encouraging to see Donegal Council taking responsibility and allowing the public to have their say on the need to have a separation distance 

of 10x tip height between turbines and buildings of human habitation. It will lead to better protection for people having to endure living beside large 
industrial turbines and will help reduce secondary effects of wind induced noise, ill health or annoyance. 
2. Supports the protection of 6 FWPM catchment areas. 

2539 Jean Adair As per ref 2538 
2540 Una Erskine As per ref 2538 

2541 Noel Howley As per ref 2538 
2542 Eleine Conaghan As per ref 2538 

2543 Paul McDevitt As per ref 2538 
2544 Michael Boyd As per ref 2538 

2545 Aoibhinn Boyd As per ref 2538 
2546 June Boyd As per ref 2538 

2547 Noel Gorman As per ref 2538 
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2548 Hayley Toye As per ref 2538 
2549 Chris Moore As per ref 2538 
2550 Sosanna  Russell As per ref 2538 

2551 Lee Gildea As per ref 2538 
2552 Catherine Doherty As per ref 2538 

2553 Denise Curran As per ref 2538 
2554 Kenneth Doherty As per ref 2538 

2555 Margaret Doherty As per ref 2538 
2556 Shely McDevitt As per ref 2538 

2557 Caitriona Irwin As per ref 2538 
2558 Sheila Callaghan As per ref 2538 

2559 Neil McGee As per ref 2538 
2560 Ned Callaghan As per ref 2538 

2561 George Adair As per ref 2538 
2562 Eamonn Scott As per ref 2538 

2563 Laura Kenny As per ref 2538 
2564 R Rodgen As per ref 2538 

2565 Mary Boyle As per ref 2538 
2566 Claire Stewart As per ref 2538 

2567 Sean Kelly As per ref 2538 
2568 Gory Cunningham As per ref 2538 

2569 Teresa Clinton As per ref 2538 
2570 Martin Callaghan As per ref 2538 

2571 Mick Callaghan As per ref 2538 
2572 Lee McQuillan As per ref 2538 

2573 Cameron McQuillan As per ref 2538 
2574 Edel Kelee As per ref 2538 

2575 John O’Donnell As per ref 2538 
2576 Kathleen O’Donnell As per ref 2538 

2577 Niamh  Mhic Aoidh As per ref 2538 
2578 James McHugh As per ref 2538 

2579 Pascal MacAodhain As per ref 2538 
2580 Marie McHugh As per ref 2538 

2581 Nuala Walsh As per ref 2538 
2582 Heather Howley As per ref 2538 

2583 Catherine Kerr As per ref 2538 
2584 Mathew  Kerr As per ref 2538 

2585 Oisin Moran As per ref 2538 
2586 Freda Coyle As per ref 2538 

2587 Vera Crummer As per ref 2538 
2588 Samuel Crummer As per ref 2538 

2589 Dr Seamus McFarland As per ref 2538 
2590 Linda Adems As per ref 2538 

2591 Fiona Coyle As per ref 2538 
2592 Donal Coyle As per ref 2538 

2593 Fiona Harkin As per ref 2538 
2594 Joseph  McGinley As per ref 2538 

2595 Daithi Gallagher As per ref 2538 
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2596 Angela Gallagher As per ref 2538 
2597 Sarah Sweeney As per ref 2538 
2598 Paddy Moore As per ref 2538 

2599 Teresa Gallen As per ref 2538 
2600 Saire Marie Doherty As per ref 2538 

2601 Shane Clinton As per ref 2538 
2602 Laura Elliott As per ref 2538 

2603 Shaun Clinton As per ref 2538 
2604 Niamh  Hume As per ref 2538 

2605 Brian McNulty As per ref 2538 
2606 Patrick Feely As per ref 2538 

2607 Peter Daily As per ref 2538 
2608 Raymond Coyle As per ref 2538 

2609 Kieran Coyle As per ref 2538 
2610 Garvan Russell As per ref 2538 

2611 Mary Coyle As per ref 2538 
2612 Francis  Coyle As per ref 2538 

2613 Thomas Downey As per ref 2538 
2614 A McDaid As per ref 2538 

2615 Anne Forde As per ref 2538 
2616 Leona Doherty As per ref 2538 

2617 Barbara Doherty As per ref 2538 
2618 Lee Orr As per ref 2538 

2619 Michael Forde As per ref 2538 
2620 Paddy O’Brien As per ref 2538 

2621 Annie  O’Brien As per ref 2538 
2622 Aishling O’Brien As per ref 2538 

2623 Seán Hume As per ref 2538 
2624 Harry Rooney As per ref 2538 

2625 Jim Gilmartin As per ref 2538 
2626 Martin McGrath As per ref 2538 

2627 James McElhinney As per ref 2538 
2628 Liam Coyle As per ref 2538 

2629 D Kumar As per ref 2538 
2630 Vincent Campbell As per ref 2538 

2631 Peggy  Campbell As per ref 2538 
2632 Frank Gallagher As per ref 2538 

2633 Claire Gallagher As per ref 2538 
2634 Maggie O’Donnell As per ref 2538 

2635 Michael Furey As per ref 2538 
2636 Rosaleen McNelis As per ref 2538 

2637 Marylau Furey As per ref 2538 
2638 Caroline Boyle As per ref 2538 

2639 Lee McCahill As per ref 2538 
2640 Richard Burgley As per ref 2538 

2641 Aidan Sweeney As per ref 2538 
2642 Robbie Adair As per ref 2538 

2643 Michael Moran As per ref 2538 
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2644 Aidan Ryne As per ref 2538 
2645 Aoife McDonnell As per ref 2538 
2646 Teresa McDonnell As per ref 2538 

2647 Alanah McDonnell As per ref 2538 
2648 Briana McDonnell As per ref 2538 

2649 Gary Gould As per ref 2538 
2650 Sheila Watters As per ref 2538 

2651 Shannon Doherty As per ref 2538 
2652 Teresa O’Brien As per ref 2538 

2653 Betty Doherty As per ref 2538 
2654 Johnny Keating As per ref 2538 

2655 Josephine Dunleavy As per ref 2538 
2656 John Coyle As per ref 2538 

2657 Caitlin Hume As per ref 2538 
2658 Darragh Breslin As per ref 2538 

2659 Luke McDaid 1. Delighted that Donegal Council have taken necessary steps to help protect families and residents that may find themselves living near huge turbines. 
This will provide some protection to the people living nearby.  
2. Supports proposed changes to the wind energy section of the CDP, that will provide some protection for the people living in houses near wind turbines. 
3. Supports the need to protect 6 sub basin rivers that contain the FWPM, claims the Council receive millions in funding to protect these rivers already. 

2660 Aoife Deery As per ref 2660 
2661 Aobin  Deery As per ref 2660 

2662 Marie McClafferty As per ref 2660 
2663 Fergal Casey As per ref 2660 

2664 Gordon Deane 1. Opposes any attempt to change the protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park. Other counties envy and admire this and everything should be 
done to cherish and  protect it. 
2. Supports protection for the FWPM and river basins from siltation. 
3. Supports the placing of turbines at least 10 times their height away from houses etc. 

2665 Catriona  Clare As per 699 

2666 Bernie McGowan As per 699 
2667 Valerie Doherty As per 699 

2668 Mary Doherty As per 699 
2669 Helen McConnell As per 699 

2670 Yvonne Gibson As per 699 
2671 Bridget  Hepper As per 699 

2672 Emma Breslin As per 699 
2673 Eamonn McDermott As per 699 

2674 John Dolan As per 699 
2675 George Arrow As per 699 

2676 Margaret McLaughlin As per 699 
2677 Linda Doherty As per 699 

2678 Annette Gallagher As per 699 
2679 F McKenna As per 699 

2680 Stacey McDermott As per 699 
2681 Donal McGee As per 699 

2682 Ellen Cleary As per 699 
2683 Michael Fletcher As per 699 

2684 Andrea MCDaid As per 699 
2685 Mary McKinney As per 699 

2686 Isabel O’Brien As per 699 
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2687 Daniel O’Brien As per 699 
2688 John Cassidy As per 699 
2689 Margaret Gaffney As per 699 

2690 Hugh Lynch As per 699 
2691 Bernie Murphy As per 699 

2692 M O’Flaherty As per 699 
2693 B Fner As per 699 

2694 Anne Lehery As per 699 
2695 Sinead Stanley As per 699 

2696 Courtney Clare As per 699 
2697 Matthew Illegible As per 699 

2698 Bernadette Brogan As per 699 
2699 Illegible Illegible As per 699 

2700 Anne Donaghey As per 699 
2701 Eva Gallagher As per 699 

2702 Roisin Cleary As per 699 
2703 Gwendoline Byrne As per 699 

2704 Chantelle Hanlon As per 699 
2705 Karina Sweeney As per 699 

2706 Charlotte Boileau As per 699 
2707 Isabelle Boileau As per 699 

2708 Jack Boileau As per 699 
2709 M. Redmond As per 699 

2710 Luke Elliott As per 699 
2711 John  Martin As per 699 

2712 Margaret Scully As per ref 250 
2713 Angela Jennings As per ref 250 

2714 Siobhan Nic Gaoithín As per ref 250 
2715 Marian  Harkin MEP As per ref 250 

2716 Pearse Doherty TD As per ref 250 
2717 Bernie  Lynch As per ref 250 

2718 Kathleen Gibbons As per ref 250 
2719 Andrea Barbur As per ref 250 

2720 Christian Barbur As per ref 250 
2721 Gaston Donna-Marie As per ref 250 

2722 David O’Neill As per ref 250 
2723 Kathy Higgins As per ref 250 

2724 Marie Baldrick As per ref 250 
2725 Owen McMullan As per ref 250 

2726 James Mc Lancaalt As per ref 250 
2727 Breege McBriarty As per ref 250 

2728 Sheila McGlinchey As per ref 250 
2729 Alice Haller As per ref 250 

2730 James McKay As per ref 250 
2731 Dervla McKay As per ref 250 

2732 Garrett Byrne As per ref 250 
2733 Pearse Busque As per ref 250 

2734 Mary & Michael Ledwurth As per ref 250 
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2735 Seamus Goonery As per ref 250 
2736 Eamonn  Doyle As per ref 250 
2737 Bernadette Quinn As per ref 250 

2738 Gabrielle Hendy As per ref 250 
2739 Louise Hendy As per ref 250 

2740 Philip Myerscough As per ref 250 
2741 Jane Myerscough As per ref 250 

2742 Darren Dunne As per ref 250 
2743 Anne Heaney As per ref 250 

2744 Camilla Dunne As per ref 250 
2745 Ronan Dunne As per ref 250 

2746 Conor Breston As per ref 250 
2747 Mark Malone As per ref 250 

2748 Pauline Conal As per ref 250 
2749 Sinead Finn As per ref 250 

2750 Wayne Farrell As per ref 250 
2751 Michael Lavin As per ref 250 

2752 Christiopher P. Lancg  As per ref 250 
2753 John Kehoe As per ref 250 

2754 Agnes Scully As per ref 250 
2755 Carol Nolan As per ref 250 

2756 Pamela Staffon As per ref 250 
2757 Dypmha Doyle As per ref 250 

2758 Mary O’Neill As per ref 250 
2759 Mick Murphy As per ref 250 

2760 Mary Tiffy As per ref 250 
2761 Mick De King Aghaclogher As per ref 250 

2762 Carmel  Carty As per ref 250 
2763 Elaine Byrne As per ref 250 

2764 Mary Whelan As per ref 250 
2765 Non-Legible  As per ref 250 

2766 Tony  Miller As per ref 250 
2767 Kevin Scully As per ref 250 

2768 Terri Kenny As per ref 250 
2769 Aileen Treacy As per ref 250 

2770 James Brennan As per ref 250 
2771 Ramona Kelly As per ref 250 

2772 Carmel  Cosgrave As per ref 250 
2773 Liam McGabhann As per ref 250 

2774 Eva Byrne As per ref 250 
2775 Teresa Byrne As per ref 250 

2776 Eileen Truly As per ref 250 
2777 David Bacon As per ref 250 

2778 Paul Cole As per ref 250 
2779 Donagh Feeney As per ref 250 

2780 Richard Nolan As per ref 250 
2781 Non-Legible  As per ref 250 

2782 Frank Cosgrove As per ref 250 
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2783 Non-Legible  As per ref 250 
2784 Margaret Deegan As per ref 250 
2785 Noel Ryan As per ref 250 

2786 D. Gill As per ref 250 
2787 Brigid Birney As per ref 250 

2788 Rita McHale As per ref 250 
2789 Rory O’Connor As per ref 250 

2790 Des Mork As per ref 250 
2791 Andrew Dunne As per ref 250 

2792 Roy Conry As per ref 250 
2793 Seamus Boland As per ref 250 

2794 Dermot Miller As per ref 250 
2795 Ronan (Seanadoir) Mullen As per ref 250 

2796 Mary Shuile As per ref 250 
2797 Tereasa Neely 1. Claims it is puzzling that the current protection afforded to Glenveagh National Park is to be reduced. It is a national park, not a county one, visited by 

tourists and locals alike. Its focus is conservation, not tourism.  
2. Supports the 10 times tip height separation. 
3. Supports the removal of 6 FWPM sub basins as areas unsuitable for wind turbines. 
4. Opposes reducing or amending the zone of visual influence of Glenveagh National Park. 

2798 R. McCarroll As per ref 2797 

2799 Margaret McMenamin As per ref 2797 
2800 L Cowe Non- Legible As per ref 2797 

2801 Mary Bredin As per ref 2797 
2802 Kathy Sweeney As per ref 2797 

2803 Kevin Doherty As per ref 2797 
2804 James Righy As per ref 2797 

2805 Kathleen Toner Dale View As per ref 2797 
2806 Susie McCloskey As per ref 2797 

2807 Pat O’Callaghan 30 Sessiagh View As per ref 2797 
2808 Margaret Griffin As per ref 2797 

2809 Seamus Callaghan As per ref 2797 
2810 Sinead McMenamin Collins As per ref 2797 

2811 Susan McGinley As per ref 2797 
2812 Caroline Mc Crabbe As per ref 2797 

2813 Sarah  O’Callaghan As per ref 2797 
2814 Hugh Mullin As per ref 2797 

2815 Margaret  Mullin As per ref 2797 
2816 Non-Legible  As per ref 2797 

2817 Non-Legible  As per ref 2797 
2818 Shauna McAcher As per ref 2797 

2819 Paul Logue As per ref 2797 
2820 Kay Byrne As per ref 2797 

2821 Donna Catterson As per ref 2797 
2822 Michael McCloskey As per ref 2797 

2823 Tereasa Anderson As per ref 2797 
2824 Helena McBride As per ref 2797 

2825 Sally McGrory As per ref 2797 
2826 T. Mellett As per ref 2797 

2827 C. Millett As per ref 2797 
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2828 Fiona Collins As per ref 2797 
2829 Grainne McMonagle As per ref 2797 
2830 Natasha Boyce As per ref 2797 

2831 Anne Patton As per ref 2797 
2832 Mary Kavanagh Kavangh As per ref 2797 

2833 Claire Kavanagh As per ref 2797 
2834 Bill Meehan As per ref 2797 

2835 Elaine Kavanagh As per ref 2797 
2836 Liam Hoey As per ref 2797 

2837 Patrick O’Donnell (C/O Mgt McMonagle) As per ref 2797 
2838 Realtin McMonagle As per ref 2797 

2839 Bridid Non- Legible As per ref 2797 
2840 Haley Logue As per ref 2797 

2841 Maureen McNamara As per ref 2797 
2842 Noreen Cooney As per ref 2797 

2843 Shaun McMonagle As per ref 2797 
2844 Margaret McMonagle As per ref 2797 

2845 Ciaran  McMonagle As per ref 2797 
2846 Michael McMonagle As per ref 2797 

2847 Margaret O’Donnell C/O Mgt McMonagle As per ref 2797 
2848 Thereasa McMonagle As per ref 2797 

2849 Leanne McMonagle As per ref 2797 
2850 Rebecca Ellis 1. Sets out that as a frequent visitor to West Donegal for many years their delight that there are moves to curb the blight of wind farms and applauds the 

council. 
2. Supports  unequivocally the two sections which deal with setback distance and FWPM.  
3.Rejects the proposal to reduce the ZVI of Glenveagh; states the protection of Glenveagh National Park should not be lessened in any way, it is a 
national treasure of great natural beauty, bringing tourists to the county and that visitors  will find other places to visit if they are going to be faced with 
ranks of turbines. 

2851 Matthew  Henderson As per ref 2850 

2852 Amanda Ellis As per ref 2850 
2853 Kate Emersin As per ref 2850 

2854 Margaret McKiernan As per ref 2850 
2855 Ann Marie Roberts As per ref 2850 

2856 Carol McCloskey As per ref 2850 
2857 Veronica Hugh As per ref 2850 

2858 Margaret Wilson As per ref 2850 
2859 M Killough As per ref 2850 

2860 E. Doherty As per ref 2850 
2861 Philip Matthews As per ref 2850 

2862 E. Emerson As per ref 2850 
2863 Natasha Gough As per ref 2850 

2864 Margaret Maguire As per ref 2850 
2865 Michael Wilson As per ref 2850 

2866 Martin Killough As per ref 2850 
2867 Gareth Hendrum As per ref 2850 

2868 Tracy Butterworth As per ref 2850 
2869 Gavin Butterworth As per ref 2850 

2870 Ian McIlfatrick As per ref 2850 
2871 Anthony Devine As per ref 2850 
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2872 Bridie Devine As per ref 2850 
2873 S.A Bustard As per ref 2850 
2874 Winnie Wilson As per ref 2850 

2875 Nichola Bray As per ref 2850 
2876 Bernadette Connolly As per ref 2850 

2877 Josie McLauren As per ref 2850 
2878 Brenda Harkin As per ref 2850 

2879 Eilis Boilean As per ref 2850 
2880 Keith Boilean As per ref 2850 

2881 Hugh Rodgers As per ref 2850 
2882 Maureen  Farrell As per ref 2850 

2883 Ciara Bowman As per ref 2850 
2884 William Forbes As per ref 2850 

2885 Frank Forbes As per ref 2850 
2886 David Forbes As per ref 2850 

2887 Grainne  Wilson As per ref 2850 
2888 Claire Gilmore As per ref 2850 

2889 Stephen Gilmore As per ref 2850 
2890 Keith Law As per ref 2850 

2891 Stephen Bowman As per ref 2850 
2892 Robert Hughes As per ref 2850 

2893 Patrrica Hughes As per ref 2850 
2894 Peter Elliott 1. Supports the 10 times tip height separation between wind turbines and houses. The taller the turbine the further back the house should be. 

2. Supports proposals to designate 6 FWPM sub basins as areas unsuitable for wind turbines. 
3. Opposes reducing or amending the zone of influence of Glenveagh National Park with regard to Wind Energy developments. The Council should be 
proud of the park and not decrease the level of protection in planning currently afforded. 

2895 Carmel  Gallagher As per ref 2894 

2896 Mary Bonnar As per ref 2894 
2897 Selina Russell As per ref 2894 

2898 P. Saunders As per ref 2894 
2899 P. McShelves As per ref 2894 

2900 Terry Cowan As per ref 2894 
2901 Ciara Hennigan As per ref 2894 

2902 Matthew  Whyte As per ref 2894 
2903 M. Hennigan As per ref 2894 

2904 David Hennigan As per ref 2894 
2905 Gerard Callaghan As per ref 2894 

2906 Michael Krosendijk As per ref 2894 
2907 Ian C. McIlfatrick As per ref 2894 

2908 Frank McIlfatrick As per ref 2894 
2909 V.A (Veronica) Hughes As per ref 2894 

2910 Gerard Slowey As per ref 2894 
2911 Margaret McGeehan As per ref 2894 

2912 John McGeehan As per ref 2894 
2913 Eileen  Gallagher As per ref 2894 

2914 Rose Kennedy As per ref 2894 
2915 Terence Gallagher As per ref 2894 

2916 Laura McGeehan As per ref 2894 
2917 Shaun Watters As per ref 2894 
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2918 Mark Watters As per ref 2894 
2919 John Conlon As per ref 2894 
2920 Maureen Cunningham As per ref 2894 

2921 Kathleen Slowey As per ref 2894 
2922 Barbara McKelvey As per ref 2894 

2923 Catriona Mac Namara As per ref 2894 
2924 Laurence Slowey As per ref 2894 

2925 Stephen Slowey As per ref 2894 
2926 Siobhán Dawson As per ref 578 

2927 Michael Daly As per ref 578 
2928 Winifred Henderson As per ref 578 

2929 Irene McFadden As per ref 578 
2930 Jacqueline Kelly As per ref 578 

2931 Bernadette Kennedy As per ref 578 
2932 Aisling Gallagher As per ref 578 

2933 Lena McConaghy As per ref 578 
2934 Francis McDaid As per ref 578 

2935 Patsy Brown As per ref 578 
2936 Val Smith As per ref 578 

2937 Gerry Doherty As per ref 578 
2938 A Hamilton As per ref 578 

2939 Phillippa Mullin As per ref 578 
2940 Anne McHugh As per ref 578 

2941 Valerie Hannigan As per ref 578 
2942 Bernard Farrell As per ref 578 

2943 Lani Taliman As per ref 578 
2944 Linda McArdle As per ref 578 

2945 Julie M ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 
2946 Colm McNulty As per ref 578 

2947 Ita Kelly As per ref 578 
2948 Finn McIntyre As per ref 578 

2949 Mary  Daly As per ref 578 
2950 Michael Cannon As per ref 578 

2951 Bernard Kane As per ref 578 
2952 Ternece  Heeney As per ref 578 

2953 Annie Gallagher As per ref 578 
2954 Ann Polland As per ref 578 

2955 Emily Browne As per ref 578 
2956 Aodhán  Browne As per ref 578 

2957 Anne McLaughlin As per ref 578 
2958 Michelle Quinn As per ref 578 

2959 Dean O’Donnell As per ref 578 
2960 Cathy  Browne As per ref 578 

2961 Joseph Browne As per ref 578 
2962 Rita Fletcher As per ref 578 

2963 Anne Marie Griffin As per ref 578 
2964 Patsy Murphy As per ref 578 

2965 Bernard Dowds As per ref 578 
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2966 Maureen Browne As per ref 578 
2967 Frank Battles As per ref 578 
2968 Charlotte Dougherty As per ref 578 

2969 Seosamn Ua Galchobhair As per ref 578 
2970 Gerry Rodgers As per ref 578 

2971 Jennifer Doherty As per ref 578 
2972 Sylvia Darby As per ref 578 

2973 Alison Cannon As per ref 578 
2974 Mary  Connaghan As per ref 578 

2975 Antoine O’ Hare As per ref 578 
2976 Cathal McGee As per ref 578 

2977 Roberta Bobbyn As per ref 578 
2978 Mary  O’Donnell As per ref 578 

2979 Seamus Byrne As per ref 578 
2980 Philomena McGill As per ref 578 

2981 Catriona Peters As per ref 578 
2982 Patricia Kerr As per ref 578 

2983 Anne McGowan As per ref 578 
2984 Thomas Polland As per ref 578 

2985 Denis O’Brien As per ref 578 
2986 Chantel Ó’Loughlin As per ref 578 

2987 Kevin Melaugh As per ref 578 
2988 Candida O’Donnell As per ref 578 

2989 Geraldine Maher As per ref 578 
2990 Edward O’Loughlin As per ref 578 

2991 Phelim Gerard McGill As per ref 578 
2992 Thomasina O’Loughlin As per ref 578 

2993 Una Corrigan As per ref 578 
2994 Orla Ó’Loughlin As per ref 578 

2995 Joe Hanigan As per ref 578 
2996 Donna O’Halloran As per ref 578 

2997 Geraldine McGonigle As per ref 578 
2998 Patrick Gibson As per ref 578 

2999 Keith Corcoran As per ref 578 
3000 Niamh McGroarty As per ref 578 

3001 Sean McGroary As per ref 578 
3002 Hilary Pearson As per ref 578 

3003 Mark Kinsella As per ref 578 
3004 Kathleen Murray As per ref 578 

3005 R  Whyte As per ref 578 
3006 Tommy Patton As per ref 578 

3007 Brid Gallagher As per ref 578 
3008 Ann Molloy As per ref 578 

3009 Martina Lyons As per ref 578 
3010 Margaret Bogan As per ref 578 

3011 Venus Harvey As per ref 578 
3012 Daniel Harvey As per ref 578 

3013 Cathy  Bogle As per ref 578 
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3014 Ian Stewart As per ref 578 
3015 Elizabeth  Woods As per ref 578 
3016 Barry Reynolds As per ref 578 

3017 Catherine  McKinney As per ref 578 
3018 Deirdre Friel As per ref 578 

3019 Kiara Mulanny As per ref 578 
3020 Anna Marie Dunlevy As per ref 578 

3021 William O’Connor As per ref 578 
3022 Andy  Brogan As per ref 578 

3023 Hugh Lynch As per ref 578 
3024 Diarmuid McGettigan As per ref 578 

3025 Sheree Kirkpatrick As per ref 578 
3026 John Kerrigan As per ref 578 

3027 Mary  McBride As per ref 578 
3028 Frances  McMenamin As per ref 578 

3029 Geraldine Gallagher As per ref 578 
3030 Eunan Quinn As per ref 578 

3031 Loretta ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 
3032 P.J. Duffy As per ref 578 

3033 J Cassidy As per ref 578 
3034 Kathrina McGinley As per ref 578 

3035 Neli Kernan As per ref 578 
3036 David Stewart As per ref 578 

3037 Feargus ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 
3038 Emma Gallagher As per ref 578 

3039 Martin Gallagher As per ref 578 
3040 Laura Morrow As per ref 578 

3041 Ann Sweeney As per ref 578 
3042 Hugh Sweeney As per ref 578 

3043 Kate Shovlin As per ref 578 
3044 Edward Erskine As per ref 578 

3045 Siobhán McCrudden As per ref 578 
3046 Ann  McGroarty As per ref 578 

3047 John Hannigan As per ref 578 
3048 Andy  Cunningham As per ref 578 

3049 Dara McConnell As per ref 578 
3050 Nuala Diver As per ref 578 

3051 Carmel Dunlevavy-Gimbel As per ref 578 
3052 Patricia Farrell As per ref 578 

3053 Gary Farrell As per ref 578 
3054 James Farrell As per ref 578 

3055 Margaret Judge As per ref 578 
3056 Clodagh Farrell As per ref 578 

3057 Helen Moore As per ref 578 
3058 Enda Moore As per ref 578 

3059 Mary  Duffy As per ref 578 
3060 Shaun McMonagle As per ref 578 

3061 John M. Kelly As per ref 578 
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3062 Josephine Kelly As per ref 578 
3063 Peter Watters As per ref 578 
3064 Alan Darnell As per ref 578 

3065 Terry Murray As per ref 578 
3066 Teresa Murray As per ref 578 

3067 Betty Gallagher As per ref 578 
3068 Pauric McHugh As per ref 578 

3069 Pauline  McHugh As per ref 578 
3070 Mary B Davis As per ref 578 

3071 Angela Beirne As per ref 578 
3072 Dermot Boyle As per ref 578 

3073 Joseph P Gallagher As per ref 578 
3074 Lynne ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 

3075 Mary  Shovlin As per ref 578 
3076 Seamus Gallagher As per ref 578 

3077 Nuala Sweeney As per ref 578 
3078 Stacey Sweeney As per ref 578 

3079 Kathleen Doherty As per ref 578 
3080 Martina Flanaghan As per ref 578 

3081 Mary Gallen As per ref 578 
3082 Eileen Gallagher As per ref 578 

3083 Teresa Byrne As per ref 578 
3084 Betty Quinn As per ref 578 

3085 Siobhan McGowan As per ref 578 
3086 Margaret O’Brien As per ref 578 

3087 Noel McGettigan As per ref 578 
3088 Geraldine Comiskey As per ref 578 

3089 Charlie McGinley As per ref 578 
3090 Emma Coyle As per ref 578 

3091 Aisling Kenny As per ref 578 
3092 Carol McCann As per ref 578 

3093 Michael ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 
3094 Adrian Concarr As per ref 578 

3095 Martin Sweeney As per ref 578 
3096 Dolores  Daly As per ref 578 

3097 Adrian  Daly As per ref 578 
3098 Mary Gallen As per ref 578 

3099 Jackie McCafferty As per ref 578 
3100 Eileen Lynch As per ref 578 

3101 John McHugh As per ref 578 
3102 Patrick Keeney As per ref 578 

3103 Caroline McGill As per ref 578 
3104 Arlene McGlynn As per ref 578 

3105 Siobhan Bonner As per ref 578 
3106 Caroline O’Donnell As per ref 578 

3107 Noreen Furey As per ref 578 
3108 Natasha Farrell As per ref 578 

3109 Kitty (McDyer) Mooney As per ref 578 
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3110 Anne Morrissey As per ref 578 
3111 Hilary Meehan As per ref 578 
3112 Marian Byrne As per ref 578 

3113 Elizabeth Cunningham As per ref 578 
3114 Rory P Cunningham As per ref 578 

3115 Donna Earley As per ref 578 
3116 Anne McMenamin As per ref 578 

3117 Sarah McMenamin As per ref 578 
3118 Leanne Sweeney As per ref 578 

3119 Brian McGill As per ref 578 
3120 Aoife Gallagher As per ref 578 

3121 Patrick J McHugh As per ref 578 
3122 Anthony Breslin As per ref 578 

3123 Anthony McGill As per ref 578 
3124 Dina Gallagher As per ref 578 

3125 Liam Maskey As per ref 578 
3126 Hugh Gavigan As per ref 578 

3127 Sean Breslin As per ref 578 
3128 Maria Diver As per ref 578 

3129 Catherine Devlin As per ref 578 
3130 Tina Quigley As per ref 578 

3131 Breda Doherty As per ref 578 
3132 Maria De’Giovanni As per ref 578 

3133 Rosemary McCamphill As per ref 578 
3134 Joseph Gallagher As per ref 578 

3135 Gerard Sweeney As per ref 578 
3136 Catherine Heery As per ref 578 

3137 Darren Gildea As per ref 578 
3138 Mary McDevitt As per ref 578 

3139 Leo Fields As per ref 578 
3140 Dónagh Fields As per ref 578 

3141 Joanne Breslin As per ref 578 
3142 Thomas Breslin As per ref 578 

3143 Marion Breslin As per ref 578 
3144 Teresa Concarr As per ref 578 

3145 Ann Molly As per ref 578 
3146 Paddy Molloy As per ref 578 

3147 Michael Sweeney As per ref 578 
3148 Kathryn McBrearty As per ref 578 

3149 Mary Gallagher As per ref 578 
3150 Madge O’Donnell As per ref 578 

3151 S Thompson As per ref 578 
3152 Laura Conway As per ref 578 

3153 Danny McDaid As per ref 578 
3154 Jennifer Pearson As per ref 578 

3155 Noel Slevin As per ref 578 
3156 Seberena McGahern As per ref 578 

3157 Patricia Kelly As per ref 578 
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3158 Patrick Haughey As per ref 578 
3159 Kate Mooney As per ref 578 
3160 Amanda Gallen As per ref 578 

3161 Nicola Logue As per ref 578 
3162 Attracta Browne As per ref 578 

3163 Rosemary Finn As per ref 578 
3164 Mary Doherty As per ref 578 

3165 Ionatius Catterson As per ref 578 
3166 Gillian O’Meara As per ref 578 

3167 Sally McMenamin As per ref 578 
3168 Patrice Patton As per ref 578 

3169 Lynda Conway As per ref 578 
3170 Catherine Craig As per ref 578 

3171 Eileen Griffin As per ref 578 
3172 Mary Heena As per ref 578 

3173 Catherine Haughey As per ref 578 
3174 Joseph Maloney As per ref 578 

3175 Jennifer Diment As per ref 578 
3176 James  McGill As per ref 578 

3177 Bridgeen Doherty As per ref 578 
3178 Marisa Crawford As per ref 578 

3179 ILLEGIBLE Scully As per ref 578 
3180 Alana Gallagher As per ref 578 

3181 Kieran McCabe As per ref 578 
3182 Grace Boyle As per ref 578 

3183 Rose Gallagher As per ref 578 
3184 Joanne Gallagher As per ref 578 

3185 Liz Callaghan As per ref 578 
3186 Patrice Doherty As per ref 578 

3187 Margaret  Kennedy As per ref 578 
3188 M Stewart As per ref 578 

3189 Johanne Harrold As per ref 578 
3190 Margaret Quinn As per ref 578 

3191 Michael ILLEGIBLE As per ref 578 
3192 Frankie Campbell As per ref 578 

3193 Kathleen McGettigan As per ref 578 
3194 Terence  Craig As per ref 578 

3195 Pat Craig As per ref 578 
3196 Dermot McHugh As per ref 578 

3197 Mary McGettigan As per ref 578 
3198 Lorraine Lagan As per ref 578 

3199 R Brennan As per ref 578 
3200 Francis Brennan As per ref 578 

3201 Dorothy Walker As per ref 578 
3202 M McCloskey As per ref 578 

3203 M McCloskey As per ref 578 
3204 Pat Browne As per ref 578 

3205 Catherine Costello As per ref 578 
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3206 Pat McGinty As per ref 578 
3207 Margaret McGinty As per ref 578 
3208 Bridie McBrearty As per ref 578 

3209 ILLEGIBLE Campbell As per ref 578 
3210 J McDevitt As per ref 578 

3211 Sandy McDevitt As per ref 578 
3212 Barbara Coleman As per ref 578 

3213 D Boyle As per ref 578 
3214 Sean McGill As per ref 578 

3215 Nora McGlynn As per ref 578 
3216 Nora Quinn As per ref 578 

3217 Rose McGill As per ref 578 
3218 Christy Gallagher As per ref 578 

3219 Marie Boyle As per ref 578 
3220 Mickeilia Breen As per ref 578 

3221 Terence  McDyer As per ref 578 
3222 Hugh Campbell As per ref 578 

3223 Margaret McHugh As per ref 578 
3224 Mamie McGeehan As per ref 578 

3225 J McGeehan As per ref 578 
3226 Lisa Quinn As per ref 578 

3227 Dervla Nichols As per ref 578 
3228 John Joe McDyer As per ref 578 

3229 Maureen Quinn As per ref 578 
3230 Cormac  Quinn As per ref 578 

3231 Condy Campbell As per ref 578 
3232 Ciaran Boyle  As per ref 578 

3233 Mary McNelis As per ref 578 
3234 Anthony Byrne As per ref 578 

3235 Hetty McDyer As per ref 578 
3236 Mairead Timoney As per ref 578 

3237 Julia Molloy As per ref 578 
3238 Marie Bonner As per ref 578 

3239 Joe Bonner As per ref 578 
3240 Mary Alice Molloy As per ref 578 

3241 Sandra Moore As per ref 578 
3242 Eamon Doherty As per ref 578 

3243 Patrick Boyer As per ref 578 
3244 Geraldine McHugh As per ref 578 

3245 Charlie Molloy As per ref 578 
3246 Jacqueline Molloy As per ref 578 

3247 Sean McGill As per ref 578 
3248 Marie Bonar As per ref 578 

3249 Mary Ita Boyle As per ref 578 
3250 Kay Bonner As per ref 578 

3251 A O’Donnell As per ref 578 
3252 Mark Boyle As per ref 578 

3253 Sharon Gillespie As per ref 578 
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3254 ILLEGIBLE Boyle As per ref 578 
3255 Hazel Nesbitt As per ref 578 
3256 Donagh O’Callaghan As per ref 578 

3257 Andrea McHugh As per ref 578 
3258 James McHugh As per ref 578 

3259 Yvonne Campbell As per ref 578 
3260 James Campbell As per ref 578 

3261 Breidin Boyle As per ref 578 
3262 Hugh Boyle As per ref 578 

3263 Deirdre Boyle As per ref 578 
3264 John  Ward As per ref 578 

3265 Mary Quinn As per ref 578 
3266 Sharon Gallagher As per ref 578 

3267 Patricia Molloy As per ref 578 
3268 Julian Molloy As per ref 578 

3269 Enya O’Callaghan As per ref 578 
3270 Conal O’Callaghan As per ref 578 

3271 Hugh McDyer As per ref 578 
3272 Edel Ni Ailis 1. Comments in relation to the controversy and disagreement over windmills are noted. 

2.Comments in relation to the negative impact on the environment, the Wild Atlantic Way and the effect on tourism are noted. 
3. Supports that windmills should be set back 10xtip height from residential dwellings in relation to protection. 
4. Supports the FWPM and states that it should not be endangered.  
5. Opposes the intention to interfere with Glenveagh in relation to tourism and our duty to protect it. 

3273 Sean O Baoill As per 3272 

3274 Noilin  Ui Ailis  As per 3272 
3275 James Ellis  As per 3272 

3276 Patrick Stevenson  As per 3272 
3277 Olivia Kalinina  As per 3272 

3278 Svetlana Grosko  As per 3272 
3279 Galina  Grosko  As per 3272 

3280 Brid Gallagher  As per 3272 
3281 Caitlin Ui Dhomhaill  As per 3272 

3282 Sean O Baoill  As per 3272 
3283 Cathal  Ellis  1. Supports proposed alterations A and B subject to consultation in relation to FWPM and windmills be placed 10xtip height back from residential 

dwellings. 
2. Comments on FWPM in relation to seed and nutrients, management plans, the CDP being in contravention of the preservation objectives under the 
Habitats Directive are noted. 
3. Supports windmills 10x tip height from residential dwellings and places of assembly in relation to enjoying the environment and properties. States that 
noise and shadows cast by windmills interferes with the lives of the ordinary rural community. 
4. Comments in relation to achieving a balance between the needs of the local rural community and the business itself 

3284 Peadar  O Baoill  As per 3283 

3285 Cristoir O Domhnaill  As per 3283 
3286 Maire Molisero  As per 3283 

3287 Evelyn  McLaughlin  As per 3283 
3288 Caitlin O Baoill  As per 3283 

3289 Jen O Brien 1. Supports Alteration No. 2 to the CDP . 
2. Comments in relation to unique heritage, the landscape influencing culture and identity, and rural areas depending on tourism are noted. 
2. Supports 'A & B variety' in the Development Plan that was advertised in the newspapers. 
3. Comments in relation to protecting rural people from noise, dark images and dangers associated with wind turbines and protecting FWPM are noted.  
4. Agrees that wind turbines should be 10xtip height from homes. 
5. States that the power and greed of windmill companies needs to be restrained through policies in the CDP. The CPD needs to act on behalf of people 
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and nature and conserving our rich heritage and the Council need to act on behalf of the public at all times. 

3290 Sean  Mac Giolla Bhui  As per 3289 
3291 Donall  Mac Giolla Bhui  As per 3289 

3292 Cathal  McElwee  As per 3289 
3293 Jackie Boylan  As per 3289 

3294 Seamus Mac Gaoithin  As per 3289 
3295 Clare Mc Elwee  As per 3289 

3296 Susanna  Mac Geehan 1. Supports the 6 river beds for FWPM are excluded according to the FWPM rule 2009. 
2. Supports recommendation that wind turbines are 10xtip height away from houses and places of assembly in relation to people enjoying their 
environment and not affecting their property with regard to noise and shadows. 
3. Comments in relation to seeds and nutrients outlined in the (sub) River Basins Management Planning are noted as well concerns that CDP is not 
complying with the conservation objectives of vulnerable protected species set out in the Habitat Guidelines. 

3297 Sean  Mac A Bhaird As per 3296 

3298 Sile  Nic a Bhaird As per 3296 
3299 Aoife Ni Fraighre As per 3296 

3300 Donncha O Dhaighre As per 3296 
3301 Siobhan Murray As per 3296 
3302 Sorcha  Nic Elieiott As per 3296 
3303 Seamas  O Fearghail As per 3296 
3304 Bridin  Ni Bhaoin As per 3296 
3305 Frank  Gallagher As per 3296 
3306 Grainne  Ni Chnaimhsai As per 3296 
3307 Maire Graham As per 3296 
3308 Mary  Finnan As per 3296 
3309 Grainne  Ni Chnaimhsai As per 3296 

3310 Maire  Ni Aogain As per 3296 
3311 Canice  Mac Aodhain As per 3296 
3312 Padraig  O Bhaoill As per 3296 
3313 Sile  Nic Suibhne As per 3296 
3314 Aine  Nic Chaimhsai As per 3296 
3315 M Doherty As per 3296 
3316 Bridget O Donnell As per 3296 
3317 Kevin Doherty As per 3296 
3318 Gearoidin Ni Bhroin As per 3296 

3319 Killian  Mac uillinn As per 3296 
3320   

 

Brid Ni Bhroin As per 3296 

3321 Tomás 
 

Bradley (An taisce) 
 

1. Justification/ evidence has not been given for the removal of the ZVI of Glenveagh National Park. 
2. Considers 'ring-fencing' certain aspects of Glenveagh to be contrary to the European Landscape Convention 2000 that requires a holistic strategy to 
Landscape characterization; 'beauty' should be a subsequent constituent with the "distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements" being the 
primary. 
3. Considers the variation to be premature in advance of a finalised and adopted LCA, which is a key evidence base to determine ZVIs. 

3322 Patrick  
 

O'Sullivan (DECLG) 
 

1. Department has serious concerns about the consistency of the plan if varied with national policy and the internal coherence of the plan and its 
renewable energy strategy. 
2. Considers variation premature pending developments in the national policy context in relation to renewable energy generally and wind energy in 
particular. 
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3. Amendment no1 suggests a ban of wind energy developments in areas where there are significant environmental, heritage and landscape constraints 
but without supporting assessments under the relevant SEA, habitat or Water Framework directives. 
4. States that regarding the proposed inclusion of FWPM sub basin catchments in not favoured areas, it is unclear if relevant scientific and quantitative 
assessments were used. Request that PA either clarify this aspect or supply the relevant justification. 
5. States that amendment 4 of the proposed variation regarding the 10 times the tip height set back has the potential to impact significantly on the 
consideration of wind energy projects of any scale. Refers to Planning circular letter PL 20-13 which advised LA to defer amending their wind energy 
development plan policies pending the completion of the national policy review. 
6. States the CDP, if varied, would be inconsistent with: the wind energy guidelines and subsequent circular PL 20-13, BRA regional planning guidelines, 
national targets for renewable energy consumption by 2020, and government policy commitments to increase on and offshore wind energy production 
indicated in the 'Strategy for Renewable Energy 2012-2020'.  
7. States that the specification of specific separation distances are premature to the finalisation of the focused review of the Planning Guidelines on Wind 
Energy regarding noise, separation distance and shadow flicker. 
8. Accordingly (to above) the view of the department is that the plan would not represent a strategy for proper planning and sustainable development as 
required under the Planning and Development Act 2000 and recommends the authority should not adopt the proposed variation. 
9. States that if the PA does not comply with their request the Minister would consider the use of the powers of Ministerial direction under the act to direct 
the pa accordingly. 

3323 Caroline 
 

Brady (BRA) 
 

1. Recommends that Amendments no.s 1 and 3 are not approved. The FWPM management plans were adopted to protect the FWPM, and did not 
specifically identify wind energy developments as a single significant threat, this was considered in the drafting of the CDP that includes objective NH-O-4 
and policy NH-P-4.  These objectives and policy were assessed under the SEA Directive and Habitats Directive and any specific proposal for wind energy 
developments would be subject to a further and more detailed assessments.  There are many other land uses that could negatively effect the FWPM that 
are not the subject of the amendment; this is not considered the correct approach to protecting the FWPM as they do not enhance the protection any 
further, but negatively impact upon a sector which is expected to grow and expand in Ireland in the future. 
2. Recommends that proposed amendment number 2 and 5 are not approved due to the potential negative impacts upon wind energy development due 
to the dispersed nature of rural housing that would effectively rule out wind energy development, and as no protection would be afforded to permitted 
dwellings not yet constructed. 
3. Strongly recommend that amendment no 4 is not adopted until more detailed LCA and wind energy strategy are adopted for Donegal that identify areas 
suitable, open for consideration and not suitable for wind energy developments and revised DECLG Wind Energy Development guidance is approved.  
This amendment is inconsistent with: National targets for energy consumption by 2020 (derived from EC Directive 2009/28), National Strategy for 
Renewable Energy 2012-2020 and the DECLG Wind Energy Development Guidelines 2008 (and any subsequent amendments). 
4. Highlights that there are no stated reasons for the variation under Section 13(1) of the Act and little justification within supporting documentation.  
Neither are there relevant strategies/documents in place to inform such policy as there is currently no LCA or a renewable or wind energy strategy. 
5. Overall, the BRA consider the proposed amendments to be inconsistent with National and Regional policy on wind energy and instead recommends 
replacing them with a statement that policies and objectives on wind energy will be reviewed in light of the focused review of DECLG Wind Energy 
Guidelines 2008 (PL 19/13) and the finalization of a Planning Policy Framework for renewable energy export by DECLG.  It is also considered appropriate 
that DCC take a proactive approach to renewable energy development and draft and adopt and LCA and a renewable and/or wind energy strategy for the 
County. 

3324 Nicola 
 

Fox (NRA) 
 

1. Acknowledgment of notification: no observations made. 
 

3325 Veronica 
 

Kelly 
 

1. Acknowledgment of notification: no observations made. 
 

3326 Richard 
 

Daly (Dept of Defence) 
 

1. The issues raised do not pertain to the any of the proposed amendments as published within Variation No. 2, County Donegal Development Plan 2012 
- 2018. Notwithstanding this, the Department have identified the following three routes / roads as critical low level routes in support of Air Corps 
operational requirements and the Department of Defence is opposed to the erection of windfarms or tall structures within 3 nautical miles (nm) of the route 
centreline which could affect Air Corps' ability to access regional areas. 
a) N15 / N13 between Sligo and Letterkenny 
b) N14 from Lifford to Letterkenny 
c) R245 and R247 from Letterkenny to Fanad Head. 
Applications for structures in these areas of a height in excess of 45m above ground level at the site of the object must e referred to the Dept of Defence 
for assessment of potential impact on flight operations. 
In all locations where turbines are permitted, they should be conditioned to meet the following lighting requirements. 
- Single turbines or those delineating the edge of a windfarm should be illuminated by high intensity strobe lights (red). 
- Obstruction lighting elsewhere in a windfarm will be of a pattern that will allow the hazard be identified and avoided by aircraft flight. 
- Obstruction lights used should be incadescent or of a type visible to Night Vision equipment. 
 

 


